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ANNUAL REPORT.

The Board of Education has the honor to submit to the

Legislature its sixty-seventh annual report.

The functions of the Board of Education are both advisory

and executive. The Board takes cognizance of the whole

domain of public school education, and recommends to the

Legislature measures for the improvement of public instruc-

tion ; it has the care of the normal schools, the direction of

the agents of the Board, the distribution of the income of the

State school fund and the awarding of State scholarships ; it

exercises supervision also over the truant schools, the schools

for the deaf and blind, and the schools for defectives.

The secretary of the Board is primarily its executive officer.

He should be the formulator of its policy and its recognized

leader. Gifted with minute technical knowledge and with

broad scholarship, he should also be an adept in school legisla-

tion, a cogent speaker, and the possessor of that administrative

tact which can produce harmony throughout a complex and

somewhat loosely cohering public school system. He should

be virtually the superintendent of public instruction, and

should receive a salary commensurate with his duties.

Normal Schools.

' Not the least important part of the work of the Board is its

responsibility in regard to the normal schools. Though all

the normal schools include special and longer courses than the

two-year curriculum, the majority of their graduates are from

the obligatory mininmm two-year course, this majority usually

being qualified to fill positions in primar}^ and grammar grades.

A third year would result in greater attainment, there would
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be a higher standard for minimum success, and the upper

grammar grades would be more frequently taught by normal

graduates than is now likely to be the case in view of colle-

giate pedagogy. Whenever a school standard is raised schools

quickly adapt themselves to the change and numerical attend-

ance increases.

The chief argument for the present two-year course lies in

the desire and need of many pupils to become self-supporting

as quickly as possible. But such reasoning, however good for

the individual pupil, is not favorable to the teaching profession

as a whole. If, on the other hand, the standard of the high

schools in general should be raised, and the equivalent of a

first-year normal course be completed in the high school, then

a two-year normal course would give sufficient equipment for

a teacher.

Moreover, there is a prevalent notion that teaching ranks

higher in the social scale than any industrial pursuit, hence

the profession of teaching is too often sought, not for its

own sake nor for the enjoyment it can give, but for the social

status it is supposed to confer. Unless the teacher can carry

with her into the class room the culture that should hedge

around any technical or text-book knowledge, she will dwarf

the aims of her pupils, and herself dwindle into the merely

mechanical teacher. The more thorough, therefore, her

preparation, the more generous-minded instructor will she

become.

The entrance examination of the physical condition of each

pupil and the subsequent watchfulness of a physician over the

pupil's school career have done much to eliminate the anaemic

element from the normal schools, — an element that retards

progress of one's ' self and others. The teacher of physical

culture co-operates with the physician, and gives that attention

to the personal details of hygiene which can be best rendered

by a resident instructor.

As it was impossible to find boarding places for all those

who wished to attend the normal schools located in Fitchburg,

Westfield and North Adams, new dormitories have been built,

one of them replacing an old building. By the commodious-

ness and attractiveness of these halls the Board has marked its

approval of the new social spirit now recognized as a legitimate
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part of a school curriculum in guiding pupils to high ideals

of Avhat homes may be in simplicity and refinement.

Agents of the Board.

The special committee of the Board, which was appointed at

the close of last year to consider the subject of the employ-

ment of agents, and to outline the nature and scope of their

work, submitted recommendations which were substantially put

into operation the present year.

The suggestions contained in last year's report in regard to

the inspection of the normal schools were also carried into effect

this year. The increase of normal schools to the number of

ten, all of them large and important, made it seem almost indis-

pensable that the Board of Education should have a specialized

report of the condition of these schools, together with expert

judgment as to the ability and value of the work of the several

teachers. The Board has fortunately found at its disposal the

means for making a thorough examination of the normal schools,

and a careful comparison of their work with that of similar

institutions in other States. This task has been assigned to an

educator of unusual ability, pedagogical training, large prac-

tical knowledge, and clear and independent judgment. The

results of this inspection have been apparent in present benefit

to the schools, and it is likely to remedy many defects and give

the inspiration needed to attain higher standards of scholarship

and efficiency.

Mr. Henr}" T. Bailey resigned his position as agent for the

promotion of industrial drawing July 31, that he might assume

other duties in connection with editorial work. For nearly

sixteen years he has taught, lectured and ins})ired others to

perceive the application of beauty and form to the every-day

life of home and school and workshop. The position vacated

has been filled by the appointment of Mr. Walter Sargent,

formerl}^ assistant agent of industrial drawing.

County Truant Schools.

These schools, though under the direct superintendence of

special boards of trustees and of county commissioners, are

yet subject to visitation by the State Board of Education, and

present as interesting problems as do its normal schools.
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As a boy's term of commitment rarely exceeds two years, it

is difficult to state just how much time should be given to

what is commonly called text-book knowledge. Possibl}^

more manual training might be provided, and certain simple

trades more fully taught. Certainly there should at least be

more provision for elementary mechanical drawing, such as

is useful in farm and simple home life, and also for such

increased nature study as will quicken in these boys a fuller

habit of observation, and give them a larger sense of the law

and order of the universe. In all of these schools the dis-

cipline is wholesome, and the farm work which largely obtains,

in addition to its industrial value, is used also as a steady

means of developing character. Freedom from sectarian influ-

ences is secured by Protestant minister and Catholic priest alike

having full access to pupils of their own faith, admonishing

them by stated lessons and general influences. While all the

schools, however, are models of economical management, they

differ in the amount and kind of education bestowed, depend-

ent upon their localities and the former habitats and occupa-

tions of their pupils ; but it may well be asked if there are

not among them some who should be sent to the School for

the Feeble-minded.

All these truant schools are greatly benefited by the law

enabling the county commissioners to release boj^s on pro-

bation, and by the appointment of truant officers to look

after those on parole. They fulfil an important function in

public school education, and have so thoroughly demonstrated

their usefulness that it is to be hoped similar schools will

ultimately be established for girls in addition to the present

State Industrial School.

Schools for Defectives.

Massachusetts justly ranks these schools, which are replete

with interest on both the psychological and physiological side,

as among the best evidences of her intelligent guardianship.

The wonderful powers of speech that have been almost cre-

ated, as it were, in the several schools for the deaf, are now an

oft-repeated tale of wonder. The sign language is no longer

taught in any of them, with the exception of the American

School at Hartford, Conn. ; but graduates from there, as well
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as from elsewhere, frequently enter higher institutions of learn-

ing, and acquit themselves as creditably as hearing pupils.

The Boston School for the Deaf is patterned after the admi-

rable Clarke School at Northampton. Nowhere are the pupils

happier as boarders, and nowhere are they better taught.

The marvels of the Perkins Institution for the Blind are

makino- its g-raduates more and more self-reliant and self-

supporting, and the teaching of the adult blind at their homes

has steadily and wisely progressed.

Within the last few years more attention than formerly has

been given to the condition of the feeble-minded. The per-

petual custodial care of such adults, especially of women, is

now generally recognized as a State duty. The most impor-

tant measure for their welfare has been the establishment of

farm colonies at Templeton which lessen the ever-increasing

number of those sent to the school at Waltham, There are

now three such colonies of feeble-minded men (or" children, as

they are wisely called) , situated at a long distance from each

other, and independent of one another, but each dependent

upon the central institution at Waltham. The school idea of

Dr. Samuel G. Howe for the individual has developed into

the colony plan of Dr. Fernald, the first of its kind in the

world, who thus has demonstrated that the active-bodied feeble-

minded can be made both useful and happy in an unconfined

seclusion.

With the segregation at Templeton has arisen better classi-

fication at Waltham in the schoolroom and work shops, and of

the various wards. The old buildings were outgrown, but with

the addition of new ones has come greater ease and success in

doing the work of varied instruction. The Waltham school

aims not so much for specialization in progress among the

feeble-minded, which should make one or another compara-

tively phenomenal, as for an all-round development of self-help-

fulness, bodily vigor, morality, and delight in the work of their

hands. The formation of special classes for the more slightly

feeble-minded in the public schools of Boston has been of benefit

to normal children, as well as to those deficient in ability ; such

classes have aided in discriminating between those who should

be sent to Waltham and those who can be safely trusted in

the community at large.
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National Educational Association.

No report of this year should close without reference to the

forty-second meeting of the National Educational Association,

held in Boston in July.

The State Board of Education had printed for general dis-

tribution at the sessions of the convention a pamphlet on the

".Massachusetts School System," prepared under the super-

vision of Mr. C. B. Tillinghast. This document is a useful

compendium of what every teacher should know concerning

the development of the public schools.

All the normal schools and all the schools throughout the

State contributed in one or another way to make this conven-

tion one of the most memorable ever held ; but the Normal

Art School, because of its location in this city, was the State

school which took the most prominent part in the convention.

In this school was held a special exhibit, which was visited by

over ten thousand persons, and which showed the logical, pro-

gressive character of the instruction given.

Changes in the Board.

The treasurer of the Board, Mr. C. B. Tillinghast, has been

acting secretary since May 19, when leave of absence was granted

to Mr. Hill. Since that time Mr. Tillinghast, without compen-

sation and with rare discretion, has filled the office, bringing all

within its scope into efficient and harmonious action, Hon.

Frank A. Hill was for nine years the untiring, conscientious

secretary of the Board. Loyal to his convictions of right and

a high standard of scholarship, he persistently and honorably

worked for the advancement of public school education in its

many phases. His reports were conspicuous for careful inves-

tigation, Avise inferences and valuable suggestions.

It is with much sadness that the Board finds itself called upon

to record the death of its secretary and also of one of its mem-

bers within a few weeks of each other.

Hon. Elijah B. Stoddard of Worcester devoted to the inter-

ests of the Board twenty-five years of a helpful and honored

life. His financial sagacity, legislative experien-ce, and broad

outlook were of the greatest service to the educational interests

of the State.
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The lives of these men have enriched and ennobled the

cause of public education, which they have served with dig-

nity, fidelity, and singleness of purpose.

KATE GANNETT WELLS.
CLINTON Q. RICHMOND.
GEORGE I. ALDRICH.
ELMER H. CAPEN.
ALBERT E. WINSHIP.
GEORGE H. CONLEY.
CAROLINE HAZARD.
JOEL D. MILLER.

Boston, Dec. 3, lfK33.
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3n illemoriam.

FRANK ALPINE HILL.

Born Oct. 12, 1841, Biddeford, Me.— Died Sept. 12, 1903, Brookline, Mass.—
Secretary of the State Board of Education, 1894-1903.

Dr. Frank Alpine Hill was graduated from Bowdoin College

at the age of twenty, was principal of the Milford High School

from 1865-70, and of the Chelsea High School from 1870-86,

when he was chosen head master of the English Hig-h School

at Cambridge, a position he occupied for seven years. He was

the first principal of the Mechanic Arts High School of Boston,

and in May, 1894, entered upon his service as secretary of the

State Board of Education, which he continued until his death,

Sept. 12, 1903. In 1894 Bowdoin College conferred upon Dr.

Hill the degree of Litt.D.

Dr. Hill was a true lover of his chosen profession. To its

advancement he gave the strength of careful study and earnest

effort. Without self-seeking he was called to positions of

great responsibility, and his work therein witnesses for better

ideals and broader conceptions of popular education. His was

a long-honored and unselfish service ; and in this service there

was no element finer or more enduring than the manliness of

Dr. Hill's own character.

ELIJAH BRIGHAM STODDARD.
Born June 5, 1826, Upton, Mass.— Died Sept. 25, 1903, Alfred, Me.— Member

OF the State Board of Education, 1878-1903.

In the death of the Hon. E. B. Stoddard the Board of Educa-

tion loses its senior member. He was first appointed in 1878,

and was regularly reappointed on the expiration of his several

terms of service. He was perhaps the most potent factor in

the establishment of the Worcester State Normal School, and

throughout his oiBcial connection with it watched over its wel-

fare, did ever3'^thing in his power to promote its development

and progress, and by his friendly and genial spirit endeared
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himself not only to the principal but to every teacher and

pupil.

His efforts, however, were not confined to the Worcester

school. He had a most intelligent interest in the entire work

of the Board. As chairman of the committee on scholarships,

of the executive committee, and as a member of the finance

committee, he rendered important assistance to the Board and

a distinct benefit to the Commonwealth.

He was a large-minded, noble and public-spirited citizen,

whose influence was felt for good not only in the community

in which he lived but from end to end of the State. He was

a man of optimistic temper and a most agreeable companion.

His associates upon the Board of Education will always grate-

fully cherish his memory.





REPORTS

BOAEDS OF VISITORS

NORMAL SCHOOLS.





STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, BRIDGEWATER.

ALBERT G. BOYDEN, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Albert Gardner Boyden, Educational study of niau, the prin-

ciples and the art of teaching, school

organization, school government,

school laws of Massacluisetts and
the history of education.

Arthur Clarke Boyden, vice-principal, . . . Natural science, history and civil

polity.

Franz Heinrich Kirmayer, Latin, Greek, French, German.

William Dunham Jackson, Physical science, mathematics, Eng-

lish literature.

Charles Peter Sinnott, Geography, physiology and hygiene,

physical science.

Harlan Page Shaw, Chemistry, mineralogy, industrial

laboratory.

Frank Ellis Gurney, Classics, geometry, astronomy.

Isabella Sara Horne, Vocal culture and reading.

Clara Coffin Prince, Vocal music, algebra.

Fanny' Amanda Comstock, Arithmetic, botany, geometry.

MARY' Alice Emerson, English.

Elizabeth Helen Perry, . Drawing.

LiLLiE Eveline Merritt Assistant in drawing.

Bessie Louise Barnes, Physiology and hygiene, physical

training.

Lillian Anderson Hicks Supervisor of practice work in the

model school.

Instructors in the Model School.

Brenelle Hunt, Principal.

Adelaide Reed, Ninth grade.

Martha May Burnell, Eighth grade.

Sarah Vinetta Price Seventh grade.

Nellie Mabel Bennett, Sixth grade.

Jennie Bennett, Fifth grade.

Mary Lucinda Wallace Foiirth grade.

Sarah Wheaton Turner, Third grade.

Annie Lawrie Sawyer Second grade.

Flora May' Stuart, First grade.

Clara Rachel Bennett, First grade.

Instructors in the Kindergarten.

Anne Morgan Wells, Principal.

Frances Plympton Keyes, Assistant.

This school is constantly striving to accomplish the purpose

of the State normal school, w^hicli is to prepare teachers for the

public schools of the State. The normal school has a distinc-

tive atmosphere, spirit and method of work, determined by its
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call to develop the elements of qualification for teaching in

student teachers. These elements are the personality which

adapts him to teaching ; the spirit of the teacher, which appre-

ciates the responsibility of the work ; a Avorking knowledge of

the laws of physical and mental development and the consequent

principles of education ; the scholarship requisite to direct

wisely the stud}^ of the subjects in the school course ; and skill

in the art of teaching and training. '
' The passing of the nor-

mal school " to higher achievement and better equipment is the

natural condition of its life.

It may be helpful to glance at some factors of the sixty-three

years of the life of this school. The school started with two

teachers, — the principal of the normal school and the principal

of the model school. It now has fifteen teachers in the normal

department and thirteen in the model school.

The course of study at the beginning was arranged for one

year of three terms, but during the first six years students were

required to remain in the school only two terms, which need

not be consecutive, and after the second term students were

permitted to select their studies. The school now has five

courses, each of which is to be taken consecutively : an ele-

mentary course arranged for two years, one for four years with

electives, an intermediate course for three years with electives,

a special course of one year for graduates of colleges and nor-

mal schools and for teachers of five years' experience who desire

to extend their preparation for teaching, and a kindergarten

course for two to three years.

The model school at the beginning consisted of one class, of

30 to 40 pupils. It now includes the kindergarten and the

nine grades below the high school, — 468 pupils.

The school has steadily gained the confidence of the public,

as will be seen from the following facts :
—

The average number of students admitted per 3^ear for the

first decade was 58 ; for the second decade, 63 ; for the third,

57 ; for the fourth, 87; for the fifth, 93; for the sixth, 120;

and for the last three years, 133.

The average number of graduates per year for the first decade

Avas 39 ; for the second decade, 49 ; for the third, 32 ; for the

fourth, 44; for the fifth,. 56; for the sixth, 78; for the last

three years, 112.
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The third decade, which shows a decrease, was the period of

the civil war.

The steady increase in the number of students from an aver-

age attendance per term of 53 in the first decade to an average

attendance per term of 274 in the last three years has caused

frequent enlargement of the school buildings, and each exten-

sion has been followed b}^ further increase in the number of

students. Since the erection of the new school building in

1890, — which was enlarged by fifty per cent, in 1894,—-'and

the erection of the new residence hall in 1895, the numbers

have largel}^ increased, notwithstanding the opening of four

new normal schools in the State.

The town of Bridgewater gave the school a home for the first

three years of its life in the old town hall. Now the school

plant, including seventeen acres of land and six buildings with

their equipments, has a value of half a million dollars. To meet

the demands of the public, the State normal school nmst keep

up to date, along all the lines of its work, in the advantages

and equipments which it ofters prospective teachers.

The assembly hall has been crowded the past year, and the

residence halls could not accommodate all who desired rooms
therein. More rooms for residence, and an infirmary, are

needed.

There has been no change of instructors during the year.

The health of the school has been good, and its work has been

vigorously prosecuted.

The Legislature of 1903 generously appropriated $58,700

for the erection of a new gymnasium building, an electric plant

and a coal shed. An engine and dynamo have been installed,

which furnish excellent light in all the buildings and power to

run electric lanterns for stereopticon projections in the class

rooms and in the assembly hall. This plant greatly facilitates

better work.

The appropriation for the new gymnasium building is being

expended. Plans have been secured with much care for a

modern gymnasium. The building is in process of construc-

tion, and is to be completed Aug. 1, 1904. The erection of

this building with its complete equipment will supi)ly a large

need in the life of the students, and will much improve the

health and work of the school.
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Outlines in several studies have been revised and improved.

Three class rooms and the assembly hall are now provided with

projecting apparatus for the better study of the sciences, his-

tory and literature. Three new first-class electric lanterns

with compound microscopic attachments, and other valuable

pieces of apparatus, have been purchased for these studies.

With this new apparatus superior pictures can be made upon

the screen, which can be studied by the whole class at once,

with economy of time and the enrichment of the courses of

study. The assembly hall, stairways and class rooms are

growing more beautiful each year by the addition of pictures or

statuary presented to the school by the graduating classes.

The benefit received bj^ the normal students from thek obser-

vation and practice in the model school is increasing each year

by the more extended and careful practice and supervision in

this work. The judgment formed of the student teacher's fit-

ness for teaching by those in charge of this work is generally

confirmed by his subsequent work in the public school.

The life of the students in the residence halls, living together

as one large familj^, is a potent element in their social evolu-

tion, and helpful to them in taking their places in life as

teachers. " The Normal Club," an organization composed of

the faculty and the students, holds a series of first-class enter-

tainments— social, literary and musical— once a fortnight

through the year.

The statistics of the school for the year ending Aug. 31,

1903, are as follows :
—

1. Number of students for the year, 274, — 29 men, 245 women;

number in the entering class, 126,— 11 men, 115 women; number

of graduates for the year, 88,— 7 men, 81 women; number receiv-

ing certificates for special courses, 13 women.

2. The whole number of students who have been members of the

school is 5,156, — 1,318 men, 3,838 women. The number who have

received certificates or diplomas is 3,428, — 884 men, 2,544 women;

of whom 288 have graduated from the four years' course, — 148

men, 140 women.

3. Of the 274 members of the school for this year, Plymouth

County sent 77 ; Bristol, 38 ; Middlesex, 37 ; Norfolk, 37 ; Essex,

15; Suffolk, 14; Hampden, 11; Worcester, 11; Barnstable, 10;
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Dukes, 3 ; Berkshire, 1 ; Hampshire, 1 ; Nantucket, 1 ; the State of

New Hampshire, 8 ; Maine, 4 ; Vermont,- 2 ; Connecticut, 1 ; New
York, 1; Jamaica, W. I., 1; Syria, 1. Total from Massachusetts,

256, 13 counties and 91 towns being represented; other States and

countries, 18.

4. The distribution of the students for the year was as follows :

special courses, 19, — 1 man, 18 women; four years' course, 47,

—

20 men, 27 women; intermediate course, 34, — 4 men, 30 women;
two years' course, 174, — 4 men, 170 women.

5. The average age of those admitted was 20 years and 2 months;

of special students, 27 years and 9 months ; of students entering

upon regular courses, 19 years and 2 months.

6. Of the 126 admitted, 4 came from colleges, 4 from normal and

training schools, and 118 from high schools and academies; 20 had

taught previous to coming.

7. The occupations of the fathers of those admitted were given

as follows: artisans and mechanics, 26; farmers, 13; traders, 11;

superintendents and foremen, 7 ; railroad employees, 5 ; salesmen,

3 ; bookkeepers and clerks, 3 ; engineers, 2 ; contractors, 2 ;
pro-

fessional men, 2 ; chemists, 2 ; manufacturer, mail carrier, pilot,

policeman, night watchman, expressman, florist, coachman, inspector,

laborer, proprietor, inside man, 1 each; retired, 4; not living, 28;

not given, 6.

8. Of the 126 students admitted, Boston sent 11; Brockton, 10;
Bridgewater, 8 ; Taunton, 7 ; Springfield, 5 ; Haverhill, Holbrook
and Waltham, 4 each ; Mansfield, Medford, Middleborough, Quincy
and Somerville, 3 each ; Andover, Chelsea, Fall River, Melrose,

Milton, New Bedford, Randolph and Stoughton, 2 each; Abin<ytou,

Acton, Ashland, Berkley, Bourne, Canton, Carver, East Bridgewater,

Everett, Falmouth, Groton, Great Barrington, Hadley, Hudson, Hyde
Park, Lawrence, Longmeadow, Marshfield, Medway, Nantucket,

Newburyport, Northbridge, Plymouth, Reading, Rockland, South-

bridge, Spencer, Walpole, Watertown, Wayland, Weymouth, Whitman
and Winchester, 1 each ; New Hampshire, 4 ; Maine, 3 ; Connecticut,

1 ; Vermont, 1.

CAROLINE HAZARD,
GEORGE I. ALDRICH,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, FITCHBURG.

JOHN G. THOMPSON, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

John G. Thompson, Pedagogy.

E. A. Kirkpatrick Psychology.

Preston Smith, Natural sciences.

Helen M. Humphrey Mathematics.

Flora E. Kendall, English.

Nellie B. Allen, Geography.

Florence M. Miller, History.

Annette J. Warner .< Drawing.

Elizabeth D. Perry, Music and physical culture.

Abby p. Churchill, Nature study.

Joseph T. Whitney, Mamial training.

Instructors in the Practice and Model Schools.

Charles S. Alexander, Principal.

The teachers in the normal school supervise the teaching of their respective subjects

in the model and practice schools.

Instructors in the Practice Schools.

Caroline G. Hagar Supervisor in primary grades.

Mattie a. Cole Supervisor in primary grades.

Mary I. Chapin Supervisor in primary grades.

Matilda B. Doland, Supervisor in grammar grades.

Instructors in the Model Schools.

Florence E. Scott, Principal of kindergarten.

Georgiana H. Jubb, Assistant in kindergarten.

L. Frances Jones, First grade.

Ida M. Austin Second grade.

Mary McConnell Third and fourth grades.

Margaret M. Slattery Filth and sixth grades.

Mercie a. Allen, Seventh and eighth grades.

Mary L. Merrill .,
Ungraded.

In General.

There is a double reason for the brevity of this report.

There has been no change in the corps of teachers during the

year, and the general plan of work, excepting such minor

improvements as experience suggested or the natural develop-

ment of the plan made necessary, has been continued. The

usual things, therefore, said in a report have been said alread3\

It will be seen by the statistics that the attendance has varied

little from that of other years. It may be added that the

interest in the work on the part of teachers and pupils has

been excellent, and that the work of the model and practice

schools has been successful. An annual course of lectures,
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upon sul)jects adapted to help the students in the work of

teaching, has been a feature of the work in this school from

the first. The course of last winter was the most successful

of the series. By charging a small sum to those, not mem-
bers of the school, who desired reserved seats, the principal

was enabled to add several Saturday afternoon entertainments

of a more general character.

The New Dormitory.

The erection and opening of a dormitory has been the special

feature of the year. ^The building, in addition to all rooms for

general use, provides accommodation for some fifty pupils.

The rooms are arranged in suites ; each suite has a study, two

sleeping rooms, and access to a bath room direct from the

rooms themselves. The construction is thorough, and every

care has been taken to make the building as nearly fire-proof as

possible. For convenience in use, quiet and home comfort,

we believe this to be one of the very best dormitories in the

State, and, for that matter, in the country.

The lectures for the past year have been as follows :
—

Mr. Frederick Manley, Boston, — The Merchant of Venice.

Rev. Austen T. Kemptou, F'itchburg (two lectures) :
—

New Brunswick.

Evangeline.

Mr. Henry A. Clapp, Boston (two lectures) :
—

Shakespeare, the Man.

The Tempest.

C. C. Church Quartette, Fitchburg (Mrs. Jennison, Mrs. Faxon, Dr.

Page, Mr. Allen), concert, — In a Persian Garden.

Hon. Frank A. Hill, Secretary of the State Board of Education, —
Seven Lamps for the Teacher's Way.

Mr. Edward Howard Griggs, Montclair, N. J. (twelve lectures).

Moral Leaders :
—

The Function of the Moral Leader. Luther.

Socrates. Giordano Bruno.

Marcus Aurelius. Victor Hugo.

St. Francis of Assisi. Carlyle.

Savonarola. Emerson.

Erasmus. Tolstoy.

Graduation Address, — Rev. Elmer H. Capen, D.D., President of

Tufts College.
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Statistics.

The statistics for the year ending Aug. 31, 1903, are as

follows :
—

1. Number of students for the year, 121, — 116 women, 5 men;

number in the entering class, 52, — 48 women, 4 men; number of

graduates for the year, 28 from the elementai'y course, 9 from the

advanced course; number receiving certificates for special courses, 8.

2. Whole number of students admitted since the opening of the

school, 461, — 450 women, 11 men (this number includes the class

admitted in the fall of 1903)

.

3. Number of States represented in the membership of the school

for this year, 3.

4. Number of counties in Massachusetts represented, 3.

5. Number of towns in Massachusetts represented, 23.

6. Average age of entering class, 18.9 years.

7. Number who have had experience as teachers, 12.

8. Occupation of parents : merchants, 9 ; farmers, 14 ; carpenters,

3 ; skilled laborers, 7 ; laborers, 8 ; musician, 1 ; superintendents

of corporations, 2 ;
publishers, 2 ; lawyer, 1 ; civil engineer, 1

;

deceased, 4.

JOEL D. MILLER,
CAROLINE HAZARD,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, FEAMINGHAM.

HENRY WHITTEMORE, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Henry Whittemore, School laws of Massaolmsetts,

school organization and gov-

ernment.

Amelia Davis, Mathematics and astronomy.

Esther Parmenter, Natural and physical sciences.

Frederic W. Howe Chemistry, biology and dietetics.

Louisa A. Kicholass, Household arts.

Samuel C. Prescott, Bacteriology.

Lillian A. Ordwat, Geography, Latin and psychol-

ogy.

M. Elizabeth Holbrook, History and civil polity.

Mary C. Moore English language and literature.

Mary H. Stevens, French.

Jane E. Ireson, Elocution and reading,

Jennie E. Boodt Drawing.
Frederic W. Archibald, Singing.

Mary' Bennett, Gymnastics.

Susan M. Emerson, Sloyd.

Instructors in the Practice School.

Susan M. Emerson, Ninth grade.

Antoinette Roof, Eighth grade.

Leila J. Webster, Seventh grade.

Nellie A. Dale, Sixth and fifth grades.

Alice v. Winslow, Fourth grade.

S. WiNNiFRED Munroe Third and second grades.

Elizabeth A. Malloy, Second and first grades.

PHtiiBE M. Beard, Kindergarten.

General Work of the School.

The methods of instruction and management of the school

have varied little from those of the preceding year, save as the

influence of the two boarding halls is more and more recognized

in their reflex action upon the school. The personal relations

between pupils and teachers, especially between pupils and the

principal, established in the intercourse of dailj^ home life,

develop a spirit of willingness to serve each other and a sense

of honorable comradeship, which is felt in the zeal and disci-

pline of the school.

Notwithstanding the additional accommodations aflbrded by
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Wells Hall as a school building, we have been obliged to refuse

twelve applicants, as there was no room in the dormitories,

and no boarding places could be found in the town other than

those already occupied. As some of these applicants wished

to enter as special students, we all the more regretted the

inability to receive them, for such pupils are incentives to

the regular scholars, and elevate the standard of a school.

Workshop.

With the growth of the school has arisen greater need for

additional room for a workshop. In a short time this would

return the cost of its construction by the saving of money at

present paid out for repairs to which neither the janitor nor

the engineer can attend because of the lack of space in which

to work.

We shall also need to increase the sewage area for sub-filtra-

tion, the present field having become over-saturated.

Health Conditions.

The pupils have never been better physically, and have never

done their work with less nervous strain than during the last

year. This is due in part to insistence upon gymnastic train-

ing and out-door sports, but still more to the development of

a sense of personal responsibility for health, which sense the

school as a whole now acknowledges and transmits to each

incoming class. The tennis grounds and golf links, the latter

partly borrowed, and the grove for exercises, are excellent

suburbs for a school building.

Household Arts.

The household arts department still remains the only one of

its kind in the State normal schools ; but with the opening of

similar training institutions in other parts of the State, espe-

cially with the advantages of Simmons College, it is fortunate

that this department has not yet been duplicated in the other

State normal schools. So far all its graduates have obtained

excellent positions, most of them in Massachusetts, and are

receiving very much better salaries than if they were teaching

in primary or grammar grades.
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Special mention should be made of the interest excited by

the valuable lectures on bacteriology by Prof. Samuel C.

Prescott. They constitute an important part of the household

arts course, and contribute indirectly to the health of the pupils

by the knowledge they furnish of the modes of microscopic

existence which affect human life.

Changes ix the Faculty.

With much regret we were obliged to accept the resignation

of Mr. Charles F. Whitney as teacher of drawing. His place

has been filled bv Miss Jennie E. Boodv, a graduate of the

public school class of the Normal Art School. As teacher of

natural and physical science, Miss Esther Parmenter has taken

the place of Miss Clark, who received a years leave of absence,

and is studying at Columbia College.

Lectures.

The graduating address was delivered by Arlo Bates, pro-

fessor of English literature at the Institute of Technology.

During the year lectures have been given by Mrs. Florence

Howe Hall, on " The Cardinal Points of Good Manners ;
" by

Mr. Edward H. Griggs, on "St. Francis of Assisi" and on

"Savonarola;" by Mr. A. E. Kempton, on "Nova Scotia''

(illustrated by stereopticon ) ; and by Mr. Schuyler Matthews,

on the " Son OS of Birds." The concert oiven bv the Glee

Club took the form of an operetta, " The Japanese Girl ;
" and

the school gave a "Schubert morning," with an essay by a

pupil.

Gifts.

The school was remembered by the following gifts : a plaster

cast, " Demosthenes," presented by Mr. Charles Ireson of Bos-

ton : a gift of a sum of money from a friend of the school,

with which to purchase pottery for the art room ; an etching,

" Mozart when a Boy," presented l)y the Glee Club of 1902-

1903. The class of 1903 left a fund with which to purchase

two pictures. The same class planted a Babylonian willow

south of Normal Hall. Miss Susan Minns of Boston gave to

Wells Hall tlirec large and valuable engravings (proofs), sev-

eral framed photographs and two large Hower panels in oil.
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Miss Emil}^ Healey of Boston also sent many small framed

photographs from the old masters. The gifts from these two

friends greatly aided in making Wells Hall more beautiful.

Statistics.

1. Number of pupils admitted, September, 1902, 105. Numberwbo
graduated in June, 1903, 71 ; of tbis number, 62 graduated from the

regular two years' course and 9 from the departmeut of household

arts. Certificates were given to 5 for one year's special course.

Whole number of pupils for the year 1902-1903, 206, divided as fol-

lows : seniors, 85; juniors, 112; post-graduates and specials, 9;

total, 206.

2. Average age of pupils admitted in September, 1902, 20 years.

3. Occupation of parents : retired, 1 ; lieutenant in navy, 1 ; vet-

erinary, 1
;

police, 2
; physician, 1 ; army officer, 1 ; railroad agent, 1

;

undertaker, 1 ; reporter, 1 ; sea captain, 1 ; lawyer, 1 ; superin-

tendents, 4 ; civil engineer, 1 ; brokers, 2
;
judge, 1 ; manufacturers,

7; merchants, 16; farmers, 14; mechanics, 37; laborers, 11; total,

105.

4. Residences of 105 pupils admitted in September, 1902 ; Massa-

chusetts, — Suffolk County, 4 ; Middlesex County, 54 ; Worcester

County, 22 ; Norfolk County, 6 ; Hampden County, 2 ; Hampshire

County, 1 ; Essex County, 1 ; Bristol County, 4 ; Berkshire County,

1 ; total, 95. From other States, — Vermont, 3 ; New Hampshire, 2
;

Connecticut, 1 ; Maryland, 2 ; New York, 1 ; New Jersey, 1 ; total,

10. From Massachusetts, 95; from other States, 10; total, 105.

KATE GANNETT WELLS,
GEORGE H. CONLEY,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, HYANNIS.

W. A. BALDWIN, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

W.A.Baldwin, Psychology, pedagogy, history of edu-

cation.

Bertha M. Brown, Biology, mathematics.

Annie S. Crowell, Physical training.

Hannah M. Harris, English, history.

Frederic H. Holmes, Geography, manual ti'aining, physics.

Minerva A. Laing Chemistry, mineralogy, drawing.

Edmund F. Sawyer, Vocal music.

Instructors in the Training School.

George H. Galger, Principal, eighth and ninth grades.

Annie H. Chadwick Sixth and seventh grades.

Alice G. Hosmer, Fifth and sixth grades.

Mabel M. Kimball, Fourth grade.

Annie S. Crowell, Third grade.

Clara M. Wheeler, Principal of primary department,

second grade.

Ida E. FiNLEi, First grade.

The Hyaniiis State Normal School has been in session both

winter and summer for six years. These have been years of

quiet but steady development, and the school may now be con-

sidered to be on a good working basis. The policy of the school

has, from the first, been one of slow but continuous forward

movement. Much has been made of the Avork of the children in

the training school, and great care has been exercised to make

it more and more conform to the pedagogical principles which

are recognized by all modern educators. The various problems

connected with the buildings, the ec|uipment, the courses of

study and the organization of teachers and other helpers have

been dealt with in a practical and conservative manner, as they

have presented themselves for solution.

The attempt has been made to get together a body of teach-

ers and other workers who are all imbued with the same spirit

of helpfulness, and who are glad to aid in working out the

problems which the school has set for itself. That this at-

tempt has been in a large degree realized is patent to any one

who makes a thorough inspection of the school. Such a con-

dition of things promises well for the future of the school.
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Teachers.

During the past year no change has been made in the teach-

ing force of the normal school. In the training school one

change was made necessary by the resignation, in the middle of
'

the year, of the principal, Mr. Richard W. Marston. After the

careful consideration of. several promising candidates, Mr.

George H. Galger was selected, and commenced his services

during the spring term.

Opportunities for Individual Attention.

This school has during the summer session as large an at-

tendance as seems desirable, but during the winter session a

larger number of students might well be accommodated. The

school has to contend with the disadvantage of a somewhat

isolated location. While this is a decided disadvantage from

the standpoint of numbers, it gives to the students in attend-

ance upon this school several advantages which make the school

in a way unique.

An advantage which is at once apparent is the opportunity

for close personal and individual contact between pupils and

teachers, both in the school work and in the social life of the

dormitory. The value of such opportunities, when carefully

administered, cannot well be overestimated. In the Hyannis

school the spirit of the family is emphasized, and many thought-

ful visitors have expressed surprise and pleasure at finding

such an air of enjoyment, of good fellowship and of real refine-

ment in a school dormitory.

Another great advantage appears in connection with the

practice work. Since the size of the graduating class is small

and the size of the training school is relatively large, the oppor-

tunity for teaching on the part of the students is much better

than in most normal schools. It is also easy to see that super-

visors and critic teachers can observe and criticise the work

much more carefully and sympathetically.

Repairs and Improvements.

In order to keep the plant in first-class condition Avith

the least possible expense, it is found necessary to have the

carpenters and painters go over the buildings every summer.
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Even then nearly every year some part of the equipment

proves to be defective, and there is unexpected expense.

During the past year there was trouble with the leaking of the

water tanks, and the fact was finally ascertained that the water

had so aifected the solder as to cause its disintegration in the

short space of six years. The architects under whose direction

the buildings were erected were consulted, and it was found

necessary to have every tank scraped and resoldered, at an

expense of over $1,200. A different kind of solder has this

time been used, and it is believed that it will last for many

years.

A source of considerable discomfort during the past year has

been connected with the lighting of the dormitory. The

gasolene plant which is in use has been very unsatisfactory.

During the fall it was found necessary to put in a new air

pump with a water wheel attachment, at a cost of about $275.

After this new pump was installed the lights were much more

satisfactory, but during the spring and summer there was in-

creasing dissatisfaction, and it was found necessary to return

the mixer to the manufacturers for repairs. The gasolene light

is much of the time very satisfactory, but at other times it is

so very unreliable that a different form of lighting seems very

desirable

.

By way of improvements, several new ceilings have been put

up both in the normal school building and in the dormitory,

and all the rooms on the first and second floors of the dormi-

tory have had their walls and ceilings painted. The remaining

rooms of the dormitor}^ and the rooms and corridors of the

school building which have not already been painted should

receive attention as soon as the condition of the school finances

will warrant the necessary expenditure.

Improvements in Grounds.

From year to year the school grounds have been improved,

until now it is probable that none in the State are more

attractive. These improvements have been made without an}'

special appropriation, and without expending' any large sums

from the regular appropriation. To bring about such results,

considerable forethought and wise economy have been neces-

sary. These grounds, with their beautiful trees, shrubs and
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well-kept lawns, must prove an object lesson of yery great

value to the people of Hyannis and vicinity. Many words of

approval and appreciation have been heard during the past

season, both from residents of Hyannis and from members

of the summer colony. In connection with the care of the

grounds, the children of the training school are taught some

things regarding the proper methods of planting and caring for

shrubs and vines. For instance, during the past year they

were taught how to make cuttings from a hedge, place them in

wet sand until rooted, and then how to prepare the trench and

set these young shrubs in the form of a hedge. Such work

helps to supplement the school gardens, of which the school

now has three. The work of the school garden, as described

in the report for 1900-1901, has been continually enlarged, and

is considered of great value in connection with the so-called

regular school work. A first-class gardener is continuously

employed during the open season in caring for the grounds, and,

whenever it seems to the teachers desirable, he gives a lesson

to normal students or to classes of children upon any phase of

planting, transplanting, or the training of plants. This arrange-

ment insures instruction of a reliable character in this important

branch of modern school work.

Statistics.

The statistics for the regular session are as follows :
—

1. Number of students registered Sept. 10, 1903 : men, 3 ; women,

33; total, 36.

2. Number of students registered since Sept. 9, 1897: meu, 32;

women, 205 ; total, 237.

3. Average age of entering class when admitted, 19 years and 3

months.

4. Number who have had experience as teachers, 1.

5. Residence of pupils : Barnstable County, — Barnstable, 5 ; Har-

wich, 2; Orleans, 2; Truro, 2; total, 11. Bristol County, — New
Bedford, 1. Norfolk County,— Braintree, 2; Quincy, 1 ; total, 3.

Suffolk County, —Boston, 1. Total, 16.

6. Occupations of pupils' parents : farmers, 3; masons, 2; team-

sters, 2 ; carpenter, machinist, merchant, sea captain, steward, sales-

man, 1 each.
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SuiMMER Session.

During each summer of the six j^ears that the school lias

been in existence there has been held a summer session, and

this has come to be considered an important and permanent

feature of the school. With each succeeding summer the work

accomplished has seemed more satisfactory, and a stronger bond

of unity has been developed between the members of the faculty

and of the student body. One indication of the last is seen in

the enthusiasm manifested at the annual winter reunion, when

a surprisingly large numlier of teachers who have attended the

Hyannis summer session congregate in Boston to exchange

greetings.

The policy from the first has been to select the members of

the faculty from widely different sections, but so far as possi-

ble to keep together the same faculty from summer to summer.

This gives an opportunity for broad-minded discussions of the

educational problems, with unity of purpose and personal lib-

erty in the application of the principles of education to the

various subjects offered.

The faculty for the summer session consisted of the fol-

iowing- :
—

W. A. Baldwin Principal.

Edmund F. Sawyer, Instructor in music, State Normal School,

Hyannis.

Maey E. Laing Formerly instructor in pedagogy. State Normal
School Oswego, N. Y.

Elizabeth H. Spalding, Instructor in English, Pratt Institute, Brook.
lyn, N. Y.

Charles P. Sinnott, Instructor in geogi-aphy. State Normal School,

Bridgewater.

Frederic L. Burnham Supervisor of drawing, New Haven, Conn.

Frederic H. Holmes Instructor in physics, State Normal School

,

Hyannis.

Adelbert L. Safford, Superintendent of schools, Beverly.

Claka M. Wheeler Principal of primary department, Hyannis
Training School.

Mabel M. Kimball, Supervisor of industrial work, Hyannis Train

ing School.

Alice G. Hosmer Formerly teacher in Medford.

Charles B. Scott, Formerly instructor in nature work, State Nor-

mal School, Oswego, N. Y.

The students were 107 in number. A statement of their

experience and preparation is given in the following table :
—
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Average age (years),

Average years of experience, . ,.

Number of students graduated from college, .

Number of students graduated from normal schools,

Number of students graduated from training classes.

Number of students graduated from high schools, .

Number of students who had attended college.

Number of students who had attended normal schools,

Number of students working for a diploma,

27i

6i

6

22

14

76

6

36

52

GEORGE I. ALDRICH,
CAROLINE HAZARD,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, LOWELL.

FRANK F. COBURN, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

JFrank F. Coburn, Psychology, principles of education.

Hugh J. Molloy, Mathematics.

Mabel Hill History, civil goveniment and his-

tory of education.

Anna W. Devereaux, Kindergarten theory and practice

and child study.

Adelia M. Parker, Supervision of practice work.

Lyman C. Newell, Chemistry, physics and geography.

Amy R. Whittier Drawing and manual training.

Mary Hussey Reading, vocal training and physical

cultiu-e.

Mabel C. Bragg, English grammar, rhetoric and lit-

erature.

CAROLiTsr L. Morse, Zoology, botany and physiology.

Sarah C. Whelton Music.

Instructors in the Model Schools.

Lowell Division.

Cyrus A. Durgin, Principal. Bertha J. Curtis, . . . Assistant.

Belle A. Prescott, .... Assistant. Alice D. Sunbury, . . . Assistant.

Charlotte M. Murkland, . Assistant. Frances Clark, .... Assistant.

Blanche A. Cheney, . . . Assistant. Alice G. Barrett, . . Assistant.

Belle F. Batchelder, . . Assistant. Sara E. Ames, .... Assistant.

Amy L. Tucke, Assistant. Essie E. Roche, .... Assistant.

Maria W. Roberts Assistant. E. Belle Perham, . . . Kindergarten.

Mary E. Walsh, Assistant. Edith A. Andrews, . . Kindergarten.

Carrie E. Erskine, .... Assistant. Amy R. Whittier, . . . Drawing.

Mary I. Howe, Assistant. Sarah C. Whelton, . . Music.

Leila M. Lamprey,
Ella F. Eastman,
Annie L. O'Connor,

Laivrence Division.

Principal. Emma J. Greenwood,
Assistant.

Assistant.

Mary E. Mahoney,
Annie T. McCarthy,

A ssistant.

Music.

Drawing.

In General.

The close of the year finds this school in a prosperous condi-

tion and with increased membership.

The pupils manifest a decided interest in their studies, and

the teachers show the same enthusiasm and unanimity that have

characterized their work since the opening.

The graduating class numbers 55,— the largest on record.

The first class, graduated in 1899, numbered 43. The number
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admitted in 1899 was 54 ; the number admitted this year was

81. There has been an increase each year of 10 to 15 per cent,

in both the number admitted and the number graduated. The

total membership of the school is 1(35.

The policy of the school, as indicated in the last two reports,

has been carried out this year, namely, to identity as closely as

possible the work of the normal school with that of the practice

schools, to the end that normal school students may see the

theories that they learn put into actual use in each of the vari-

ous grades of a regular public school, and that they themselves

may take part in the carrying out of these theories. This is

done by having a period" of observation work early in their

course, which is followed later by a period of practice work.

Observation Period.

This period begins soon after the student enters school, usually

about the tirst week in October, and covers a period of five

weeks ; later in the school year another period of five weeks is

taken, making ten weeks in all.

The whole time of the first week is spent in the kindergar-

tens. The class is divided into small sections, as there are

thirteen schools that may be used for this purpose. Each sec-

tion is assigned to a school, and all the forenoons are spent in

observing the work of this school. In the afternoons each

pupil writes out a report of the morning's observation, and also

meets the head of the department for discussion and instruc-

tion. The reports made by these students are placed on file.

Following the observation in the kindergartens, the work is

carried on in each primary and grammar grade under the imme-

diate supervision of the normal school teachers. Each normal

school teacher directs the observation work in his or her own

subject throughout all the grades, directs the work to be ob-

served, accompanies the classes, and discusses the points of

interest in the morning's experience. The time taken for this

observation work is from half-past eight until a quarter-past ten.

Practice Period.

The observation work of the junior year is followed by three

months of practice in the senior year. 'No recitations are
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required from the pupils by the normal school teachers during

this time. A fair opportunity is given each pupil to show her

ability to teach and to govern under the conditions existing in

the various grades of a regular public school.

During this time the opportunity is afforded superintendents

and members of school committees to see the students of the

senior class in actual service, so that an intelligent estimate of

the teaching ability of the pupil teacher may be formed.

A Three Years' Course.

The plan of allowing the students who have completed their

first year's work with credit to elect a third year, to be devoted

largely to practice work, proves to be a very satisfactory one.

Briefly stated, the plan allows the student to teach in all the

primary and grammar grades ; to visit during her practice cor-

responding grades in the schools of Lowell and other cities
;

to visit schools, graded and ungraded, in the neighboring towns
;

and to do special work in the ditferent departments of the

normal school. The time spent in practice work during the

year amounts to twenty-six weeks.

The object of this extra year's work is to meet the demand
made by superintendents for graduates of more experience in

teaching and greater practical knowledge of school work.

Statistics.

The statistics for the school year ending Aug. 31, 1903, are

as follows :
—

1. Number of students for the year, 153.

2. Number in enteriug classes: junior, 63; senior, 9; special, 9.

3. Number of graduates for the year, 55.

4. Total number of graduates, 206.

5. Whole number of students admitted since the opening of the

school, 549.

6. Average age of pupils admitted, 18 years, 7 months.

7. Of the entering class, Middlesex County is represented by 11

towns, Essex County by 7 towns and Worcester County by 1 town.

Lowell furnishes 33 pupils ; Lawrence, 9 ; Haverhill, 4 ; Woburn, 4
;

Billerica, 3 ; Tewksbury, 4 ; Methuen, 3 ; Merrimac, 3 ; Andover, 2
;

North Andover, 2 ; and Salem, Burlington, Petersham, Dracut, Lit-
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tleton, Somerville, Ayer, Winchester, Waltham, and Chelmsford, 1

•each; Concord, N. H., 3; and Bristol, N. H., 1.

8. Occupations of pupils' fathers: merchants, 10; farmers, 9;

laborers, 7 ; clerks, 6 ; machinists, 5 ; "postmen, 2
;

policemen, 2
;

shoemakers, 2 ; agents, 2 ; carpenters, 2 ; blacksmiths, 2 ; engineers,

2 ; overseers, 2 ; lieutenant of police, 1 ;
gardener, 1 ; bookkeeper,

1 ; inspector, 1
;

janitor, 1 ; teacher, 1
;

printer, 1 ; contractor, 1
;

liquor dealer, 1 ; floor walker, 1 ; cuxTier, 1 ; baggage master, 1
;

bullet moulder, 1 ; superintendent, 1 ; not reported, 14.

GEORGE H. CONLEY,
KATE GANNETT WELLS,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, NOETH ADAMS.

FRANK FULLER MURDOCK, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal Department.

Frank F. Murdock, Psychology, pedagogy.
Roland W. Guss Science.

Charles H. Stearns Manual training.

Lyman R. Allen History, history of education,

school laws, geography.
Mary A. Pearson, Drawing, painting.

Rosa E. Searle Mathematics, music.
Mary L. Baright English, vocal expression.
Annie C. Skeele, Physiology, physical culture.

These teachers, excepting the principal, also teach and supervise in the training school.

Instructors in the Grammar and Primary Departments.

Donna D. Couch, Principal.

School organization and management in the normal department.
Harriet P. Ryder Ninth grade.

Althea E. Hyde, Eighth grade.

Hannah E. Magenis Seventh grade.
Mary L. Perley,* Seventh grade.

Hannah P. Waterman, Sixth grade.

Maud V. Elmer,* Sixth grade.

Agnes E. Walker Fifth grade.

Emily D. Stacy Fifth grade.

F. A. Clarke Fourth grade.

Julia W. Swift, Fourth grade.

Susan G. Lombard Third grade.

Sarah E. Bower, Third grade.

Emma H. Tingue, Second grade.

Edith A . Root, Second grade.

Susan A. Cleghorn, . . . '. First grade.

Jessie Simonson, First grade.

Instructors in the Kindergarten Department.

Eva L. McConkey Principal.

Kindergarten philosophy in the normal department.
Lilian S. Daniels Assistant.

Annie Boyd, Pianist.

Musical interpretation in all departments.

Changes in Teacheks.

The changes in teachers have been as follows : Mr. Stearns

resigned during the summer vacation and removed to California

to engage in business. Miss J. W. King resigned to accept

* The salary is paid wholly by the city.
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work in the west, and is teaching in Helena, Mont. In her

place is Miss Hyde, who came from the principalship of the

normal training; school at Castleton, Vt. Miss Ada B. Braoo-

resigned to be married, and Miss Julia W. Swift was trans-

ferred from the second grade. To the second grade came Miss

E. A. Root from the training school at South Manchester, Conn.

Coordination of Normal and Practice Departments.

Teachers in the normal dei)artments are liable to over-

emphasize scholarship and theory, and to fix into habits

certain devices, both of these at the expense of a wiser under-

standino- of the children to be tauoht and of their environment.

Teachers in the training departments, from much repetition of

limited portions of subjects, are prone to become set in their

forms of instruction, to teach the subject instead of the chil-

dren, to neglect broader scholarship and to decr^^ theory, and

to teach all children alike. To counteract this tendency it

has been the practice since the opening of this school to have

the instructors from the normal department not only supervise

but also teach personally the several classes at the training

school. At present all the teachers except the principal are

thus engaged. Likewise the teachers in the training depart-

ment give personal instruction along professional lines to

classes of normal students, as well as to the individual students

assigned to their several rooms. School organization and

school management, penmanship, kindergarten philosophy and

occupations are taught wholly by the principals of the grammar

and kindergarten departments. Other training school teachers

are regularly called upon to exemplify peculiar or typical forms

of work of their respective grades. Some of the topics thus

treated are as follows : adolescent conditions of pupils of the

eighth and ninth grades
;
problematical children ; the arithme-

tic of the lumber yard, the seventh grade ; the ability of

middle grades to comprehend the world as a whole
;
poetry

for children and poetry about children ; spelling methods and

devices for primary grades ; industrial arithmetic ; modern

applications of Froebel's principles in the kindergarten and

primary grades.

All members of the faculty are expected to spend five days.
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scattered through the year, in professional visitation. During

1898-99 other normal and training schools were visited, during

1900-02 chiefly graded schools were studied, and during the

present year district schools are the special objects of attention.

Written reports are made to the principal, and special talks

upon the conditions found are given to the senior students.

The eflects of these forms of participation in the labors of

others have been an increase of mutual knowledge and respect

for the personal qualities, scholarship, and professional ability

of others, a greater faith and willingness to be mutually in-

fluenced in pedagogical matters, and a new estimate of the

importance of teaching children rather than subjects. The

coordination desired comes as a consequence of the new valua-

tion of human difliculties.

The visitation of rural schools has proved the necessitj^ of

arranging for the establishment of a neighboring school as a

" school of observation." Thirty or more students have grad-

uated each year, and more than half have begun teaching in

countrj^ schools. A school of observation can be maintained

at a cost to the State not exceeding three hundred dollars per

annum. It is recommended that such a school be established.

The Dormitory.

The erection of the dormitory has been attended by serious

difliculties and complications, owing to conflicts of disagreeing

unions, strikes, changes of contractors, unforeseen details in

construction, and the necessity of fiu'nishing for twenty more

persons than were expected to occupy the dormitory this fall.

The dormitory, under severe eftorts, was opened on time,

and the family, instead of numbering about fifty the first year,

numbered seventy-one the first week, causing the use of the

sewing room and one hospital room as regular student rooms.

The second week a new table was set for day students, so that

the total family numbered more than eighty the second week.

The value of the dormitory was immediately in evidence, in

the increased social and professional spirit, in the regularity

of work, in maintenance of health, and equally valuable in the

new and deeper interest of parents and friends in the school.

The guest rooms have been in almost constant use, and, like
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the social rooms, have more than realized our expectation of

their need and value.

No money was speciJSed for support of the dormitory in the

annual appropriation for 1903, and in view of the emergencies

of construction and of a large family, not all that was planned

has been accomplished with the appropriation for construction.

The serious injury to all the buildings, due to the use of soft

coal, has been repaired in part. The injury was found to be

too severe to be met with the funds available, and much paint-

ing inside and outside remains to be done. It is recommended

that a special appropriation to these several ends be asked of

the Legislature during the ensuing session.

Statistics.

Statistics for the year ending Aug. 31, 1903, are as fol-

lows :
—

1. Number admitted in September, 1902: regular courses 40,

special courses 6, — all women. Whole number enrolled during the

year, 116. Number of graduates, 32.

2. Average age of entering class, 19 years 11 months.

3. Whole number of students who have been members of the

school, 340.

4. Number of students from Massachusetts : Berkshire County,

76 ; Bristol, 1 ; Franklin, 20 ; Hampshire, 4 ; Plymouth, 1 ; Worces-

ter, 2 ; Maine, 1 ; Vermont, 4. Cities and towns represented

:

Massachusetts, 32 ; scattering, 4.

5. Occupations of parents: farmers, 32; merchants, 10; sales-

men, 5 ; engravers, 4 ; mill workers, 4 ; foremen, 4 ; ministers, 3
;

dyers, 3 ; blacksmiths, 3 ; carpenters, 2
;
gardeners, 2 ; mechanics, 2

;

machinists, 2 ; hotel proprietors, 2 ; contractors, 3
;
plumber, painter,

sketch maker, street railway employee, telegraph lineman, basket

manufacturer, veterinary surgeon, mechanical engineer, millwright,

engineer, harness maker, crossing watchman, shoemaker, book-

keeper, teacher, each 1.

CLINTON Q. RICHMOND,
. ALBERT E. WINSHIP,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, SALEM,

WALTER P. BECKWrrH, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Walter P. Beckwith, Theory and practice of teaching, history

of education.

Ellen M. Dodge English literature.

Harriet L. Martin Geometry, algebra.

Jessie P. Learoyd Botany, English.

Charles E. Adams, Chemistry, physics.

Charles F. Whitney,* Drawing.
William C. Moore,* Mineralogy, geology, geography.

M. Alice Warren Biology, physiology, physical training.

Isabella G. Knight, Library.

Gertrude B. Goldsmith, Biology, psychology.

Fannie B. Deane (secretary) History, English.

Sarah L. Baker,* Arithmetic, English literature.

Helen H. Rogers,* Reading, physical training.

Cassie L. Paine,* Critic.

Fred W. Archibald,* Music.

Alice M. Ky'LE, Assistant in mineralogy.

Instructors in the Model Schools.

Maud S. Wheeler Fifth to eighth grades.

Mabel T. Burnham Fifth to eighth grades.

Maude M. Brickett, Fifth to eighth grades.

Bessie J. Welch Fifth to eighth grades.

Mabel L. Hobbs, Fourth grade.

Mary' E. .James, Third grade.

D. Frances Campbell, Second grade.

Helen M. Dillingham First grade.

Louise Farrington Kindergarten.

Helen L. Gray', Kindergarten (assistant).

Students and Graduates.

The total enrolment of students was 235, of which number

214 were pursuing the usual elementary course. This number

practically exhausts the accommodations of the school, and no

material change seems to be desirable. At the end of the year

75 students received diplomas, and 9, certificates for the com-

pletion of a year's work. The students who received certiti-

cates were either college graduates, teachers of considerable

experience or persons of much more maturity than those who
enter the elementary course.

* These teachers also teach, or directly supervise portions of the teaching, in the model
schools.
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One of the most noticeable facts is the general success of the

graduates in obtaining positions. At the present time the

number of recent graduates who are not actually teaching is

very small. Notwithstanding the large size of graduating

classes from normal schools, it remains true that the demand

for such graduates is not yet supplied. There does not seem

to be the slightest danger of an over-production of trained

teachers.

Course of Study.

The only important change in the course of study has been

the transfer of psychology from the senior to the junior year,

and of United States history from the junior to the senior year.

Changes in the Corps of Teachers.

Several changes in the corps of teachers were made neces-

sary at the end of the year. Miss Vesta H. Sawtelle, who had

been successful in a marked degree as instructor in music, was

succeeded by Mr. Fred W . Archibald, who has had a long and

varied experience as a supervisor of that branch in several

towns, and recently as instructor in the Framingham State

Normal School. Miss Cassie L. Paine, who had taught the

fourth grade in the model schools for three years, was appointed

critic teacher, and takes charge of the work of the seniors in

the model schools. Miss Bessie P. Knight, special assistant

last 3'ear, was succeeded by Miss Alice M. Kyle, a graduate of

this school, and for three years a teacher in Everett. Miss

Mabel L. Hobbs was transferred to the fourth grade in the

model schools. Miss Bessie J. Welch, a graduate of the

Framingham State Normal School, was appointed a teacher

and assigned to the fifth grade.

Model Schools.

The opening of an additional room has completed the system

of model schools, and it is intended that in them, as now or-

ganized, including the kindergarten, the necessary preparatory

work for admission to the Salem high school shall be com-

pleted. A small class received diplomas of graduation last

summer, and have entered the high school. The plan of work

as heretofore outlined has been continued, about half of it in
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the grammar grades being done on the departmental plan, with

the assistance and cooperation of normal school instructors.

Considerable progress has been made in coordinating the work

of the normal and model schools ; and in this respect, as in

others, much is expected from the appointment of the critic

teacher. The model schools continue to be popular in the

communit}^, and many requests for the admission of pupils to

them have necessarily been refused on account of a lack of

room. This matter is controlled by the local school committee,

Avho have always manifested the greatest interest and courtesy.

Improvements and Gifts.

During the summer the work provided for by the special

appropriation allowed by the Legislature of 1908 was success-

fully completed. Additional storage room for coal to the

amount of one hundred tons was provided, and the interior

walls of the building were painted. The general effect is

pleasing, and reflects much credit on the architect who ar-

ranged the scheme of color, and on the contractor who carried

it out. During the year many additions have been made to

the beauty of the building by gifts of pictures and other deco-

rations, and thus the indebtedness of the school to its former

students, its recent graduates and the parents of children who

are taught here, is annually increasing.

Semi-centennial .

Another year will complete the first half-century of the

school. During these fifty years almost five thousand persons

have been numbered among its students. Of the service which

these persons have rendered the Commonwealth it is not pre-

sumptuous to say that it has been great and worthy. Arrange-

ments are already in process for the suital)le commemoration

of the semi-centennial.

Statistics.

1. The entu-e number of students belonging to tbe school during

the year was 235. Of this number, Essex County sent 138 ; Middle-

sex, 76 ; Suffolk, 14. The State of Maine sent 1, Vermont, 3, New
Hampshire, 2, Washington, 1. The whole number of students con-

nected with the school since its opening in September, 1854, is 4,976.
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2. The number of students admitted to the school was 124, of

whom 111 were members of the junior class. Of the juniors, 4 had

had experience in teaching. Of the number admitted, Lynn sent 15
;

Salem and Somerville, 11 each; Gloucester and Maiden, 7 each;

Beverly, Cambridge and Chelsea, 5 each ; Arlington, 4 ; Peabody,

Danvers, Melrose, Marblehead, Swampscott, Stoneham and Wake-

field, 3 each ; Boston, Haverhill, Medford, Amesbury, Newburyport,

"Waltham, Wenham and North Audover, 2 each ; Ipswich, Revere,

Woburn, Reading, Rockport, Grovelaud, Nahant, Lowell, Middleton

and Hamilton, 1 each. The State of Washington sent 1, Maine 1,

Vermont 3, New Hampshire 2. The average age of the juniors was

19 years, 1.7 months.

3. The occupations of the fathers of the new students were as

follows: merchants and salesmen, 29; mechanics, 27; farmers, 17;

foremen and superintendents, 14; manufacturers, 3; laborers, 5

;

railroad employees, 6 ; book-keepers and clerks, 4 ;
public officials,

4 ; clergymen, 3 ; literary pursuits, 3
;

physicians, 2 ; teacher, en-

gineer, lawyer, soldier, 1 each; unknown, 1 ; no occupation, 2.

4. The number of graduates from the elementary course, June 24,

1903, was 75. Certificates for one year's special course were awarded

to 9. The total number of graduates, in 89 classes, is 2,613; the

number of those receiving certificates for one year's special course,

28.

ELMER H. CAPEN,
GEORGE I. ALDRICH,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, WESTFIELD.

CLARENCE A. BRODEUR, Principal.

Instructors in the Normal School.

Clarence a. Brodeur School law, school economy and
principles of teaching.

Charles B. Wilson, Natural science.

Will S. Monroe, Psychology, history of education

and geography.

Louis B. Alltn, Arithmetic, physics and chemis-

try.

Sterrie a. Weaver Vocal music.

Mrs. Adeline A. Knight, English and history.

Edith S. Copeland Drawing.
Edith L. Cummings Manual training and gymnastics.

Instructors in the Training School.

George W. Winslow, Principal.

Alice M. Winslow, Ninth grade.

M. Harriet Day Ninth grade.

Anna M. Downey, Eighth grade.

Marion R. Winkley, Eighth grade.

Lucia a. Coleman Seventh grade.

Ella J. Downey Seventh grade.

Edith M. Robbins, Sixth grade.

Frances L. Parsons Sixth grade.

E. Abbe Clark JMfth grade.

Florence S. Wiley, Fourth grade.

Frances L. Foster, Thii-d grade.

Florence p. Axtelle, Second grade.

Eunice M. Beebe First grade.

Emma L. Hammond Kindergarten.

In General.

During the year there has been no change in the teaching-

force of the school, except that at the beginning of the year

the instructor in drawing was given leave of absence for the

year. An excellent substitute was secured, however, and the

department has been ably managed. There has been no change

in the general plans^ the work receiving only such special

modifications as experience seemed to warrant. The earnest

work of skilled teachers has secured for a large body of faithful

students a year of profitable study in preparation for the diffi-

cult work of teaching.
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The New Dormitory.

The completion of the new dormitory is the event of the

year, so far as the "Westfield school is concerned. The old

dormitory had served the school lono- and well. It is true that

the location was in many ways satisfactory, but the foundation

was defective, the roof called for repairs, the rooms were many
of them small, and in other ways the building was poorly

adapted for its purpose. The selection of a location for the

new building was a matter of the most careful consideration.

The choice was a lot adjoining the school campus, as this was

the best location for the new dormitory, and by the purchase

of this lot the school grounds would be greatly improved.

The building is of light, mottled brick, with sandstone trim-

mings, finely arranged, and one of the handsomest public

buildings in the State. The rooms are arranged in suites of

three rooms each, and with the living rooms the dormitory will

accommodate some 80 pupils. The dormitory has been named
" Dickinson Hall," in honor of John W. Dickinson, one of the

most successful principals of this school, for a long time secre-

tary of the Board of Education, a clear thinker, and one of the

ablest of Massachusetts educators. It was opened last Septem-

ber. For the successful completion of this building, most fit

and homelike in all its appointments, the State is very largely

indebted to the acting secretary of the Board, Mr. C. B.

Tillinghast.

Statistics.

1. Number of pupils admitted to the Westfield Normal School

since its organization, 4,559; number graduated since 1855, 1,807;

number graduated in June, 1903, 52 women; present number of

pupils, 121. Number examined for admission in 1903, 71 ; number

rejected or who did not enter, 9 ; number entering in September,

1903, 62.

2. Average age of pupils admitted in 1903, 19 years, 3 months,

8 days.

3. Residences, by States and counties, of those who entered in

September, 1903 : Berkshire County, 5 ; Franklin County, 3 ; Hamp-

den County, 41 ; Hampshire County, 7 ; Norfolk County, 2 ; Worces-

ter County, 4 ; total number, 62.

4. Residences, by towns, of those who entered in September,
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1903 : Barre, 2 ; Belchertowu, 1 ; Chester, 1 ; Chicopee, 3 ; East

Longmeaclow, 2 ; Fitchburg, 1 ; Franklin, 2 ; Eastbampton, 3 ; Hat-

field, 1 ; Holyoke, 11 ; Huntington, 1 ; Lenox, 1 ; Mouson, 1 ; Mid-

dlefield, 1; Palmer, 3; Pittsfield, 3; Sheffield, 1; Springfield, 14;

Sunderland, 1 ; Southwick, 1 ; Warren, 1 ; Westfield, 3 ; West
Springfield, 1 ; Whately, 2 ; Williamsburg, 1 ; total number, 62.

5. Occupations of parents : clergymen, 2 ; clerks, 3 ; farmers, 15
;

laborers, 6 ; mechanics and machinists, 14 ; merchants and traders,

6; eight other occupations, 1 each.

JOEL D. MILLER,
CLINTON Q. RICHMOND,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, WORCESTER.

E. HARLOW RUSSELL, Principal.

Instructors.

E. Harlow Russell Theory and art of teaching, reading, psy-

chology of childhood.

Rebecca Jones, Elementary methods, supervision of appren-

tices, sewing, cooking.

Charles F. Adams,* Arithmetic, geography, geology, physics.

Helen F. Marsh, Music, drawing.

Arabella H. Tucker (clerk) History of education, botany, penmanship.

Olive Russell Assistant kindergartner,

Anna P. Smith (librarian), Arithmetic, algebra, geometry, supervision

of apprentices.

Amy L. Boyden Teacher of primary class, elementary meth-

ods.

Henrietta A. Murray, Gymnastics, school games.

Frank Drew, Physiology, psychology, principles of teach-

ing, nature study.

Horace G. Brown Literature, English grammar, history, com-
position.

Edward L. Sumner Choral singing.

Annie B. Chapman,* UnitedStateshistory, supervision of appren-

tices.

Robert S. Baldwin, Civil government, English.

Fannie L. Plimpton, Head kindergartner.

Lee Russell, Supervision of apprentices, chemistry, luin-

eralogy.

Ample facilities for observation and practice (apprenticeship)

are afforded in the public schools of Worcester, the Memorial

Hospital and the Worcester County Truant School at Oakdale.

Death of Mr. Stoddard.

On September 25 occurred the sudden death of the Hon.

Elijah B. Stoddard, who had served as chakman of the Board

of Visitors for about twenty-five years, and had handed

diplomas to almost one thousand graduates of the school. At

the next assembling of the school the following memorial was

unanimously adopted by a rising vote :
—

We, the teachers and students of the State Normal School at

Worcester, desire to express our sense of the great loss which we

* Resigned.
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have sustained in the death of our friend, the Hon. Elijah B. Stod-

dard, member of the State Board of Education, and chairman of the

Board of Visitors for this school.

For almost twenty-five years Colonel Stoddard has faithfully served

the interests of public education in this Commonwealth, and he has

devoted to this school in unstinted measure his valuable time, and has

given to it the benefit of his wise counsels, his firm support, and his

generous encouragement.

He has devised and carried through most of the enlargements and

improvements in the buildings and grounds that have marked the

history of the institution, and has lent ready countenance and sym-

pathy to every feature of value in the development of the character

and spirit of the school from year to year. He has seemed like a

personal friend to every teacher and every student.

We deeply mourn his loss, but we shall ever remember with grati-

tude his long service, his efficient executive ability, his manly

presence and his unfailing courtesy and kindness to all.

We further desire most respectfully to tender to his afflicted family

our heartfelt sympathy in their great bereavement.

The Faculty.

The school sustained a serious loss at the beginning of the

present academic year in the resignation of two valued mem-
bers of the teaching staff. Mr. Charles F. Adams had been a

member of the faculty for twenty-nine years, and was a most

faithful, efficient, and popular teacher. A studious man, of ex-

tensive and varied ac(j[uirenients and practical ability, he devoted

his time and talents in liberal measure to his profession, a ser-

vice that was highly appreciated by his fellow teachers and by

those who enjoyed the privilege of his instruction.

Miss Annie B. Chapman, for three years the accomplished

teacher of history, and a supervisor of apprentices, received an

offer with which the school could not compete. An unusually

thorough and accurate scholar in her subject, Miss Chapman's

faithful and intelligent service, though not of long continuance,

will be gratefully remembered by all with whom she was asso-

ciated in the school.

The work thus dropped has been distributed, temporarily,

among the other members of the staff. Adecjuatc provision

will be made promptly to relieve such teachers as are found to

be overburdened by this arrangement.
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Forty-eighth Class or Graduates.

Of tlie last class of graduates (June, 1903), thirty-eight in

number, a larger proportion had been engaged to teach before

receiving their diplomas, and a larger proportion are now
(October) engaged in teaching, than ever before in the history

of the school. This means that the demand for the graduates

of this school is constantly increasing, and this has in fact been

true for many years.

The Entering Class.

The class admitted in September, though somewhat smaller

than usual in numbers, appears to be of distinctly higher gi-ade

as to fitness for normal school work, both as regards natural

ability and proper preparation. The higher standard now
required for admission seems to have operated in a good degree

to deter the unfit from presenting themselves as candidates.

Statistics.

1. Number of different students for the year 1902-03, 170.

2. Number admitted in September, 1903, 38; number admitted

since the opening of the school in 1874, 1,825.

3. Average age of pupils last admitted, 18 years, 7 months.

4. Residences of pupils last admitted, Worcester County, 38.

5. Occupations of pupils' parents: mechanics, 10; farmers, 7;

foremen, 6 ; merchants, 3 ; clerks, 2 ; driver, express messenger, in-

surance agent, laborer, policeman, operative, manufacturer, car

inspector, real estate dealer, gardener, 1 each ; total, 38.

6. Number in the graduating class, June, 1903, 38; number of

graduates since 1876, 1,051.

7. Average age of the last graduating class, June, 1903, 22 years.

8. Library: reference books reported last year, 6,222; volumes

added the present year, 247; total, 6,469. Text-books reported last

year, 7,354; volumes added the present year, 181; total, 7,535.

Whole number of volumes in the library, 14,004.

ELMER H. CAPEN,
ALBERT E. WINSHIP,

Board of Visitors.
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STATE NORMAL ART SCHOOL, BOSTON.

GEORGE H. BARTLETT, Principal.

Instructors.

George H. Bartlett Lecturer on historic ornament, principles of

design in nature, drawing for illustration,

process engraving, blackboai-dillustration.

Albert H. Munsell, Drawing and painting from the antique
figure and living model, composition,

artistic anatomy.
Edward W. D. Hamilton, j Drawing and painting from the antique
Ernest L.Major, i figure and living model, composition.
Joseph De Camp, Painting from the living model, portraiture.

Anson K. Cross, > Free-hand drawing, light and shade, per-

RiCHARD Andrew i spective, model drawing, tlieory.

Mercy A. Bailey Light and shade drawing from animal form,

water-color painting from still life.

Vesper L. George, Design, free-hand drawing, light and shade.
Laurin H. Martin, Applied design, laboratory work.
George Jepson Descriptive geometry, mechanical drawing

and shop work.
Cyros E. Dallin Modeling from antique and life, composition.
Annie E. Blake, Modeling and casting, design in the round.
Ralph E. Sawyer, Building con8ti-uction,architectiiral drawing

and design.

Mary G. Batchelor Teaching exercises, graded illustrative work,
drawing in relation to other studies.

John L. Frisbie Ship draughting.

Written Examinations.

A new departure in the history of the school was instituted

in September by adding to the usual examination in drawing

written examinations in English grammar and literature, in

history and civic government of Massachusetts and the United

States, and in elementary botany and phj^siology. Not merely

has the standard of the school thereby been raised, but candi-

dates for admission now recognize that to the special qualifica-

tions of an instructor in drawing must also be added at least

an elementary knowledge of other branches, as a general all-

round education is essential to any teacher of draAving. Not-

withstanding the extra preparation that was thus required, the

entering class was larger than ever before.
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Courses of Study.

The curriculum of the school has been divided into five elect-

ive courses, with four years allotted to each. Only those who
graduate from the fifth course, which deals with the teaching

of drawing in the public schools and the methods of supervi-

sion, are considered as fully eligible for teachers in the public

schools.

A valuable course of twelve lectures on the '< History and

Principles of Education " is being given to the whole school

by Mr. Will S. Monroe, instructor in psychology at the West-

field State Normal School. Each pupil, graduating from any

one of the five courses, is required to pass an examination in

these subjects.

In the report of 1903 the need of an additional teacher of

hio'h merit for Class B was stated. Such an instructor was

found in Mr. Joseph De Camp, who now gives two full days

to the school, and who receives into his class advanced pupils.

Already this arrangement has acted as a strong incentive to

other classes.

Saturdays and Special Students.

The school is in session on Saturdays instead of on Mon-

days, as heretofore, thereby enabling many teachers elsewhere

and many graduates of the school to return to it for special

advantages, some of them entering for a year's consecutive

work. There are now forty-six special students at the school,

who, by reason of their greater experience, ability and zeal,

add materially to the art impulse and steady discipline of the

courses ; for it should always be remembered that the building

is not a segregation of separate studios, but an organized, con-

structive school.

Manual Training.

The school is constantly compelled to enlarge its courses of

studies, if only to keep abreast with the increasing demands

made upon teachers. A knowledge of manual training has

become part of the equipment often demanded of a teacher of

drawing, and last summer some of the graduates of June were

obliged to take an elementary course in it, in order to obtain
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positions as teachers. Therefore, with January 1, a course in

manual training will begin in what is now the bicycle room

of the school, and will admirably supplement the shop work

and that in arts and crafts already required.

Exhibit of the School.

Even a short report for the year should include a reference

to the exhibit of the school when the National Educational

Association met in Boston last July. As this is the only State

school in the capital city of Massachusetts, it felt called upon

to do its utmost to further art instruction in the public schools.

Its exhibit occupied the large lecture hall and an adjoining

room, and ranged from the primary to the high school grades.

Machine drawings, groups in composition, work in various

mediums, including the human figure, modeling, architectural

sketches, etc., were so arranged as to show the progressive

courses of instruction. Three times daily during the conven-

tion, Mr. Bartlett lectured on the exhibit, emphasizing its

logical sequences, and the requirement of the school, that,

before any pupil is allowed to take up the pedagogical side of

instruction, he must have had a thorough academic training,

and suflScient time to have acquired ability in giving graphic

expression to the principles contained in art instruction.

More than ten thousand persons visited the exhibit. A cor-

respondence of some thirteen hundred letters, with positions

secured to many graduates, was its working result. Mr. Bart-

lett was constantly at the school from the time it closed for the

smnmer vacation until nearly the first of August, and to his

inspiring energ}^ was due the success of the exhibition.

Statistics.

The statistics for the school from Sept. 22, 1902, to June

18, 1903, are as follows :
—

1. Total number of students, 337, — males, 74; females, 263.

Number in attendance at the present time (Nov. 18, 1903), 381.

2. Average age of students, 22.5 years.

3. Graduates in June, 1903: public school class, 25; class in

mechanical drawing, 10; class in industrial drawing, 15; total, 50.

4. Appointments since Oct. 1, 1902, of past pupils to be teachers
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and supervisors of drawing which have been reported to date (Nov.

18, 1903), 37.

5. Number of students from the several counties of the State,

1902-1903: Barnstable, 2; Berkshire, 6; Bristol, 5; Essex, 35;

Franklin, 2 ; Hampden, 4 ; Hampshire, 1 ; Middlesex, 92 ; Norfolk,

17; Nantucket, 1; Plymouth, 12; Suffolk, 126; Worcester, 20.

Students from other States are distributed as follows : Maine, 2

;

New Hampshire, 1 ; Vermont, 2 ; Connecticut, 4 ; New York, 1

;

Pennsylvania, 1 ; Illinois, 1 ; Minnesota, 1 ; Michigan, 1

.

6. Occupations of fathers of students, 1902-1903 : professions, 16
;

insurance, 3; manufacturers, 13; contractors and builders, 13;

merchants and traders, 33; farmers, 16; teachers, 2; mechanics,

23; commercial business, 17; other callings, 108; total, 244. De-

ceased, 78; retired, 15; total, 337.

KATE GANNETT WELLS,
GEORGE H. CONLEY,
ALBERT E. WINSHIP,

Board of Visitors,
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SECRETAKY'S REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

The sixty-seventh report of the office of the secretary is

herewith respectfully submitted.

Summary of Statistics for 1902-1903.

/. Number of Public Day Schools.

1. Number of towns, 320 ; cities, 33. Total, 353.

All have made the annual returns required by law.

2. Number of public schools, the unit of comparison being a

single school which has one head or principal, whatever

the number of subordinate teachers, ....
Decrease from the preceding year, . . .16

3. Number of public schools based on the single class room
as the unit of comparison,.......

Increase over the preceding year, . . . .218

4,289

11,235

//. Number of Months the Public Schools have been kept.

1. Aggregate number of months (twenty school days each)

all the public schools have been kept during the year, .

Increase, 1,658^^

2. Average number of months the public schools have been

kept during the year.

Increase,....
3. Aggregate number of months the high schools have

kept during the year.

Decrease,

4. Average number of months the high schools have

kept during the year.

Decrease,

been

715.

been

104,639585

9^^(5

2,510H

010

55

///. School Census Data.

1. Number of persons in the State Sept. 1, 1902, between the

ages of seven and fourteen years : males, 175,153

;

females, 177,058 ; total,

Increase in the total, 10,877

352,211
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2. Number of persons in the State Sept. 1, 1902, between the

ages of five and fifteen years: males, 246,714 ; females,

248,552; total 495,266

Increase in the total, ..... 12,163

3. Number of illiterate minors in the State Sept. 1, 1902, over

fourteen years of age : males, 3,250 ; females, 2,764 ; total, 6,014

Increase in the total, 868

IV. Public School Enrolment and Attendance Data.

1. Number of pupils between seven and fourteen years of age

attending the public schools during the year 1902-1903, 307,661

Increase, 8,596

2. Number of different pupils between five and fifteen years

of age attending the public schools during the year

1902-1903, 430,396

Increase, 10,088

3. Number of pupils under five years of age attending the

public schools during the year 1902-1903, . . . 11,184

Decrease, 89

4. Number of pupils over fifteen years of age attending the

public schools during the year 1902-1903, . . . 43,903

Increase, 1,260

6. Total enrolment of pupils of all ages in the public schools

during the year 1902-1903, 485,483

Increase, 11,249

6. Average membership of pupils in all the public schools

during the year 1902-1903, 423,803

Increase, 8,270

7. Average attendance in all the public schools during the

year 1902-1903 388,616

Increase, 8,590

8. Percentage of attendance based on the average membership, .92

9. Percentage of attendance based on the total enrolment, . .80

V. Public School Teachers and their Wages.

1. Number of men employed as teachers in the public schools

during the yeai",......••• 1,273

Increase,.......•• 33

2. Number of women employed as teachers in the public

schools during the year, • 13,026

Increase, 361

3. Number of different teachers employed in the public schools

during the year, 14,299

Increase, 394

4. Number of teachers required by the public schools, . . 13,208

Increase, 315

5. Number of teachers who have attended normal schools, . 6,922

Increase, 424
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6. Number of teachers who have graduated from normal

schools,

Increase,

7. Average wages of male teachers per month in the public

schools,

schools,

Increase,

Increase,

8. Average wages of female teachers per month in

. 480

$1 94

the public

$1 24

5,931

$145 27

$54 61

VL Public High Schools.

1. Number of public high schools, .

Increase,

2. Number of teachers in the high schools,

Increase,

5. Number of pupils in the high schools, .

Increase,

4. Amount of salaries paid to high school principals, . . $391,512 33

Increase, $11,383 10

.
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IX. Cost of the Public Schools for Support.

A. Total expenditure for the stipport of the public schools, $12,006,416 09

Increase, $316,345 85

This expenditure is distributed among the following

classes indicated in the statutory definition of sup-

port :
—

1. Teachers' wages, . . . . . $8,875,215 20

Increase, . . . $303,466 68

2. Conveyance of pupils, .... $178,297 64

Increase, . . . $12,700 73

3. Fuel and care of school premises, . $1,429,859 20

Decrease, . . . f36,388 10

4. School committees, clerks, truant offi-

cers, etc., $158,283 36

Decrease, . . . $8,505 58

6. Superintendents of schools, . . . $322,689 85

Increase, . . . $18,939 66

6. Text-books and supplies, . . . $669,549 44

Increase, . . . $6,960 68

7. School sundries, $372,520 40

Increase, . . . $19,171 07

B, Amount included in the total expenditure for support as

given under /X, A, but derived from other sources than

local taxation or its equivalent, such as aid from the

State, income from local funds, voluntary contributions,

etc., $437,037 97

Decrease, $18,581 05

G. Amount raised by local taxation and expended for the sup-

port of public schools, being the total expenditure for

such support as given under IX., A, diminished by con-

tributions for such support from other sources than local

taxation as given under IX., B, .... $11,569,377 12

Increase, $334,926 99

X. Cost of the Public Schools for Buildings.

Total expenditure for buildings for the public schools, $3,163,655 39

Decrease, $278,407 94

This expenditui-e is distributed as follows :
—

1. New schoolhouses, .... $2,133,936 32

Decrease, . . . $369,474 05

2. Alterations and iiermanent improve-

ments $679,594 51

Increase, . . . $117,412 17

3. Ordinary repairs $350,124 56

Decrease, . . . $26,346 06
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B. Amount included in the total expenditure for buildings for

the public schools as given under X, A, but derived

fi'om other sources than local taxation or its equivalent, $30,589 91

Decrease, f23,269 40

C. Amount raised by local taxation and expended for build-

ings, being the total expenditure for buildings as given

under X., A, diminished by contributions for buildings

from other sources than local taxation as given under

X., B, $3,132,065 48

Decrease, |255,138 54

XI. Total Cost of the Public Schools for Support and Buildings.

1. Total expenditure for support and buildings, for the public

schools, that is, for all public school purposes, . $15,170,070 48

Increase, $37,937 10

2. Amount included in the total expenditure for support and

buildings as given under IX,, A, and X, A, but derived

from other sources than local taxation or its equivalent, $467,627 SS'

Decrease, $41,851 35

3. Amount I'aised by local taxation and expended for sujyport

and buildings, being the total expenditure for these pur-

poses as given under IX., A, and X, A, diminished by
contributions thereto from other sources than local taxa-

tion or its equivalent, as given under IX., B, and X., B, $14,702,442 60

Increase, $79,788 45

XII. Cost of the Public Schools per Child.

1. Average taxation cost of the j)ublic schools for support

(IX., C) for each child in the State between the ages of

five and fifteen years (ii/., 2), $23 36

Increase, $0 11

2. Average taxation cost of the public schools for support

(IX., G) for each child in the average membership of the

public schools (IV., 6), $27 30

Increase, $0 26

3. Average taxation cost of the public schools for support and
buildings, that is, for all school purposes (XL, 3), for

each child in the State between the ages of five and

fifteen years (III, 2), $29 69

Decrease, $0 59

4. Average taxation cost of the public schools for sujoport and

buildings, that is, for all school purposes (AT., 3), for

each child in the average membership of the public

schools (/F., 6) $34 69

Decrease, $0 50
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6. Average expenditure on account of the public scliools for

support and buildings, including voluntary contributions

as well as money raised by taxation (XI., 1), for each

child in the State between five and fifteen years of age

(III., 2), $30 63

Decrease, fO 69

6. Average expenditure on account of public schools for sup-

port and buildings, including voluntary contributions as

well as money raised by taxation (XL, 1), for each child

in the average membership of the public schools

(IV., 6) $35 80

Decrease, $0 62

XIII. Percentage of State Valuation expended for Public School

Purposes.

1. Percentage of the total State valuation (May-1,1902) raised

by local taxation and expended for the supjjort of the

public schools (IX., G) OOS^Vo or $3.71 per $1,000

Increase, OOO^^o or f0.01 per $1,000

2. Percentage of the total State valuation (May 1, 1902) raised

by local taxatioti and expended on the public schools for

support and buildings (XL, 3), . i . •OOI^''^^^ or $4.72 per $1,000
• Decrease, OOO^Vo or $0.10 per $1,000

XIV. Academies and Private Schools.

1. Number of incorporated academies, 48

Increase, 2

2. Whole number of pupils in the academies for the year, . 7,030

Inci'ease, 153

3. Amount of tuition paid in the academies during the yeai", . $474,226 89

Increase, $26,278 60

Number of private schools returned, 357

Increase, 5

6. Whole number of pupils in the private schools during the

year, 85,495

Increase, 5,035

6. Amount of tuition paid in private schools (much of it esti-

mated), $779,511 41

Increase, $101,501 41

Number of Public Schools.

The fact that the number of schools havmg one head or

principal has been gradually decreasing for several years, and

that this year the number of such schools is 19 less than last

year, seems to indicate that the consolidation of schools is still

going on, — an indication confirmed by the continued increase
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of expenditures reported for the conveyance of pupils. The
fact that there has been an increase in the number of class

rooms during the year can be accounted for in part by the

marked increase of school population in some of the cities and

large towns, and in part by the reduction in some places of

the number of pupils to a teacher. The extent to which this

reduction has been made in twenty years is shown by the fact

that, in spite of the great reduction of small rural schools in

that time, the average number of pupils to a teacher has since

1883 been reduced from 36 to 32.

Length of School Year.

Fifty years ago the average length of the school year was

seven months and fourteen days. This average gradually

increased, until it reached in 1894 nine months and six days.

Since that time the length of schooling reported has varied but

little, the highest average being in the year 1899-1900, when
it was nine months and nine days. This year the average

length of the school year has been nine months and six days,

which is considerably in excess of the time required by law, —-

thirty-two weeks.

The following towns report lengths of schooling less than

thirty-two weeks :
—

Charlton,
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therefore, that all the above-named towns violated the law in

respect to the length of time which the schools are required

to be kept. A strict interpretation of the law would deprive

these towns of their share of the school fund,— an interpreta-

tion which it may seem wise to make in the future. It may
be said that, in the case of five or six of the towns named, the

deficiency is so slight as to make but little difference ; but the

slightness of the deficiency only indicates the extent of effort

needed to obey the law.

The average number of months the high schools have been

kept during the year is nine and a half, — a decrease from the

previous year of three days. Attention is called to the fact

that the high schools are required by law to be kept in certain

towns "for at least forty weeks, exclusive of vacations," in

each year ; and to another fact, that the school fund shall be

withheld from all such towns entitled to it which have not

.maintained a high school " thirty-six weeks during the year."

Here seem to be indicated two standards of time dm"ing which

towns are required to maintain a high school, — one standard

for all the towns having five hundred families, and another for

:a portion of them. The only other explanation of the incon-

gruity would be that certain towns are excused from complying

with the law to the extent of four weeks. But the most serious

circumstance connected with the present law is the fact that,

out of 263 high schools, 185 are reported as failing to complj^

with the forty-weeks requirement, while 12 of them are reported

as having been kept less than thirty-six weeks. In view of the

fact that so many towns find it impossible or difficult to comply

with the law, and to the further fact that colleges and acad-

emies have a shorter year than is now prescribed for high

schools, it seems but just that the minimum legal limit of the

school year for all high schools shall be thirty-six or thirty-

eight weeks, and that some penalty shall be imposed upon those

towns which do not comply with the law. But it should be

considered that children living in towns of less than five hun-

dred families are entitled to free tuition in an approved high

school, either of the town in which they live or of another

town, and that therefore equal privileges as to time should be

afforded them.
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Illiterate Minors.

The reported increase of 958 in the number of illiterate

minors over fourteen years of age has little significance beyond

the fact that at a given time, September 1, there was an

unusual number of persons who had not had the opportunity

in day or evening schools to conform to the requirement, —
to " read at sight and write legibly simple sentences in the

English language." As the law is operative mainly in manu-

facturing cities and towns, and as there has been an increased

number of pupils attending evening schools in these places

during the year, the presumption is that the law requiring

illiterate minors to attend a day or evening school is being

generally complied with.

It is not unlikely that the increase of illiterate minors re-

ported this year is but the correction of an error made last

3' ear, when a decrease of over 1,000 was reported. It is very

difficult at best to obtain an accurate count of this class of per-

sons, and errors are to be expected. These errors, however,

are likely to be corrected in a series of returns, so that an

average of the returns for several years will give a fairly accu-

rate count for each year. The average number of illiterate

minors during the past four years is 5,723, which may fairly

represent the number of minors in the State, at the present

rate of immigration, who, on the first day of September,

would be classed as illiterate. The number would be likely

to be much less if the census were taken on the first day of

March, or soon after the close of the session of the evening

schools.

Some complaint is heard of the burden imposed upon illit-

erate minors who are forced under the present law to attend

an evening school while such a school is maintained. Some

relief might be afi^orded b}' an amendment to the present law,

by which the law would be operative only upon minors

between fourteen and eighteen years of age.
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Public School Enrolment.

The increase in the enrohnent of pupils during the year be-

tween seven and fourteen years of age is 8,596, while the

increase in the census of children of the same age September

1 is reported as 10,877. This relative falling off in public

school attendance is doubtless due to the increased attendance

of pupils in private schools,— an inference supported by the

returns, in which it appears that the entire increase in the at-

tendance of pupils in private schools is a little over 5,000.

The consolidation of small schools is likely in most cases to

result in an increase of the number of pupils to a teacher. It

is, however, gratifying to note that, while the average number

of pupils to a teacher does not vary much from year to year,

the tendency appears to be to lessen the number. An average

of 32 pupils to a teacher is far too great as long as there are so

many teachers who have less than 15 pupils, for it means that

there is a large proportion of teachers who are obliged to care

for over 50 pupils. The best conditions would keep the maxi-

mum number for a teacher about what the average number now is.

The decrease in 1901 in the number of pupils under five

years of age was in the last report attributed to a " slight

check in the kindergarten movement." The continued de-

crease this year of such pupils cannot be attributed to the

same cause, inasmuch as the number of children attending

the public kindergarten is much larger than it was last year.

The reason for the reduced number of this class of children

may be due to a firmer conviction on the part of school au-

thorities that the formal work of the school should not be

begun so early. Educators are even questioning seriously

whether much of the formal work now quite commonly done

by children of five years of age should not be postponed at

least a year. An ideal system might ofier the kindergarten

for children below the age of five years, and the sub-primary

or connecting class for children between the ages of five and

six, followed by an elementary school course of eight years

and a high school course of four or five years. Such a plan

would agree in part at least with the practice in other parts of

the country, in which the elementary course of eight years is

carried on only for children over six years of age.
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Public School Teachers and their Wages.

For purposes of comparison, facts relating to the number of

teachers employed in the })ublic' schools and their wages at

intervals of five years during the past fifty years are given

in the following table :
—

Table showing the number of public school teachers and their ivages.

* Number of public schools reported,

t No report given in the returns.

X Including board.

• The ratio of women to men employed as teachers in the

public schools appears to be about the same as last year, —
10.02 to 1, As this ratio is the same as the previous year and

is the highest ratio in an ascending series for fifty years, it is

hoped that the maximum ratio has now been reached, and that

hereafter the relative number of men employed as teachers will

be increased, on the presumption of course that there will be

no falling ofi" in respect to personal and professional qualifica-

tions ; for, however superior women may be as teachers in

certain grades and kinds of schools, it must be admitted that

the relative number of women now employed is too great.
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The ratio of the number of different teachers employed to

the number of teachers required is the same as last year, it

being 1.08 to 1. This means that for every 100 positions to

be filled 108 different teachers have been employed. A com-

parison of this ratio with the ratios of preceding years shows

that there has been a constant increase in the permanence of

the teaching force. But these ratios indicate only the changes

that occur within the year. The statistics of two or more

years taken together would probably make a much poorer

showing, as man}^ changes in the teaching force take place at

the end of the school year.

No report of the number of normal school graduates teaching

in the schools was called for until 1880. The apparent falling

off of the number of teachers in 1882-83 who had attended the

normal school was probably due to a misunderstanding of wdiat

was called for ; some of the committees doubtless thinking that

this question called for only non-graduates. With this possi-

ble exception it will be seen that the number of normal teachers

has constantly increased during the past twenty-five years, the

greatest increase having been made during the past five years.

It should be understood that the figures given under the head

of "Teachers from normal schools" include only those who
have attended either a State normal school or the Boston

Normal School. In estimating the proportion of teachers who

have had professional training, the number of teachers who

have attended a city training school ought to be taken into

consideration. From reports recently received it is estimated

that the number of such teachers in the State not hitherto

counted as having attended a normal school is upwards of

1,000. Upon the supposition that this number of training

school teachers have been employed throughout the year, it

may be inferred that upwards of 60 per cent, of the teachers

of the State have received professional training. The fact that

so large a proportion of the teachers are professionally trained

and that the towns of low valuation are now receiving greatly

increased aid natm-ally suggests the question whether the time

has not arrived for establishing by law a minimum of qualifica-

tions for teachers.

It will be seen from the above table that the relative increase

in the wages paid to men and to women has been about the
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same since 1852, and that in the last thirty-five years the aver-

age wages of all teachers has jast about doubled. In looking

at these figures it should be borne in mind that the}^ represent

the amount paid for only a portion of the year. Multiplying

these sums by the average number of months during which the

schools have been in session during the past year, we have

$1,349.06 as the average amount received last year by men,

and $507.87 as the average amount received by women. These

sums do not of course indicate the extent to which extremely

low salaries are paid to teachers. When we know tliat 19

towns of the C^ommonwealth still pay to their women teachers

less than $30 a montli, which means a yearly salary of less than

$250, and, further, that over 10 per cent, of the women teachers

receive less than $350 a year, we realize that the educational

conditions of some of the towns of the State are far from what

they should be. The increased aid given to towns under the

provisions of the law passed last year will greatly help in this

direction, provided that the towns themselves maintain their

present local tax rate for schools, and distribute the extra

amount received from the State to the teachers. A careful

estimate of the increased ability of the towns under the new
law shows that those towns which now pay less than $35 a

month will be able, with the present local tax rate, to pay the

teachers from $10 to $20 a month more than they now receive.

The direct result of such an increase of salary will be to greatly

improve the teaching force of towns which have not l)een able

hitherto to get and to keep good teachers . It is to be hoped

that towns will fully appreciate the importance of paying as

high salaries as possible to teachers, and take advantage of the

present opportunity to do so. If this is not done, the question

may well be raised whether there should not be established by
law a minimum salary for teachers.

Public Kindergartens.

The history of the kindergarten in Massachusetts is an inter-

esting one, and shows an almost uninterrupted growth as a part

of the public school system for more than twenty years. In

the report of the Board of Education for the year 1881-82 it

was stated that "in Massachusetts its [the kindergarten's]

public use is confined to a verj'few instances; although, under
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,

the auspices of private enterprise and munificence, it lias be-

come quite well known to man}- of our teachers and to a portion

of the public." In the report of the Board for 1889-90 the

formal recognition of a substantial adoption of kindergartens

by the public schools was made, as follows :
—

The constantly decreasing number of childreu in the public schools

under five years of age was arrested this year by the adoption of kin-

dergartens into the system of public schools. Their establishment

is a forward movement in our system of public instruction, and will

in the future still further enlarge the total membership of the schools.

There were many private kindergartens at this time, and it

was doubtless in many instances through the adoption of these

schools that the pviblic kindergartens were introduced. The

extent to wdiich private kindergartens had been established is

indicated by the returns of the private schools for the year

1890-91. These returns show that there were at that time in

29 different cities and towns 53 kindergartens or departments

of private schools in which kindergarten instruction was given.

There are no statistics showing the number of public kinder-

gartens before 1897. In that year or in the school year of

1897-98 31 cities and towns reported having 192 kindergar-

tens, in which there were 12,550 children. The following table

gives a comparative view of the extension of the sj^stem during

the past five years :
—

Table showing the extent to tohich public kindergartens have been siqj-

portedfrom 1898 to 1903.

Yeak.
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The items of facts reported for the present year are as

follows :
—

Table showing the number and location of public kindergartens kept

during the year 1902-03, and cost of their maintenance.

Cities and towns.
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Table showing the number and location of public kindergartens, etc.

— Concluded.

Cities and towns.
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in high schools, as against an increase of 4(i teachers and 728

pupils reported last year. The average number of pupils to a

teacher in high schools last year was 25.2; this year it has

been 24.9; ten years ago the average was 29.9. The number

of high school pupils this year is not only the highest number

that ever has been reported in a single year, but the ratio of

this number to the total enrolment of the schools is also the

greatest. For the })ast twenty years the ratio has steadily

risen from .057 to .087, the present ratio; that is, the number

enrolled in high schools this year is 8.7 per cent, of the total

enrolment, which means that an average of nearly 30 per cent,

of all the children of the State attending school have the benefit

of high school instruction. In many places the percentage of

children thus favored is as high as 50 or 60, while of course

in many other places on account of the great distance which

pupils have to go to attend a high school the percentage is

very small.

The provisions of chapter 42 of the Revised Laws, relating

to high schools, as amended by chapter 433 of the Acts of

1902, are as follows :
—

Sectiox 2. Every city and every town containing, according to

the latest census, state or national, five liundred famiUes or house-

holders, shall, and any other town may, maintain a high school,

adequately equipped, which shall be kept by a principal and such

assistants as may be needed, of competent ability and good morals,

who shall give instruction in such subjects designated in the preceding-

section as the school committee consider expedient to be taught in

the high school, and in such additional subjects as may be required

for the general purpose of training and culture, as well as for the

purpose of preparing pupils for admission to state normal schools,

technical schools and colleges. One or more courses of study, at

least four years in length, shall be maintained in each such high

school and it shall be kept open for the benefit of all the inhabitants

of the city or town for at least forty weeks, exclusive of vacations,

in each year. A town may cause instruction to be given in a portion

only of the foregoing requirements if it makes adequate provision for

instruction in the others in the high school of another city or town.

Section 3. A town of less than five hundred families or house-

holders in which a public high school or a public school of correspond-

ing grade is not maintained shall pay for the tuition of any child who
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resides iu said town and who, with the previous approval of the school

committee of his town, attends the high school of another town or

city. If such town neglects or refuses to pay for such tuition, it

shall be liable therefor to the parent or guardian of a child who has

been furnished with such tuition if the parent or guardian has paid

for the same, and otherwise to the city or town furnishing the same,

in an action of contract. If the school committee of a town in which

a public high school or public school of corresponding grade is not

maintained refuses, upon the completion by a pupil resident therein

of the course of study provided by it, to approve his attendance in

the high school of some other city or town which he, in the opinion

of the superintendent of schools of the town in which he is resident

is qualified to enter, the town shall be liable in an action of contract

for his tuition. A town whose valuation is less than seven hundred

and fifty thousand dollars shall be entitled to receive from the treas-,

ury of the Commonwealth all necessary' amounts, and a town whose

valuation exceeds seven hundred and fifty thousand ddllars but whose

number of families is less than five hundred shall be entitled to receive

from the treasury of the Commonwealth half of all necessary amounts

which have actually been expended for high school tuition under the

provisions of this section : provided^ that such expenditure shall be

certified under oath to the board of education by its school committee

within thirty days after the date of such expenditure ; but, if a town

of less than five hundred families maintains a high school of its own

of the character described in section two of this chapter and employs

at least two teachers therein, it shall be entitled to receive annually

from the treasury of the Commonwealth toward the support of such

high school the sum of three hundred dollars. No town the valuation

of which averages a larger sum for each pupil iu the average mem-

bership of its public schools than the corresponding average for

the Commonwealth shall receive money from the Commonwealth

under the provisions of this section ; and no expenditure shall be

made by the Commonwealth on account of high school instruction

under the provisions of this section unless the high school in which

such instruction is furnished has been approved by the board of

education.

It will be observed that two forms of State aid are afforded

to towns having less than live hundred families under the above

law : first, the reimbursement to towns on account of high

school tuition paid to other towns ; and, secondly, the direct

grant made to towns not obliged to support a high school.
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The conditions required for securing the first of these forms

of aid are : (1) that the town has no approved high school of

its own ; and (2) that the high school for which tuition is paid

is approved by the State Board of Education, The conditions

for securing the gi'ant of $300 are : (1) that the town main-

tains a high school
; (2) that the high school has two teachers,

and is of a character described by section 2 above given ; and

(3) that the high school is approved by the State Board of

Education.

The following table shows the amounts that have been paid

on account of high school tuition reimbursements and high

school grants for 1902-03 :
—

Table showing high school tuition reimbursements and high school

grants, under section 3, chapter 42, Revised Laws, as amended by

chapter 433, Acts of 1902.

[Note.— Towns, the names of which are italicized, were reimVjursed by the State for

half tuition only.]

Towns.
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High
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High school tuition reimbursements, etc.— Continued.
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Towns.
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High school tuition reimbursements, etc. —Continued.

Towns.
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High school tuition reimbursements, etc.—Continued.

85

Towns.
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High school tuition reimbursements^ etc.— Continued.

Towns.
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High school tuition reimbursements, etc. — Continued.

Towns.
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High school
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High school tuition reimbursements^ etc. —
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approved high school. This exclusion from the benefits named

is for the school year 1903-04.

Bourne,

Boxford,

Burlington,

Chilmark,

Cottage City,

Dover,

Gosnold,

Hamilton,

Hopedale,

Hull,

Lancaster,

Lincoln,

Longmeadow,
Lynnfield,

Manchester,

Marion,

Mattapoisett,

Nahant,

New Ashford,

Princeton,

Stockbridge,

Topsfield,

Wenham,
Weston,

West Tisbury,

Westwood.

Total, 26 towns.

Three of the above-named towns, viz., Chilmark, New Ash-

ford and Princeton, are added to the corresponding list of last

year by reason of the fact that the valuation per pupil this year

in these towns is in excess of the State average. Two towns,

Harvard and Plympton, are taken from the list of last year

because their valuation per pupil has fallen below the State

average.

The following towns were entitled under the law to receive

the benefits either of high school tuition reimbursement or of

approved high school grant; but, for one reason or another,

have not received such benefits during the past year. The

reasons are either that the high school was not approved, or

that no expenditure for high school tuition was incurred during

the year.

Ashfield,

Bolton,

Brewster,

Brimfield,

Chilmark,

Douglas,

Edgartown,

Gay Head,

Granby,

Hadley,

Hancock,

Hatfield,

Hinsdale,

Holland,

Hubbardston,

Kingston,

Mashpee,

Medfield,

Mendon,

New Ashford,

Princeton,

Rehoboth,

Rvitland,

Sandisfield,

Sandwich,

Savoy,

Sharon,

Shelfield,

Sherborn,

Shrewsbury,

Sterling,

Stow,

Tisbury,

Wales,

Westminster,

Worthington.

Total, 36 towns.

It is very important that towns affected by the law in relation

to high school tuition reimbursements and high school grants

should ascertain under what conditions they may receive the

benefits ofi'ered by the State, and take such steps as are neces-
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sary to secure them. The following suggestions and directions

may be of assistance to school committees and superintend-

ents :
—

1. If high schools are submitted to the State Board of Edu-
cation for approval, the conditions of their maintenance, as

outlined in section 2, chapter 42 of the Revised Laws, should

be carefully considered with reference to (1) course of studies,

(2) length of school year, (3) equipment and (4) character of

teaching force. If it is not desired to meet the conditions of

approval, the Board should be notified as early in the year as

possible.

2. In a town entitled to receive from the State reimburse-

ment of high school tuition, it should be noted : (1) that the

school committee must give its approval of attendance for any

child to legally attend an outside high school at public expense
;

(2) that the outside high school attended must be approved by
the State Board of Education; (3) that, in the case of each

pupil attending an outside high school, a careful record must be

made of the name, time of attendance and amount paid for

tuition. A certificate of all the facts relating to each pupil's

attendance should be sent to the secretary of the State Board

of Education within a month after the last tuition payment has

been made for the school year. Blanks for this certificate are

furnished by the secretary of the Board.

Public Evening Schools.

The number of evening schools reported this year is 958, —
an increase of 41. The number of pupils attending the schools

is 39,185, — an increase of 3,398. The average attendance of

pupils is 56.9 per cent, of the entire enrolment, being a slight

advance over last year.

For upwards of fifty years free evening instruction has been

provided for those who for any reason could not attend the

day schools, although it was not until 1857 that towns were

authorized by law to establish and support evening schools.

Statistics of attendance in these schools were made for the first

time in the report of the Board of Education for the year

1874-75. The returns for that year and for each succeeding

fifth year to 1899-1900 and for the past three years are given

in the following table :
—
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The relatively large number of schools reported in the year

1894-95 and subsequently is accounted for from the fact that

the reports since 1895 have been based upon the single class

room as the unit, rather than upon the building or group, as

was doubtless done in 1890 and previously.

Although there is a slight continuous gain in the average

per cent, of attendance, the result at the highest is very low

in comparison with the percentage of attendance in the day

school. This difference may be accounted for in various ways,

but it is a question whether the percentage of attendance now

obtained in most cases should not be materially higher than

it is.

Vacation Schools.

The following vacation schools are reported as supported at

public expense during the summer of 1902 :
—
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Cost of the Public Schools.

The following tables give in concise form a comparative view

of the cost of the schools and amounts raised by taxation dur-

ing the past fifty years. It will be observed that up to 1867 no

amounts are given for school buildings, that item not being

called for in previous years. For the same reason the total

amount raised for school purposes up to 1867 cannot be given.

It will be noticed also that the amount reported for new build-

ings in the year 1867-68 includes the amount expended for

permanent improvements and ordinary repairs.
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It should be considered that the amounts given previous to

1887 do not include the cost of text-books and supplies, the

free text-book bill having passed the Legislature in 1884.

The great relative increase given in the total expense of schools

in 1897-98 over the amount given for 1892-93 may be ac-

counted for in part by the fact that previous to 1896 not all

the items under "school sundries" were classed in the school

expenses. Many of the items before that year were omitted

altosrether from the returns. There are other circumstances

which should be taken into consideration in making any com-

parison of school expenditures, such, for example, as the fact

that the tax reported for new buildings is frequently distributed

over a series of years, and therefore does not belong to the

year for which it is reported. But the tables give a fairly good

view of the relative expense borne for public education during

the past fifty years, and the relative ability of the people to

bear it.

The difference between the total expense of the schools and

the total amount raised by taxation indicates the amount re-

ceived from the State, from voluntary contributions, from the

income of local funds and from other sources. The amount

received by the towns from all these sources of income during

the past year has been $1,467,(527.88, as against $126,434.50

received from the same sources fifty years ago. But the rela-

tive amount of such income now is much less than it was fifty

years ago. Then it was 11.2 per cent, of the entire cost of

the schools, and now it is but 3.1 per cent. The enormous

increase in the amount expended for schools during the past

thirty-five years is seen at a glance ; but it is only when the

increase in the local amount raised by taxation is compared to

the increase in valuation during that period that the real inter-

est of the people in the schools is seen. The valuation has

increased during the time named 214 per cent., while the

amount raised by local taxation for schools has increased in the

same time 248 per cent. By comparing the school tax with

the total municipal tax at different periods of time, we find

that, while the average municipal tax is 62 cents less on $1,000

this year than it Avas thirty-five years ago, the amount of the

average school tax has gradually increased in that period from

$2.62 to $3.71 on $1,000. It should be noticed, however, that
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the local school tax of 1903 based upon the total municipal tax

is 3.2 per cent, lower than it was five years ago, and but 3.8

per cent, higher than it Avas thirty-five years ago.

Text-boohs and Supplies. — The cost of text-books and sup-

plies during the year has been $669,549.44, — an increase of

$6,960.68 over the amount expended last year. The average

cost per pupil based upon the average membership has been

$1.58, — an amount slightly in excess of the average for the

past few years, as shown by the following table :
—

Table showing the total expenditure for text-hooks and supplies for

the past eight years.

Years.
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will remain substantially the same from year to year. As time

goes on the objections now raised against the free carriage of

children to school will be removed, and the expenditure of

money for this purpose will be regarded quite as legitimate an

educational expense as is that for school buildings or teachers.

Complaints are sometimes heard of a niggardly policy on the

part of school authorities, either in neglecting to have pupils

carried to school who live at a long distance from it, or in pro-

viding unfit carriages and irresponsible drivers. No doubt

many of these complaints are unreasonable ; but it is feared

that in too many cases of the closing of schools authorities are

controlled more by considerations of economy than by a regard

for the best interests of the pupils, and that in such cases the

greatest care may not be taken in arrangements for transporta-

tion. While it is true that there is generally a saving in the

consolidation of schools, it does not follow that such a saving

should always be made. The same care should be exercised

in providing carriages and drivers as is exercised in providing

school room accommodations and teachers, and no child should

be needlessly exposed to hardship or injury of any kind.

State Contributions for the Support of the Public

Schools.

The total contributions of the State for the support of the

public schools for the year 1902 amounted to $234,477.87.

This sum was distributed as follows :
—

1. Income of the school fund distributed to towns having a

valuation of not more than $3,000,000 (chapter 41, Revised

Laws) $107,679 02

2. Reimbursement of high school tuition (section 3, chapter 42,

Revised Laws, as amended by chapter 433, Acts of 1902), 14,675 85

3. Aid to towns having a valuation of less than $2,600,000, on

account of union superintendents (section 45, chapter 42,

Revised Laws), 47,150 00

4. Aid to towns having a valuation of less than $2,500,000, on

account of teachers in union superintendencies (section

45, chapter 42, Revised Laws), ...... 31,433 33

5. Reimbursement of advances in teachers' salaries in towns

having a valuation of less than $350,000 (section 30,

chapter 42, Revised Laws) 12,265 86

6. Tuition and transportation of State ward» (section 4, chap-

ter 44, Revised Laws), 21,273 81
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There lias been this year a material increase in all the items

of expenditure mentioned above, with the exception of an appar-

ent decrease in the income of the school fund. This decrease

is accounted for by the fact that the sum distributed last year

was exceptionally large, on account of the assignment to the

fund of the excess of income from Fitchburg Railroad securities.

The aggregate amount paid out by the State for the support

of the public schools, as shown by the above figures, seems

large ; but when it is considered that this amount is less than

2 per cent, of the total expenditure for the support of schools,

and further, that the income from permanent funds and from

State taxes in the country at large is nearly 20 per cent, of the

total amount expended for public schools, it cannot be regarded

as excessive. It was this view of the matter probably that

prompted the Legislature last year to increase the sum to be

distributed to towns. Even with this increase of State appro-

priation the local tax rate for schools in Massachusetts will be

greater than that of any other State.

The law passed last year providing for the distribution of

the entire annual income of the school fund instead of one half

of the income, as heretofore, included in it a repeal of the law

for the reimbursement of two dollars a week paid to teachers

of exceptional ability. The repealed law had been in operation

seven years, and had greatly assisted the smaller towns in

securing good teachers, especially since the approval of teachers

w^as made to depend upon a personal inspection by an agent of

the Board of Education. Towns which had paid but five or

six dollars a week were encouraged to pay on their own account

one or two dollars a week more, in the hope of securing teachers

who would be likely to be approved by the Board. Thus the

committees were enabled practically to ofler to teachers from

eight to ten dollars a week, instead of five or six dollars which,

they had ofi*ered before. The difference between the schools

thus provided and the schools under the cheaper teachers may
well be imagined. By good testimony it would appear that

the schools of certain towns had, largely through the agency

of State approval, been revolutionized ; and that in these towns

there could be seen under the new policy some of the best

schools of the State. Many of the towns, seeing the difierence
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between good schools and poor schools, will doubtless continue

of their own accord to maintain the standard lixed by State

inspection under the reimbursement law ; but it is feared that

some of them will fall back to former standards, through inter-

ests of econom}^ or from a desire to employ native teachers

only. That there are superintendents who share this fear is

shown by the following extract from a letter recently received

from a union superintendent by an agent of the Board of Edu-

cation :
—

If this law does away with the State approval of teachers in these

small towns, as I understand it does, and as my committee have said

was their understanding of it, I believe it will be productive of much
harm. As was said to me yesterday, " Now we can hire whom we
please and pay what we please, and the State has nothing to say

about it." I fear the result of this repeal will be to undo much of the

work that has been done in the small towns by the supervision of the

State. The superintendent will be powerless to prevent it.

It is of course to be hoped that towns will wisely use the

additional sum which will be paid them under the new law.

By maintaining their present local tax rate they will be able to

pay larger salaries to teachers, and thus greatly improve their

schools. The attention of school committees was called to this

matter last July in the following circular letter sent to them

by the acting secretary of the Board :
—

Boston, July 15, 1903.

The Legislature has unanimously passed a law which distributes

the entire annual income of the school fund (instead of one half the

income, as heretofore) to the towns having a valuation not exceeding

$2,500,000, in the following manner (chapter 456, Acts of 1903) :
—

1. Every town which complies with all laws relative to the distribution

of said income and whose valuation of real and personal property, as shown
by the last preceding assessors' valuation thereof, does not exceed one half

million dollars shall annually receive live hundred dollars ; but if its rate

of taxation for any year shall be eighteen dollars or more on a thousand

dollars it shall receive seventy-five dollars additional ; every such town
whose valuation is more than one half million dollars and does not exceed

one million dollars shall receive three hundred dollars ; and every such

town whose valuation is more than one million dollars and does not exceed

two million dollars shall receive one hundred and fifty dollars ; and every

town whose valuation is more than two million dollars and does not exceed

two and one half million dollars shall receive seventy-five dollars. The
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remainder of said income shall be distributed to towns whose valuation

does not exceed two and one half million dollars, and whose annual tax for

the support of public schools is not less than one sixth of their whole tax

for the year, as follows : — Every town whose school tax is not less than

one thix'd of its whole tax shall receive a proportion of said remainder

expressed by one third ; every town whose school tax is not less than one

fourth of its whole tax shall receive a pi'oportion expressed by one fourth

;

every town whose school tax is not less than one fifth of its whole tax shall

receive a proportion expressed by one fifth ; and every town whose school

tax is not less than one sixth of its whole tax shall receive a propoi'tion

expressed by one sixth.

2. The income of said fund which has accrued on the thirty-first day of

December in each year shall be aj^portioned by the commissioners of the

Massachusetts School Fund in the manner provided for by section one of

this act, and paid to the several towns on the twenty-fifth day of January

thereafter.

3. The sums received by any town under the provisions of this act shall

be held by the town treasurer and shall be expended only for expenses in

maintenance of the public schools authorized by the school committee, in

accordance with existing laws ; and it shall be the duty of the treasurer

to keep a separate account of all sums so received and expended, and the

school committee shall make an annual report to the state board of educa-

tion, in such form as may be prescribed by said board, of the amount

received during each year, the amount expended from such receipts, the

purpose for which such exjjenditures have been made, in detail, and the

balance, if any, remaining unexpended. And whenever it appears that, in

the opinion of the state board of education, the sums paid to any town have

not been used in whole or in part in accordance with the provisions of this

section, or that they have not been held and accounted for separately, or

that the report thereof herein required has not been made, the commis-

sioners of the school fund are hereby authorized to withhold, as they may
deem advisable, the whole or any part of the futui'e allowances otherwise

falling to such town under the provisions of this act.

The previous law relative to the distribution of the income of

the school fund (Revised Laws, chapter 41, sections 4 and 5), all

laws which provided for the payment of other expenses from the in-

come of the school fund, and the law for the payment of two dollars

per week to the teachers of exceptional ability (Revised Laws, chap-

ter 42, section 30), are repealed.

Please note carefully.

1

.

The entire income of the school fund is distributed to the towns

whose valuations do not exceed $2,500,000.

2. This will give to towns which raise an amount by taxation for

schools not less than that heretofore raised approximately double the

amount they have previously received.
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3. While the payment by the State of two dollars a week extra to

teachers of exceptional abilitj' is discontinued after the close of the

present term, the additional amount these towns receive will enable

them to continue the increase, and the agents of the Board will con-

tinue, upon the requests of school committees or superintendents, to

give advice as to teachers worthy to receive such increase. The ex-

cellent results of the past warrant the continuance of this incentive

to good teachers.

4. A detailed account of the expenditure of the amounts received

from the school fund must be made to the Board of Education ; the

failure of any town to do this will imperil its receipt of any portion

of the income.

5. The intent of the law is to improve the schools, not to lessen

local taxation, and the towns that devote to school purposes the

largest proportion of their tax will receive the largest proportionate

amount of aid.

6. The following provision of the Revised Laws (chapter 41,

section 6) should be borne in mind :
—

No such apportionment and distribution shall be made to a town which

has not maintained a school as required by section one of chapter forty-

two ; or which, if containing the number of families or householders

required by section two of said chapter, has not maintained, for at least

thirty-six weeks during the year, exclusive of vacations, a high school such

as is mentioned therein ; or which has not made the returns required by

sections five and six of chapter forty-three, and complied with the laws

relative to truancy ; or which has not raised by taxation for the support of

public schools which are authorized or required by law, including the wages

of teachers, the transportation of school children, fuel, the care of tires,

school rooms and school premises, supervision, text-books and supplies,

and school sundries or incidentals during the school year embraced in the

last annual returns, an amount not less than three dollars for each person

between the ages of five and fifteen years resident in such town on the first

day of September of said school year.

C. B. TILLINGHAST,
Acting Secretary.

The total amount expended for the year 1902-03 on account

of State remibursement of advances in teachers' salaries was

$10,961.78, and was distributed as follows :
—
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Table showing salary reimbursements on account of public school

teachers in small toions.

Number of

different

teachers

affected.

To what date. Amounts.

Alford,

Boxborough,

Charlemont,

Chesterfield,

Chilmark, .

Clarksburg,

Cummington,

Dana, .

Dunstable,

Eastham,

Florida,

Gay Head,

Goshen,

Greenwich,

Halifax,

Hancock,

Hawley,

Heath,

Holland,

Leverett,

Leyden,

Middlefield,

Monroe,

Monterey,

Montgomery,

2

4

11

6

3

7

11

4

3

2

6

2

6

3

5

2

7

2

2

4

5

6

3

2

6

June 19
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Table shoiving salary reimbursements, etc.— Concluded.

Towns.
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SUPERINTENDENCY UnIONS.

The number of superintendency unions existing Dec. 31,

1903, was eighty, — an increase of four for the year. The

accompanying table gives all the important facts respecting

the organization of each district. It may be necessary within

a short time to relocate some of the lines of the unions, on

account of the fact that the valuation of a few towns will have

passed the limit of $3,500,000, when, by the provisions of

section 48, chapter 42 of the Revised Laws, towns are obliged

to assume all the expense of supervision. A readjustment of

some of the towns ought also to be made in the interests of

convenience, as in the case of Foxborough and West Newbury,

which formed a union because no more convenient arrange-

ment could be made at the time.

It will be observed that some of the salaries of the superin-

tendents are more than the minimum fixed bylaw,— $1,500.

The sum beyond this limit is assumed by the towns constitut-

ing the union.
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Supervision by Superixtendents of Schools.

The law which w^ent into eflfect July 1, 1902, requiring every

town and city to employ a superintendent of schools, has been

almost universally complied with, only eight towns remaining

without a superintendent as required by the law. By the pro-

visions of this law, — Revised Laws, chapter 42, sections 40-

48, — all towns having a valuation of less than $2,500,000 are

required to effect unions for the employment of a superin-

tendent of schools, one half of whose salary is paid by the

towns and the other half by the State. All other towns are

required at their own expense to employ a superintendent.

The eight towns which at the close of 1 903 were not employ-

ing a superintendent in accordance with statute requirement

are as follows : Ashburnham, Belchertown, Boxford, Enfield,

Gosnold, Middleton, Nantucket' and Pepperell.

Of the above-named towns, Ashburnham, Boxford and Pep-

perell report that they have each elected a member of the

school committee as superintendent, and are waiting for a

convenient opportunity for joining a union, as they are required

to do under the law.

The school committee of Belchertown has shown little dis-

position thus far to comply with the law, the only excuse

oflered in response to inquiries being that the town has refused

to raise the necessary money.

Enfield and Middleton both report that efforts have been

made to effect a union with other towns, but thus far have

been unalDle to carry out their wish.

Gosnold, by reason of its 'isolated position, is practically

unable to join with other towns, although it has made com-

mendable efforts to do so.

A glance at the location of these towns upon the map will

show that they cannot all be brought into superintendency

unions without a readjustment of present union limits ; and

that, if the unions themselves will not make the needed changes,

the Board of Education will be compelled to exercise the power

conferred upon it by the Acts of 1903, chapter 299. The Board

has exercised this poAver in only one instance,— that of a read-

justment of towns in Barnstable County so as to include the

towns of Brewster and Eastham in unions.
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Nantucket is the only town now without a superintendent

of schools that cannot be brought to a compliance with the law

by means other than the will of the school committee of that

town. It is hoped that its delay or inaction in carrying out

the provisions of the law is not because there is no expressed

penalty for non-compliance, or that it cannot see the advantages

to be derived from a skilled supervision of its schools. There

are two ways in which the law may be met, both in its letter

and in its spirit : first, by making an arrangement with the

towns of Dukes County whereby the superintendent there could

make occasional visits to the island ; and secondly, by making

the principal of the high school superintendent, giving him an

extra assistant, to enable him to have the needed time for

supervision.

The following table gives a full list of superintendents,

together with their salaries and addresses. The list is intended

to be correct to Dec. 31, 1903.

SUPEEINTENDENTS

.
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Superintendents.
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.

Superintendents .
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Superintendents.
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Superintendents.
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Superintendents .
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in each of the three hundred and fifty-three separate munici-

palities of the Commonwealth. While the tendency in later

years has been in the direction of the specialization of the duties

of the several agents, the calls for their aid and advice are still

so numerous and varied as to make constant demand upon their

versatility and experience.

The reports annexed hereto will give a brief outline of the

work of each individual agent, but the nature of the service

rendered by them is and can be only partially and imperfectly

formulated in a report. While each has a general field of

labor, much service is required of each outside of his particular

field.

Mr. Prince has given a portion of his time to the formulation

and execution of the plan for a State examination of teachers,

which has been carried out under his direction with character-

istic system, thoroughness and care. While the demand for

such an examination has proved disappointing, the trial has

been made with zeal and discretion. ]\lr. Prince has also pre-

pared with patient accuracy the analysis and comparisons from

statistical data which form the preceding portion of this report.

Mr. MacDonald's sphere of activity has been among the high

schools. The different forms of approval now required of the

Board as prerequisite to State aid to high schools render this

service one of the most important duties. It is a service that

requires judgment, discrimination and tact, as well as tireless

energy and activity.

Mr. Fletcher's work among the sparsely settled communities

of the western portion of the State is rendered doubly useful

from his long experience with such conditions,— the wide dif-

ference between the segregation of the city schools and the

isolation of those in the rural town. All of the agents have

been called upon for advice upon the matter of district super-

vision, — by the towns as to the formation and continuance

of their district relations and the selection of proper superin-

tendents, and by the superintendents for aid in the solution of

the almost endless matters of detail which arise in connection

with instruction and administration.

Mr. Sargent from his training and experience takes up the

oversight of the instruction in drawing with a quiet zeal and
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resourceful manner which promises improvement in method and

continuing and progressive interest in tliis important and prac-

tical field.

Mr. Peterson, who was secured for the year to make a special

inspection of the normal schools in the State as compared with

those in other portions of the country, has given his atten-

tion to this service. His recognized ability, life-long experi-

ence, alert observation and judicial temperament exceptionally

qualify him for such a duty, and his report in the appendices

will be read with great interest.

The Louisiana Purchase Exposition.

In response to a request from a committee of the Board, the

State Commission for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition set

aside a generous portion of the State appropriation to be

devoted to the preparation of an exhibit of the educational

interests of the Commonwealth. The detail was placed in the

hands of Mr. George E. Gay, a gentleman admirably fitted for

the position by taste, ability and experience. He has secured

the aid of local school authorities and the co-operation of the

leading educational institutions of the State in the preparation

of an exhibit to which we may look forward with confident pride.

Education of the Deaf.

While the State does not own or control an institution for the

education of deaf children, it pays for their care and instruction

in several institutions to which the parents may elect to have

them sent. As full printed reports of each of these institu-

tions are readily accessible, it seems to be unnecessary to make

extended reference to them here.

The Olai'he School for the Deaf, JSforthampton.

Miss Caroline A . Yale, Principal.

The number of pupils in the school the past year was 151

;

of these, Massachusetts supported 123.

The year in the school has been one of usual success. This

school is the pioneer in America for the introduction of artic-

ulation and lip-reading by the deaf as the sole method of

instruction.
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All of the original corporators of the Clarke school, appointed

by the act of Legislature, are now dead. Mr. Hubbard, who

was the last survivor, died in 1897. Originally one of the

most earnest promoters of the enterprise, he exhibited an ever-

increasing faith in the oral method, and gave the school devoted

service to the end of his life.

The school greath^ needs an ample building, with rooms

fitted with every appliance for instruction, and containing a

large assembly room and a room devoted to the normal class.

There would be a fitness in enlarging the normal class so that

a number of college men should each year receive instruction

and practice, and, choosing this beneficent work, should devote

to it the influence of the highest training.

Religious principles are commended to the children without

discrimination as to denomination or church.

The American /School for the Deaf at Hartford.

Job Williams, L.H.D., Principal.

The number of pupils from Massachusetts during the year

was 70, — 48 boys and 22 girls.

It has been found a decided benefit, on the whole, to separate

the younger pupils from the older in their life out of school.

Among the admissions of the past three years were 8 pupils

whose ages ranged from fom'teen to twenty-four years. Most

of these pupils have passed the age when they could acquire a

command of the English language, which is the chief thing for

the pupils to master. There is a tendency also to admit chil-

dren who are too 3^oung.

The school work of the j^ear was successfully prosecuted on

the same lines in the main as in previous j^ears. Much atten-

tion is oiven to manual training. The school has arrano-ed aO O O
course to cover a period of twelve years, — a term which is

considered none too long for the education of deaf pupils.

The increase in the expenses of the school has rendered it

necessary to increase the per capita charge for board and

tuition from $225 to $250 per annum.
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Horace Mann School for the Deaf, Boston.

Miss Sarah Fuller, Principal.

On the opening day of the last school year there were en-

rolled 118 pupils of the preceding year, — 60 boys and 58 girls.

During the year 26 new pupils were admitted and 9 left, making

a total at the end of the year of 135. Of these, 86 were resi-

dents of Boston and 49 came from surrounding towns. The
fact that more than half of the pupils came from suburban

places is significant, in that it shows that a day school for the

deaf can be successfully maintained on a plane with other pub-

lic schools.

In addition to following the primary and grammar school

courses of study outlined for the other public schools, a carefully

arranged plan of manual work is provided. Those who attended

the school exhibits during the year realize what conscientious,

faithful efibrt has been made by both teachers and pupils. This

was more fully exemplified in the exhibit during the week of

the National Educational Association last July.

During the year the Boston Parents' Education Association

published a book entitled "An Offering for the Deaf." This

book was given to the public, and contained information rela-

tive to the school and the progress of the articulation method

which governs it.

In recognition of the value of the Horace Mann School, a

legacy of 11,000 was left it during the year by the late Eliza-

beth Lewis. The school received also a gift of the Century

Dictionary (ten volumes and a bookcase) from the leading resi-

dents of a New Hampshire town, in appreciation of what INIiss

Fuller and the special teacher of articulation had done in behalf

of an adult inhabitant during the vacation.

The Boston School for the Deaf.

Thomas Magennis, Superintendent.

The present number of pupils in the school is 44,— 19 boys

and 25 girls.

The management and the teaching of a class of deaf chil-

dren require more than the ordinary teacher's equipment. No
matter how thoroughly the teachers have prepared themselves
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for the work by special training, unless they are in love with

their profession and are willing to make great sacrifices for it

they can hope for only partial success. It is comparatively

easy to go through the form of teaching as outlined in the

manuals for teachers of the deaf, but to succeed in making

them learn and understand their lessons demands an effort,

both physical and mental, far gTcater than is necessary in the

teaching of hearing children. The pupils are taught by the

oral method, all instruction being given by means of speech

and lip-reading. No signs are used, nor is the manual alphabet

taught. All of the Christian virtues are instilled into the minds

of the pupils daily, in class and out of class.

The general health of the pupils has been especially good.

The usual attention was given during the year to the examina-

tion and treatment of the ear and throat by Dr. T.J. Reardon.

Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children.

Miss Eliza L. Clark, Matron and Principal.

It is now fifteen years since the Sarah Fuller Home was

founded by Mrs. Francis Brooks.

During the past j^ear there were 10 boarding and 3 day

pupils ; 5 new pupils were admitted.

A group of West Medford children have for the past four

years shown a most gratifying interest in the Home. Each

year they have held a fair at the house of Mrs. J. "W. Phinney,

that of this year bringing $205.02 to the treasury. The sum

of $2,500 has been transferred from the general funds of the

Home to the Sarah Fuller Home fund, which now lacks $12,000

of the $50,000 which is the modest sum required to assure the

permanency of this charity. The cash in the hands of the

treasurer on June 1 was $7,30^.27. The annual expenses are

about $5,200. It will be seen that the financial position of

the Home, while satisfactory, does not preclude the need of

assistance.

The results obtained in the work of the Home have amply

justified Mrs. Brooks's belief that deaf children should receive

systematic instruction at a much earlier period than hearing-

children. The number of pupils is limited, as satisfactory

results can be attained only where careful personal attention is
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given to all, and where the need of each individual is appre-

ciated. The success of the school is largely due to the wise

management of Miss Clark.

Dr. Kennedy and Dr. Sargent have generously continued

their gratuitous professional services, and the renewed thanks

of the school are extended to them.

Education of the Blind.

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind.

M. Anagnos, Director.

At the beginning of the present school year, Oct. 1, 1903,

there were 284 persons enrolled at the Perkins Institution.

This number includes 165 in the main school in South Boston,

102 in the kindergarten department at Jamaica Plain and 17

in the workshop for adults. At the present time there are 165

beneficiaries of Massachusetts.

Under the favorable conditions which have existed through-

out the past year, the work of the school has progressed steadily

and satisfactorily along every line. No department of the

school is permitted to flourish at the expense of another, but,

the value of every side of mental training being fully recog-

nized, all branches included in the curriculum are made to

play their part in producing the symmetrical development of

the whole nature of the pupil. The equipment of the school

has been enlarged, and the facilities for carrying on its work
have been greatly enhanced this year by the extension of one

wing of the main building, aflbrding new schoolrooms, an

enlarged hall and better accommodations for the domestic

arrangements of the household.

The keynote of the endeavors of the teachers has been to

develop the activities and discipline the powers of the pupils.

The record of the work done in the music department of the

school is exceedingly satisfactory. The instruction therein is

systematic and thorough. The course of physical and manual

training holds a place in the first rank of the studies included

in the school curriculum. It starts from the kindergarten and

extends upward through the different grades of the school.

Owing to the careful arrangement and systematic progression

of its exercises, sloyd yields far more satisfactory results than
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any other system of manual training. The library is the

nucleus of the intellectual life of the school, and no depart-

ment is independent of its resources. Its shelves are filled

with a great variety of the best literature, suited to meet the

requirements of every seeker for information, intellectual stim-

ulus or recreation.

The impetus gained in the kindergarten department is felt

throughout the school days of the pupils. The advantage of

placing a child under training in his early formative years is

urged upon the parents. The opening of the primary building

for little oirls is of oreat benefit to them, as the establishment

of a similar one proved to be in the case of the little boys. It

allows the continuation of their training for a few more years

under individual care and attention.

To Thomas Stringer the year has been a notable one. It

has witnessed his graduation with credit among the seeing

pupils of the Lowell public grammar school in Roxbury.

T/te Instruction of the Adult Blind in their Homes. — Num-
ber of blind persons visited, 135 ; number taught, 88 ; num-

ber refusing instruction, 47. Number receiving instruction :

in the several systems of reading, 104 ; writing, 28 ; sewing,

10 ; knitting, 22 ; crocheting, 2 ; musical Braille, 3
;
playing

upon the violin, 1 ; tuning pianofortes, 3 ; caning chair-seats,

25. Summary of work done by the teachers : calls made, 611
;

lessons given, 1,781 ; miles travelled, 45,356.

The conclusion of another year's work in the instruction of

the adult blind in their homes strengthens the conviction that

this method of training is both wise and beneficial, and has

gone far toward solving the problem how best to impart courage

and ambition to those whose activities have ceased through the

loss of the visual sense.

One of the most arduous tasks of the teachers is the difficulty

which they have in many cases, particularly among the older

pupils, in convincing them that they can learn, and in awaken-

ing the ambition. Once this has been done, there is practically

no limit to what may be accomplished. The substitution of

the hand for the eye is one of the technical difficulties of the

work. Skill in using the hand is frequently more difficult to

acquire than a well-developed sense of touch. The pupil must
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learn to judge distances and determine direction with sufficient

accurac}^ to prevent the hand from going astray. This is espe-

ciall}^ true in the manual occupations.

The four teachers Employed in the work have labored faith-

fully for its success, and through their efforts very satisfactory

results have been attained. Apportioning the different sections

of the State among themselves, thej^ travel constantly and sys-

tematically from place to place, utilizing time, distance and

money to the best advantage. They suit to the special needs

of each case the training and instruction which they can supply.

Owing to the many demands upon their attention, the teachers

cannot visit the students as constantly as desirable. It is the

custom of the instructors to press into volunteer service some

available member of the family who receives suggestions as to

how the work is conducted, and in this way becomes a sort of

assistant.

The names and addresses of the teachers are as follows :

Miss Lillian R. Garside, 57 Pearl Street, South Framingham,

Mass. ; Miss Lydia Y. Hayes, 52 Dartmouth Street, Somer-

ville, Mass. ; Mr. Edward Schuerer, 15 "Warriner Avenue,

Springfield, Mass.; Mr. John Vars, 116 Huntington Avenue,

Boston, Mass.

Education of the Feeble-minded.

The Massachusetts School for the Feeble-minded, Waltham.

Walter E. Fernald, M.D., Superintendent.

The number of feeble-minded persons in the school at Wal-
tham is 668 ; the number of adult males at the colony at

Templeton is 132; total, 800. Of these, the Commonwealth

supports 328 in the school department and 472 in the custodial

department. There are 321 inmates supported in the custo-

dial department by cities and towns, and 37 beneficiaries from

other States, paying, under the statute, $300 each per year.

There are 47 private pupils.

Under the act of 1901 the Commonwealth appropriated

$67,767 for the support of State inmates. The current ex-

penses for the school year have been $142,584.43, or $3.48 for

each inmate per week.

By the act of 1902 the sum of $95,000 was granted for the
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erection of two dormitories and additions to the administration

building and to the electric lighting and heating plants. Of
this, the amount of $15,000 has been expended, in addition to

$12,000 left over from the appropriation of 1901,— in all

about $27,000.

Under the same appropriation a dormitory for about 60

young women has been in process of construction. Plans for the

second dormitory, for the manual and industrial training build-

ing and for the enlargement of the bakery have been approved

by the State Board of Insanity, and contracts for the work

have been signed. No work has been done upon the house for

the superintendent, nor has anything been done for a new
colony at Templeton, for which appropriations have been

granted.

The land for the proposed coal trestle and side track has been

deeded to the Commonwealth, and negotiations are being made
for the construction.

The school has been conducted as nearly as possible upon

the lines laid down by Dr. Howe, to whom the school is

indebted for its existence.

Of the 97 admissions to the school, 51 were young, teach-

able pupils ; 19 were young women over fourteen years of age.

All serious cases of illness have been cared for in the new
hospital. The custom of sending children having defective

eyesight to an oculist for treatment has been continued.

The schoolroom classes have been unusually successful. The
carefully kept records show acquirements and progress from

term to term.

Miss C. B, Ellis, a graduate of the Boston Normal School

of Gymnastics, has entire charge of the physical training of

the pupils. Much attention is given to individual cases of

physical defect.

The manual training classes are in charge of Miss Bertha

Johnson, a graduate of the Sloyd Training School of Boston.

The sloyd work compares favorably with that of public school

pupils of the same age.

One of the functions of a school of this sort is to provide

clinical instruction for medical and other students. Graduate

classes of medical students are given clinics, where they are
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shown groups of cases illustrating various types of mental

defects. Classes from colleges and normal schools also visit

the school, to observe matters of psychological or pedagogical

interest.

Parochial Schools.

From the annual report of the Rev. Louis S. Walsh, super-

visor of the Catholic free elementary schools in the Archdiocese

of Boston, it appears that the total registration in October last,

in the 68 parishes, was 45,786, — an increase of about 1,200

over the corresponding period in the previous year. Of these

pupils, 19,771 are boys and 26,015 girls. The number of

teachers reported is 942, of which 802 are Sisters. A French

school taught by lay teachers has been opened in connection

with the new parish of the Sacred Heart at Amesbury. The
Marist Brothers have taken charge of the St. Joseph's boys'

school (French) at Haverhill, and two new religious commu-
nities have been introduced, the " Daughters of Jesus" at St.

Joseph's French school at Waltham and the " Sisters of the

Holy Childhood of Jesus and Mary " at St. Joseph's French

school in Salem.

The practice of having '
' school libraries " or select books

of reference and supplementary reading sent free by the Boston

Public Library to the Catholic schools of the city, which has

proved so beneficial in the past, is to be extended so as to

eventually include all the Catholic schools in the city.

It appears from complete returns of the whole State that

there are 76,332 children in all the parochial schools in the

State. The following is a complete statistical table of these

schools for the entire State :
—
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The Massachusetts School Fund.

The following statement shows the condition of the Massa-

chusetts school fund :
—

Amount of fund Jan. 1, 1903,

Increase of fund during the year, under the provisions of

chapter 90, Resolves of 1894,

Amount of fund Dec. 31, 1903,

Gross increase for 1903,

Paid for accrued interest on securities purchased.

Net income,

$4,570,548 14

100,000 00

f4,670,548 14

$197,379 93

13,351 54

f 184,028 39

The last-named amount has been distributed to the cities

and towns, as provided by law.

The following table shows the amount of the principal of

the Massachusetts school fund at the close of business, Decem-
ber 31, from 1891 to 1903, both inclusive, and the annual

income for same term, as shown by the books of the Treasurer

and Receiver-General :
—

Year.
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1. The improvement in school buildings and their surround-

ings ; the architecture more attractive, and better adapted to

practical necessities ; the careful attention to heating and ven-

tilation and all hygienic conditions ; the marked tendency to

the improvement of outward surroundings, by school gardens

and other means of rendering the grounds neat and cheerful.

2. The consolidation of schools, especially in the smaller

towns, rendering more eiEcient grading possible ; better courses

of study and improved methods of teaching and of promotion,

having more regard for the individuality of the pupil.

o. Better teachers, owing to the extension of normal school

and other training facilities, the demands of a higher standard

of public sentiment and slowly increasing wages.

4. The universality of skilled supervision, now the settled

policy of the State, and the organization of superintendents for

mutual improvement along professional lines.

5. The improved discipline secured by the growing tendency

toward self-government and the diminution of corporal punish-

ment.

6. Extension of the school curriculum to include especially

drawing, nature study in most of the elementary schools and

manual training in many, thus bringing the school work in

closer touch with practical life.

7. Improved methods of physical training, and increased

attention to them.

8. Broadening of high school courses so as to meet the

growing demands by pupils who go from them into business or

the trades.

9. Greater thoroughness and efficiency in teaching funda-

mental and essential branches of study, a better sense of

preparation in the curriculum and a lessening tendency to test

efficienc}' by formal examinations.

10. In general, happy school environments and a tendenc}-

to make school life more attractive.

C. B. TILLINGHAST,
Acting Secretary.
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Appendix A.

SPECIAL REPORT OlS^ THE FORMAL
SCHOOLS,

ELLIS PETERSON, A.M.

AGENT OF THE BOARD.





REPORT.

lo the State Board oj Education.

March 14, 1903, I began my work as your agent for the

inspection of the State normal schools ; and now I have the

honor of presenting to you my general report of what I have

observed.

The duties of my office were defined as follows : " You are

to visit all of the normal schools of the State and to make a

special report upon the condition, methods, and efficiency of

each school, together with a report upon the capability and

adaptability of the individual instructors. You are also, at the

discretion of the committee on normal schools, to visit leading

normal schools in other States, and are to make such suggestions

as you may deem judicious for the improvement of the adminis-

tration and efficiency of any or all of the normal schools of this

State."

In accordance with the foregoing instructions, I have, dur-

ing: the eioht months the normal schools have been in session,

visited them as often and inspected them as closely as time

and circumstances have allowed. I have also made a short

visit to eight representative normal schools of the west. In

reporting the results of my inspection, I shall reserve for

special reports my remarks on individual schools and teachers,

and any considerations that are of a private or confidential

nature.

The main questions that I should attempt to answer are as

follows :
—

1

.

Have the State normal schools accomplished, and are they

accomplishing, the objects for which they were established?

2. In what respects, if in any, can the State normal schools

be improved as to organization, administration, and efficiency?

He indeed would be presumptuous who, after observing the

ten normal schools for only eight months, should expect to
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give definite and explicit answers to the proposed questions.

All that I can hope to do in this report is to make some con-

tributions for answering them, and to suggest some desirable

changes.

The Opening and Progress or the State Normal Schools.

The State, convinced that normal schools are necessary, has

by its action answered the first question. By its authority

two normal schools were opened in 1839 : one at Lexington,

which was removed to Newton and finally to Framingham
;

and the other at Barre, whence it was transferred to West-

field. The next year, 1840, a school was opened at Bridge-

water. Fourteen years later, in 1854, the school at Salem

began its work. In 1873, after nineteen years had passed,

the State, believing that the public schools needed teachers

specially trained in drawing, opened in Boston the Normal Art

School. The next year, 1874, the Worcester Normal School

was started. Twenty-one years after, in 1895, the school at

Fitchburg began its work. Two j^ears later, in 1897, and

fifty-eight years after Cyrus Pierce began to teach, at Barre,

his three normal school pupils. State normal schools were suc-

cessively opened at North Adams, Hyannis and Lowell. Thus

the State, after more than a half-century's observation and

deliberation, pronounced the decision that her normal schools

are accomplishing the main objects for which they were es-

tablished.

During the sixty-five years that State normal schools have

existed in Massachusetts, more than twenty-five thousand

(25,391) students have been enrolled. Of these, more than

thirteen thousand (13,184) have been graduated. Of the

more than twelve thousand (12,207) that were not graduated,

'
' some fell by the waj'^side ; " some who failed after repeated

struggles to meet the ordinary requirements in scholarship, or

showed that they were not apt to teach or able to govern, or

could not be aroused from indifference or indolence, were re-

quested or directed to leave school, and were advised to pre-

pare themselves for some other vocation than teaching. Thus

in a negative way the normal schools have been of great benefit

to the State. The remainder of the twelve thousand that
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received no diploma of graduation was largely composed of

those who had successfully pursued a partial course of study

and practice, and had thus been prepared to do at least some

good service in the public schools.

Little need be written of the more than thirteen thousand

graduates. Some of them have failed as teachers; but there

are failures in every profession and calling. The substantial

fact is, that the majority of graduates have been of immense

•service to the State ; that their influence has been felt, directly

or indirectly, in every city and village of Massachusetts and,

indeed, in other States. They have carried into the common

schools a higher standard of moral excellence
;
greater courtesy

;

more humane methods of school government ; a greater regard

for the health and comfort of pupils ; a broader and more exact

scholarship ; a clearer, more distinct, and more philosophical

view of the ends of education and of the methods of teaching

;

and, finally, greater skill in presenting subjects of study to

pupils, in co-operating with them, and in training them to

think and work independently.

The State normal schools, judged from their substantial

accomplishments, must therefore be pronounced effective agents

for trainino- teachers for the common schools. But it mav
reasonably be asked whether the normal schools have kept up

with the progress gradually made during the last half-century

in the conditions of life and society ; whether they have recog-

nized the tremendous industrial and commercial development,

and the consequent changes in the needs and occupations, of

the people ; whether they have realized the great advance in

biological science, and especially its relations with mental

science ; whether they have made the best use of hygienic and

physiological laws in preserving and promoting health and in

training the bod}^ especially the hand ; whether in their study

of nature they have sufficiently distinguished normal from

abnormal forms, and unity in diversity from complexity, and

have clearly recognized the principle that the study of nature

is the prerequisite to the study of art; whether they have

expounded and made real the moral principle that lofty char-

acter is the soul's highest possession ; and, finally, whether

they have implanted, so that it cannot be uprooted, the truth
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that the public schools must educate pupils not only as indi-

viduals but also as members of society and as future citizens

of town, State and nation.

The answers to the foregoing questions would vary with the

schools, and, when unfavorable, would not necessarily indicate

failure or incapacity, or, indeed, a lack of interest in or sym-

pathy with educational movements or progress. The pressure

of circumstances, the demands for correcting faults and supply-

ing deficiencies in the scholarship of students, and the short

time given for pursuing and completing the regular course of

study and practice in preparation for teaching, are some of the

valid causes for not accomplishing the best and highest results.

Whether the causes of deficiency be obvious and superficial, or

latent and deeper, they will of course be removed or gradually

lessened ; and out of the past will be evolved, largely through

the plans and efforts of the principals and teachers themselves,

normal schools, imperfect indeed, but grounded upon solid

principles and doing a greater and indispensable work for the

public.

Preparation for Admission to the State Normal Schools^

There are two facts of great importance to Massachusetts

high and normal schools, viz. : (1) that graduation from a high

school or the completion of an equivalent course of study is

one of the requirements for admission to a State normal school

;

and (2) that a law of the State requires high schools to pre-

pare pupils for admission to normal schools. The fu\st require-

ment has increased the number of high school pupils, and,

according to the uniform testimony of normal school principals,

has resulted in improving the scholarship of candidates for

admission to the normal schools. The second fact is equally

important, and both facts illustrate the wisdom and foresight

of the State. The increase in the number of public high schools
;

the lengthening, broadening, and specializing of their courses

of study ; their greater and better equipment ; and, more than

all else, the improvement in the ability and skill of their teach-

ers, — must help in bettering the preparation of pupils for

entrance to the normal schools. It is, however, a solid fact

that a much better preparation than the present is needed. The
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results of the normal school entrance examinations and the con-

dition of the pupils after entrance plainly show that the train-

ing should be more comprehensive and exact, and better adapted

to the needs and purpose of normal schools.

But how can a change for the better be eifected ? As there

is no organic connection between the public high schools and

the State normal schools, the improvement must be made for

the most part by the co-operation of high school principals

and local superintendents on the one hand, with the principals

of State normal schools and the secretary of the State Board

of Education on the other hand. Through their conference

and deliberation important matters could be settled, and espe-

cially could courses of study leading directl}^ to normal schools

and including the requirements for admission to them be pre-

pared, and then submitted to school committees for adoption.

In laying out a high school course of study for admission to

the normal schools, the peculiar difficulty of the smaller high

school should be recognized, viz., the large number of subjects

to be taught by a small number of teachers, and their conse-

quent limitations in time, strength, and teaching ability. Under

such circumstances, what in general can be done to make the

teaching more effective, especially in music, drawing, and

science? It is easy to give the unreasonable answer, viz.,

increase the number of scholarly and skilful teachers, and pay

them salaries according to their worth. It is true an expert

teacher may be employed to do special work in several neigh-

boring towns ; and, moreover, the question is worth consider-

ino; whether the number of sciences studied in the small high

schools may, with positive benefit to the pupils, be reduced to

three,— for example, to physiology, physics, and either botany

or physical geography. A substantial knowledge of the ele-

ments of those three studies will meet the requirements in

science for admission to the normal schools.

The imperfe(;t preparation of the larger part of the candidates

for admission should not obscure the fact that some of these

have much native ability and intellectual keenness and point, —
a productive capital in all grades of schools. But if they have

not formed good habits of study and do not possess a good

measure of scholarship, they will be as normal school students
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at a disadvantage and will be likely to remain so for a year or

more. Good attainments together with mental and physical

power and vigor are the prime necessity for beginning a course

of training in normal schools.

Life and Health of Normal School Students.

The age of the larger part of the pupils on entering a State

normal school is between nineteen and twenty years. As soon

as they have conceived the distinctive purpose of normal school

training and have breathed the pervading atmosphere of the

normal school, they become more serious and more devoted to

study, and begin to show a finer sense of right relations of

pupils to teachers and to each other. The " professional" idea

gradually possesses them and tends to make them genuine

students. Their attitude becomes that of prospective teachers,

who do not ask themselves whether a study is interesting or

easy, but whether it will help them in teaching. Thus they

find that preparation for teaching is a serious undertaking, that

it requires hard work, and that the chief pleasure of it consists

in the satisfaction of having done the work well.

Although the work of normal schools is hard, it is not too

hard for the majority of the students ; and it is done under

circumstances favorable to freedom, health, and enjoyment.

The beautiful and well-kept grounds ; the substantial and con-

venient school buildings ; the well-furnished, arranged, lighted,

ventilated, and heated halls, corridors, class rooms, laboratories

and libraries, — attest the generosity and foresight of the State

in behalf of those who are preparing to do her good service.

There are, however, some prudential and sanitary condi-

tions that escape ordinary inspection, and even the vigilance

of responsible officers. Whether the drinking water is pure
;

whether the sj^stem of drainage or of sewerage is perfect and

effective ; and whether the spread of contagion, especially in the

dormitory and training school, is carefully guarded against,—
are some of the questions that demand explicit answers, once a

year at least, from an expert acting as an agent of the State.

Nor should danger from fire be neglected. Beside the usual

precautions that are taken, there should be clear and definite

directions given to students what to do in case of fire alarms,
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especially during the session of the training school and in the

dormitories at night. At least once a month the fire drill

should be given to pupils in the training school. Nearly all

the important conditions of life and health appear to be met in

the greater part of the normal schools ; but it may be a fatal—
if pardonable— omission for any normal school not to comply

with every important condition.

One of the best means of preserving and improving the health

of normal school students and of laying the foundations for a.

vigorous physical constitution is the training given to them

in the gymnasium. The gymnastics, followed by a game or

dance and a bath, or by a tramp for the study of nature in

fields, woods, or along the shore, add strength and grace and

give rest and refreshment. Most of the gymnasiums are in

charge of experts, who have thoroughly studied the physiology,

principles, and art of physical education. These teachers con-

duct the gymnastics of a whole class or a division of it, make
and record exact physical measurements, privately suggest

remedies for deformities and defects, and give special correct-

ive exercises.

Better results in physical training would be accomplished if

some of the gymnasiums were larger and if more time were

given to the exercises. In the gymnasium of one of the State

normal schools, or, if the weather be suitable, in the open air,

one school period a day is spent by the students in regular

phj^sical training. In another school four periods a week are

regularly given to gymnastics by the juniors and also by such

seniors as are not assigned to practice teaching ; and in each of

seven schools, two periods a week. In the Normal Art School

no provision is made for phj^sical training. At the Ypsilanti

State Normal College, Michigan, I learned that every junior

is required to exercise one period a day in the gymnasium

;

and every senior, three periods a week during the term he is

not engaged in practice teaching. It is a fact, however, that

a large majority of the seniors, after completing their daily

practice teaching, take part in the regular exercises of the

gymnasium. Their act is one of many illustrations of the

attractiveness of gymnastic exercises, although following men-

tal work and demanding at times vigorous and continuous
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exertion. Indeed, physical exercise appears to be the counter-

part, the complement, of mental exercise ; it expends some of

the stored-up nervous energy, and, if rightly conducted, pro-

duces enjoyment and refreshment. It is, therefore, a practical

question of school economy, whether a period for gymnastics

can wisely, be added to the afternoon session of the normal

schools.

Although some of the candidates for admission are rejected

on account of failure to pass the physical examination, yet it

is probably true that quite half of the students who enter the

normal schools need to "be built up physically," and that the

other half need to be so trained that they can and will preserve

their health and increase their physical stamina. The study of

physiology and hygiene, the gymnastic training, and the free

exercise in the open air, dp much for all the students. Those

who live in the normal school "boarding halls," or " dormi-

tories," occupy, as a rule, well-lighted and well-ventilated

rooms ; have regular hours for quiet, uninterrupted study ; are

provided with wholesome, nourishing, and sufficient food ; have

opportunities for entertainment and for social intercourse with

teachers and with each other ; and are required to take plenty

of time for refreshing sleep. It is, therefore, plain that the

ofeneral influence of dormitory life on the health and well-being

of normal school students is good.

The health and comfort of students who live at home or in

families approved by the principal must vary with conditions

and circumstances. A perfect home, whether it be of prince

or peasant, is a mighty power for good ; and a well-ordered

household, where the woman at the head '
' stretcheth out her

hand to the needy," " openeth her mouth with wisdom, and in

her tongue is the law of kindness," must be the source of cheer-

ful, healthful, and inspiring influence. Other kinds of homes

need not be mentioned. It is enough to know that healthful

student life requires regular hours for study, sleep, and exer-

cise, and especially demands freedom from social engagements,

distractions, and excesses. Such favorable conditions of life

can, as a rule, be better secured in a normal school dormitory

than in ordinary homes.

If impressions and occasional investigations are trustworthy,
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students are better developed physically and in firmer health

at the end than at the beginnino- of their normal school life.

Ill-health and physical weakness are, however, so obstructive

and wasteful in teaching- that the State cannot afford to be

uncertain with regard to the physical condition of normal school

students. Thorough investigations should be made, and exact

physical statistics collected. The greatest present need is more

time for the work that the conductors of physical training are

fully competent to do. The co-operation of a medical expert

will, in some cases, be needed. Moreover, once a year at least,

every student should be ph^^^sically examined.

Whether normal school life satisfies all the conditions of

health is uncertain ; but there is no doubt that its general

influence in forming correct habits, intellectual and moral as

well as physical, is strong and effective. It cultivates in the

students good judgment and thoughtfulness ; self-dependence

and independence, tempered with a consciousness of past and

present shortcomings ; appreciation of the beautiful in nature

and literature, and of the heroic in myth, legend, and history

;

strength of purpose, patience and endurance, and reverence.

The scope of normal school life is broad, and its opportunities

are great. Probably no other kind of school life— certainly,

no college life— can equal its opportunities of combining prac-

tice with theory. The relations of the students to their prin-

cipal and teachers in the normal school on the one hand, and

to the pupils and teachers of the practice school on the other

hand, result in giving daily to the second-year students prac-

tical pedagogic problems that they, with or without help, must

solve. Thus the life of normal school students is real and

earnest, and, lacking much, is becoming broader and deeper.

The Purpose of the State Normal Schools.

The purpose of the State in establishing and supporting

normal schools has been clear and definite, viz., to prepare

students for teaching in the public schools, — for the most part,

in kindergarten, primary, and grammar schools. It is true that

some of the graduates from the Normal Art School and from

the department of domestic arts in the Framingham Normal

School and some other graduates from pormal schools have
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become teachers in the high schools ; but the large majority of

graduates have been prepared to teach, and have taught, in

schools below the high.

The question has been considered whether the State should

provide normal school training for students who are to teach

in high schools. It has already provided for giving in normal

schools instruction for at least a year to college graduates. If

these are to teach in " the grades," or kindergarten, they can

receive the usual elementary pedagogical instruction and prac-

tice in any of the State normal schools. If, however, college

graduates are to prepare in normal schools for teaching in

high schools, pedagogical instruction from a different, if not a

higher, point of view must be given and a practice school con-

taining high school classes, conducted by competent high

school teachers, must be provided and specially organized.

The Bridgewater Normal School, with its four years' course,

offers an opportunity for suitable stud}^ of pedagogical high

school theory, and for applj^ing pedagogical doctrines in re-

viewing high school studies. But the teaching practice of col-

lege graduates must at present be confined there to the regular

teaching in "the grades,"— good to a certain extent, but

insufficient for those who are to enter high school service. It

should be kept in mind that, since high schools have become

" common schools," more teachers are needed in them than

formerl}^ ; and that young college graduates who are to be

high school teachers should have high school practice, under

expert guidance and criticism. It would, therefore, seem wise

for the State to make some arrangement by which the needed

high school practice in teaching may be secured. Such a modi-

fication of present plans would be in exact accordance with the

purpose of State normal schools, — to prepare teachers for the

public schools.

If such a modification of the training at Bridgewater were

made, an additional opportunity would be oflered students who,

after completing there the four years' course of study, enter

college or scientific school. Admitted to the sophomore or

junior class, they would complete the college course of study,

and then begin to teach, qualified to sm-mount the usual obsta-

cles that beset the path of recent college graduates who have
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had no experience in teaching. It is plain, however, that,

whatever the State may do to make college graduates efficient

teachers, the most beneficent Avork of normal schools must con-

tinue to be the preparation of students for teaching public

elementary schools.

In this connection it may be desirable to call attention to

what appear to be two mistaken criticisms of the work of nor-

mal schools, — criticisms made by intelligent and thoughtful

men. They affirm that too much of the work of normal

schools— at least more than is reasonable— is "academic,"

and not "professional." It is true that, if students entering

the normal schools had a clearer, more exact, and more compre-

hensive knowledge of the elementary and high school branches,

much time would be saved for professional stud}^ ; but, even

then, it would be necessary for every common branch and for

some high school subjects to be, not reviewed, but studied

anew, so that students might acquire a scientific knowledge of

each subject, with its principles and essential facts in their

proper proportion and in their logical and psychological rela-

tions. The child's and even the youth's view of elementary

studies, though it may be clear and correct, is necessarily nar-

row. The same is largely true of a high school student's knowl-

edge of his subjects of study. Moreover, as a normal school

student, he must pursue studies in their relation to each other

;

for example, physics and geology in their relation to geography.

The criticism appears to be right in one respect. It happens

that a choice of sciences is allowed for admission to normal

schools, and that the choice results in having in the same nor-

mal school class some students who have studied and others

who have not studied the science that the class are pursuing.

A remedy for the waste of time thus caused would be to re-

quire certain sciences to be studied before admission, and others

after admission, to the normal school.

The second criticism is nearly opposite the first, viz., that

normal schools do not spend time enough on the higher studies,—
those that broaden the view of life, that humanize it, and that

make for culture for culture's sake. The sufficient answer to

this criticism is, that the normal schools find it difficult to do

satisfactorily in two years the work now assigned them. If
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they were required to keep the students tliree years, they would

probably increase the time for study and practice, and might

think it desirable to extend the time given to the study of

nature, literature, and history, and might even add the study

of social science, — a study that rightfully demands a place in

the normal school course of study.

The second criticism loses much of its force when the influence

of the central study of normal schools is rightly estimated, viz.,

the study of children,— their nature, tendencies, impulses, in-

stincts ; their characteristics, physical, intellectual, and moral

;

the occasions of their spontaneous acts and the eflectual

motives to their conscious efforts ; the causes and regimen

of their intellectual growth ; the preventives of and remedies

for their sluggishness or degeneracy ; the all-powerful eflects

upon them of love and sympathy and sacrifice. This central

study is pursued by observation and companionship in the class

room and gymnasium, and on the playground ; by listening

thoughtfully to lectures ; by careful investigation and pertinent

reading ; and especially by teaching and governing children

under the suggestion and careful and sympathetic criticism of

expert teachers.

Nor does the influence of the central study stop here. The

student tries to measure the growing powers of mind and body

from grade to grade, and to adapt instruction to the ability and

needs of pupils. Thus the utilities, novelties, and beauties of

real life— of home, street, shop, field, garden, woods, play-

oTound, and school— are made bv him to do service in educat-

ing the children ; the interesting and impressive in poetry

and song, in story and history, are used by him for cultivating

the imagination and taste and improving the morals ; and the

observation of natural phenomena, the experimental and simple

study of elementary science, the drawing and coloring, and the

hand work in its various forms, are made by him the sources

of genuine pleasure to his pupils, and the beginnings of excel-

lent studies and of useful and artistic work. What higher study

than the study of children can be anywhere pursued ? It is

more humane than the humanities, and nearer to nature and the

God of nature than the study of flower or bird or of any other

living thing.
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The Organization and Workings or the State Nor:mal

Schools.

A perfect normal school is a unit, of which the students form

the central part and have definite vital relations with the other

parts, viz., the teachers of the normal school, the pupils and

teachers of the practice school, and the principal administering

the affairs of the whole. It is obvious that the vitality of the

whole and the perfect performance of its function depend upon

the vitality and the perfect performance of the function of each

part.

While all for each and each for all is the guiding rule for

the successful working of any school, its vitality must largely

depend upon the spirit, ideas, wisdom, and life-giving energy

of the principal. This is emphatically true of the principal of

a State normal school in Massachusetts. The State ogives him

large independence and great power commensurate with his

great responsibility. It rightly assumes that the influence ot

his character, fair-mindedness, temperance, and dignity will be

felt by every teacher and student in the school ; that its aftairs

will be so administered by him that even in his absence it will

suffer no detriment ; and that, while respecting the past and

preserving its excellent methods, he will keep abreast or ahead

of the times in matters pertaining to education.

Before the nomination of a teacher for a, normal school is

proposed by the board of visitors to the committee on teachers,

the recommendation and advice of the principal are wisely

regarded as indispensable. When a vacancy occurs among
the teachers, no one knows better than he the kind of teacher

needed for filling it. He knows, too, that to supplement his

instruction and to give instruction in other departments than

his own he must have teachers that are specially prepared,

expert, and enthusiastic. The unity and vitality of his school

depend upon their hearty and active co-operation with him.

The same is for the most part true of teachers in model and

practice schools.

It is a principle of sound educational economy,— a principle

that cannot be violated without detriment to the normal schools,

and, consequently, to the public schools, — that none but the
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best teachers should be employed in normal schools and in

model and practice schools. The retention of unsuitable teach-

ers is a menace to the normal schools and a caricature of the

" normal school idea." In order, therefore, to protect the nor-

mal schools from incompetent teachers, I recommend that every

new teacher for a normal, model, or practice school be appointed

on probation for one year, the same to be reported upon, near

the close of the probationary year, to the Board of Education,

b}^ its secretary or one of its agents and by the principal of

the normal school, before confirmation by the Board. After

confirmation, the teacher, conscious that he has been approved

by the State as a suitable and efficient teacher, will continue

his work with increased zeal and vigor,— a work second to

none for its far-reaching usefulness and for its influence in rais-

ing the standard of the public schools. The time will come

when the State, already generous towards the normal schools,

will feel that it cannot aiford to allow an excellent teacher to

be kept from entering or to be drawn away from the normal

school service by the oflfer of a larger salary elsewhere. Indeed,

has not the time already come for so regulating the salaries of

normal school teachers as to recognize moral power, intellec-

tual ability and attainment, experience and skill in teaching

and efficiency?

There is a family likeness in the organization and workings

of the ten schools.. Even the Normal Art School, with its dis-

tinctive purpose, has in embryo this general resemblance. But

the common likeness is exterior and superficial. Possessing in

some measure and in difi'erent proportions the means that make

for unity and vitality, each school produces results differing in

degree and kind from those of anj^ other of the State normal

schools.

Some of the differences in organization, workings and prod-

ucts of the normal schools are the following :
—

1. The Length of the Courses of 8tuchj. — In the Boston

Normal Art School, there are five elective courses, each requir-

ing four years for completion. In the Worcester Normal

School, there is a general course of study and practice either

two years and a half or three years long. In each of the eight

remaining normal schools, there is an elementary or general
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course of study two years long, with an offer of a three years'

course from several of those schools.

Lowell has a regular three years' course, an elective one

year's course after graduation from a regular two years' or three

years' course ; Bridgewater, a regular three years', or inter-

mediate, course and a regular four years' course ; Fitchburg, a

regular advanced course of two years after graduation from the

elementary course of two years. Hyannis offers a course of

four years.

Lowell, Bridgewater, Westtield, and Fitchburg have a two

years' kindergarten course ; Lowell, also, a post-graduate one

year's kindergarten course ; North Adams, a kindergarten

primary course for two years, and a graduate kindergarten

course for one year.

Moreover, the Framingham Normal School includes the

Mary Hemenway Department of Household Science and Arts,

whose course of study and practice is two years long.

If there be added to the courses of study just noted, the one

year's and the two years' course for college graduates, the one

3^ears course for experienced teachers, the Saturday course at

Framingham for teachers, the vacation course at North Adams
and the summer courses at Hyannis for teachers, the result will

show that the State is sharply looking out not only to prepare

students to teach different grades of schools and special subjects

but also to improve teachers now in the service.

The four years' com-se of study is intended for students that

are preparing to hold the higher and more diiEcult teachers'

positions or for giving departmental instruction. At present

there appears to be no increased demand for a four years' course.

On the other hand, the need of a three years' instead of a

two years' course of study is making itself strongly felt. Some
of the departments of stud}^ have in late years been broadened

and deepened, and, requiring longer study and more concen-

tration, have been hampered by lack of time. In place of

thorough study, of thoughtful reading and of investigation with-

out haste and without waste, too much dependence must be

placed on type forms, illustrations by examples and instances,

general information, oral instruction, experiments made by the

teacher in the lecture room instead of the students in the lab-
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oratory ; and, in general, students must be exposed to that

deadliest of pedagogical ills, viz., the substitution of the deduct-

ive for the inductive method. The alternative to the teacher

is to hurry the students over the ground, or to omit essential

or important subjects and exercises. It should be stated, how-

ever, that the lengthening of the course of study to three years

would at first probably lessen the number of students applying

for admission. The financial reason for this decrease might be

met by lending students enough to pay the whole or a part of

their expenses for room and board. Some of the objections to

a two years' course of study could be lessened ( 1 ) by securing

a better preparation for admission,— an improvement that must

be made slowly; and (2) by lopping the excrescent parts of

several subjects of study, by better observing the law of pro-

portion, and by occasionally breaking up routine and smashing

the idols that prevent simplicity, directness, and the exercise

of sound judgment. But these changes for the better should

be made, whatever be the length of the course, and for other

reasons than the saving of time. As things are, and are likely

to be for fifteen or twenty years, it will probably be for the

interest of normal schools to require, after due notice, that the

regular minimum course of study be three years long.

2. Tlie Observation of Model Teaching. — The juniors in

the larger part of the normal schools observe systematically

model teaching in the practice or model schools. They observe

the best kinds and forms of teaching classes and of governing

them, and, under the guidance of a supervisor, Avho goes with

them, they note the points of excellence in spirit, method, and

skill. They also gather miscellaneous facts that they think

are worth noting. Going to another class room with the super-

visor, they confer with him, and, drawing inferences from the

facts gathered, correcting, discussing, and expressing conclu-

sions, they begin to form an ideal of a model school. It is

hardly necessary to write that a normal school that omits the

exercise of observing model teaching is depriving the students

of a most important pedagogical motive, — a motive that they

need early in their course, and that will be effective after they

have completed it.

3. The Length of Time assigned to Practice Teaching. —
Students in the two years' course do, in the second year, their
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practice teaching. Its length varies with the school, ranging

from about six weeks to about thirteen weeks. In several of

the schools the senior class is divided into tliree parts, each

division spending in turn about one-third of the year in practice

teaching. In one school the practice teaching is given four

periods a week the first half of the senior year ; in February

the same class is divided into two parts, each division to teach

in turn eleven periods a week for ten weeks.

In the tliree years' course practice teaching is much increased,

as in Fitchburii- and Worcester. Students of the Fitchburo-

Normal School, after teaching about fourteen weeks in the first

half of the second year, and after studying the second half of

the same year and receiving a second year diploma, may be

selected to teach for a year, under pay, in the Fitchburg and

Leominster schools. At the close of their one year of teaching

they may return to the normal school for one year of study.

After completing satisfactorily this fourth year of work, they

are awarded advanced diplomas.

Students in the Worcester Normal School, after visiting and

observing Worcester primary and grammar schools during the

first half of the second year, teach in them as apprentices dur-

ing the second half of the same year. They give four days of

each week to the work, and on the fifth day return to the nor-

mal school for advice, suggestion, and criticism from the super-

visors of their work. These supervisors are members of the

normal school faculty, who are specially detailed for regularly

and frequently visiting the apprentices. At the close of the

first half-year of apprenticeship, students that show little or no

teaching ability leave school ; others that have partially failed,

but give promise of improvement, are allowed to repeat the

first apprenticeship ; and the remainder receive certificates of

approved apprenticeship. From the last are selected students

to take the advanced apprenticeship during the first half of the

third year. At the beginning of the last half of the third year,

all, whether apprentices or advanced apprentices, return to the

normal school for one-half year of study, and, at its successful

close, are awarded diplomas with certificates of apprenticeship

or advanced apprenticeship.

Practice teaching under right conditions vitalizes the work

of the normal schools, plants the professional idea in the minds
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of the students, and makes the pedagogical motive .strong and

eifective. But the practice must continue long enough for

students to begin the formation of the teaching habit, and to

realize the obstacles and to adopt or originate methods of sur-

mounting them. By giving to practice teaching one-sixth of

the senior year of the two years' course, the students develop

some teaching power, but far too little. If the time for prac-

tice is one-third of the senior year, they are likely to establish

at least a narrow basis for future teaching. Indeed, the prac-

tical teaching ability of the latter is noticeably greater than

that of the former. And here the experience of the Worcester

and Fitchburg normal schools is helpful and instructive. In

their course of three years, students in the Worcester Normal

School spend one year in teaching. Of the " foiu: years'

course " in the Fitchburg Normal School, about one year and

a third is given to teaching. Thus the longer practice teach-

ing combined in each school with a longer period of study pro-

duces greater and better teaching abilitj^ and may well arouse

a deep interest in the question whether the minimum course of

study for normal school students should be three years instead

of two years long.

4. The Organization for Practice Teaching.— The differ-

ences appear to be less than the resemblances in the organiza-

tion for conducting practice teaching in the several normal

schools. There are, however, important differences and pecul-

iar and mixed varieties. Among the resemblances, it should

be mentioned that, as a rule, the teaching in the upper grades

of the practice schools is departmental and that the teachers of

music, drawing, manual training, and gymnastics in the nor-

mal schools are respectively teachers of the same subjects in

the practice schools.

After the students have been assigned to classes for practice,

the regular teachers of the practice school lay out work for

them, help them prepare for teaching a subject, criticise their

preparation, observe them while teaching, and afterwards meet

them for the purpose of calling attention to merits and defects,

and of suggesting improvements and remedies. Occasionally,

or it nlay be regularly, the principal and especially teachers

of the normal school meet the students, review with them and
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consider pedagogically the subjects that they are teaching in

the practice scliool. Such in substance is the simple organiza-

tion for doing practice work at Framingham and Westfield.

At Bridgewater, Salem, and Lowell another officer appears,

styled "supervisor of practice" at Bridgewater and "critic

teacher" at Salem and Lowell. Her function ai)pears to be to

organize the work of practice teaching, to assign students for

practice to grades and classes, to see that each of them does

the work assigned, to observe silently its quality, to confer in

matters of doubt with the regular teacher, to advise, criticise,

and encourage students collectively or individually, to teach

them the best way of keeping school records, of reporting to

the principal, and of doing a thousand and one things, — "the

mint and anise and cummin of the law " which no careful teacher

can leave " undone."

At Lowell, too, and at Fitchburg, North Adams, and Bridge-

water, some of the normal school teachers go regularly to the

practice school, in order to become acquainted with the work
done there in their several departments, confer with the train-

ing teachers, work individually with the students, and— more

than all else— teach there regularly the subject that they have

charge of in the normal school. Nor is the climax yet reached.

At Hyannis teachers of the practice school, expert in elementary

methods and special subjects, give regular instruction in the

normal school.

Thus, when the good of the students and teachers is pro-

moted by an interchange of work between normal school and

practice school and the general welfare of the institution is not

marred thereby, the partition wall between the two schools

may be safeh^ removed. The teachers of the normal schools

need the influences of intimacy with the life of children, while

the teachers of the practice schools need to work with the nor-

mal school teachers, and thereby acquire the habit of thinking

and feeling that they are an essential part of the normal school

corps of teachers.

Before leaving this part of the report, special attention should

be given to the practice schools at Fitchburg and Lawrence.

Instead of a regular teacher in charge of each class room, a

supervisor has general charge of several class rooms. She not
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only oversees and guides the work done by each student who
is teaching, but also takes a hand in it herself. Studying the

characteristics of each student, the supervisor forewarns her of

the breakers ahead, and makes it plain to her that she must be

vigilant, resourceful, and judicious. Practice teaching under

such circumstances cultivates self-dependence, and soon makes

manifest the strong and weak points in disposition, character,

and will, and gives an opportunity to the strong for correcting

faults and of becoming stronger, and to the weak either of

strengthening themselves or of proving themselves failures in

teaching. At Fitchburg the counterpart of the practice school

is the model school, chiefly used for observation of the excellent

in organization, administration, and methods of teaching and

governing.

5. Plans and Courses of Study and Instruction.— The dif-

ferences in plans and courses of study and instruction in nor-

mal schools are many and great. It would be strange, if it

were otherwise ; for the schools have had, in large degree, an

independent origin, growth, and life. But there is a larger life

than the life of a single school, and that is the life of all the

schools ; and this common life should express, and be con-

trolled by, the common purpose, common needs of the public

schools, and the common sense of the normal school teachers.

The course of study for normal schools should be laid out in

accordance with the best ideas of the times and of the needs of

students preparing to be teachers. It should then be approved

by the majority of the principals of the normal schools ; and,

after it is sanctioned by the Board of Education, should be sent

out not as a mandatory course, but as what should be, under

ordinary conditions, the normal school course of study. Thus

unity, and not uniformity, would be promoted and at last

secured ; the right relations of studies to each other would be

expressed ; a proper balance would be maintained, and un-

necessary and accidental incongruities avoided.

I have been unable, in my short term of office, to collect the

greater part of the plans of departmental study in the normal

schools and training schools, and consequently I have not com-

pared the plans with one another, — a comparison that would

help much in understanding and appreciating the scope and
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details of normal school instruction and in explaining the con-

trast in results attained in the same subject by difierent schools.

While observing the teachers engaged in their ordinary work
I have received distinct impressions of their ability and skill

and shall endeavor to express my judgment of them in my
reports on individual schools.

The Increase of Normal School Students and Graduates.

In the year 1902-03, the number of students enrolled in the

Massachusetts State normal schools was 1,794 ; while the num-
ber of graduates was 528. Nearly all these graduates are en-

gaged in teaching. As a rule, the demand for graduates to

serve as teachers is greater than the supply.

In the last ten years, the number of normal school students

has gradually increased from 1,231 in 1894 to 1,794 in 1903,

or 69 per cent. ; and the number of graduates, from 263 in

1894 to 528 in 1903, or 50 per cent.

In the year 1902-03, the number of public school teachers

employed in the State was 14,299, an increase, in one year,

of 394. The number of teachers that had attended a normal

school in this State or elsewhere was 6,922, an increase, in one

year, of 424. The number of these who were graduated from

a normal school was 5,931, an increase, in one year, of 480.

The important fact appears to be that of the number of

teachers employed in the Massachusetts public sc^^ools during

the year 1902-03, 41.4 per cent, were graduates from normal

schools.

The Future or the State Normal Schools.

The desirable unity of normal schools should not be forced

or even directly sought, but should be the natural result of

using the most efficient means and the best methods of prepar-

ing students for teaching. The old psychology is dying a

natural death. Although it was imperfect and its major pre-

mise was an hypothesis, yet it served its day and generation as

an admirable exercise in logic, and as a dignified and reputable

means of communicating the principles of teaching,— principles

that were the results partly of the experience and wisdom of

ages and of common sense, and partly of the observation and

study of mental phenomena.
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The new psychology is still in a formative state. The study

of children brings it very near to the normal schools and to the

life of the students, and makes it largely an inductive study.

Biology, too, is opening the eyes of the students to the wonder-

ful and beautiful laws of evolution of body and mind. The

new psychology has reasons for believing that it has removed

some of the obstacles in the way of a rational explanation of

mental phenomena. Recognizing the biological fact that the

higher organisms are the result of gradual evolution from lower

and simpler forms, it has studied psychic life in primitive organ-

isms that possess the rudimentary elements of the higher forms

of consciousness. It is hardly necessar}^ to state that in teach-

ing students the new psychology, as in teaching any other sub-

ject, fact should be distinguished from inference and theory.

An accurate observer may be an unsafe philosopher ; and a

wise teacher, although he knocks modestly at the door of the

laboratory for biological and psychological facts, yet prefers to

make the inferences himself or to depend upon the wisdom

and philosophy of the fathers.

The studies that will aflfect the future of normal schools will

not be confined to the new psychology and the new pedagogy.

The study of nature in its manifold aspects will remain the

most attractive and the most elevating study. The life of chil-

dren, youth, and men in their ordinary relations and with their

pursuits and avocations will also be studied. That the schools

must be near to or a part of real life— home, social, industrial,

commercial, agricultural— is becoming an important pedagogi-

cal doctrine. Thekindergarten ; the classes in gardening, wood

working, sewing and cooking, and in singing and drawing ; the

Boston Normal Art School, and the department of household

arts at Framingham ; the commercial and trade schools, the

textile schools in Lowell, New Bedford, and Fall River, the

mechanics arts high schools in Boston and Springfield, and

the Rindge Manual Training School in Cambridge, all feel the

pulses of real life, and are prophetic of the future ; and geog-

raphy, history and even arithmetic are becoming associated

with and illustrated by the life of the community. Thus the

human interests in the daily and common life help in training

children and youth to perform intelligently and skilfully the or-
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dinary work of life. The greatest pedagogical art of thefuture

ivill be to train 2nipils to enjoy doing their ivork vigorously arid

thoroughly , whether it he easy or hard.

In discovering and using this highest pedagogical art, the

State normal schools of Massachusetts are best qualified to take

the lead. The effect of its use upon the children and youth of

coming generations will be mighty. It will increase many fold

the sum of human happiness, endeavor, and accomplishments
;

it will prevent liberty from becoming license ; it will counter-

act and destroy the influence of weakening and epicurean phi-

losophies that are stealing into American life ; and will firmly

establish the principles of education that make for virtue,

strength, vigor, and efiectiveness.

Respectfully submitted,

ELLIS PETERSON.
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Appendix.

Massachusetts State Normal Schools.

Admissions and Memhersliip. — The following statement

covers the years that have elapsed since the raising of the

standard of admission in 1896 :
—
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Appendix B.

EEPORT OF JOHN T. PRINCE,

AGENT OF THE BOARD.





REPORT.

To the Massachusetts Board of Education.

Ill the notitication of my appointment this year as agent of

the Board, it was stated that my duties were "to be those

described in paragraph 3 of the special report on agents, ap-

pended to the sixty-sixth annual report of the Board." This

paragraph reads as follows :
—

(a) The examination and certification of teachers, it being the

belief of the committee that as far as possible the statutory require-

ment in regard to such examination should be systematically carried

out. If this effort is conscientiously made, it will undoubtedly

require the larger part of the time of this agent.

(6) The keeping of a careful register of all the teachers examined

and approved, as well as of all persons graduating from the normal

schools, together with a full statement of the qualifications and ex-

perience of the respective candidates eligible for appointment as

teachers. This registration should be open to the inspection of

school oflScials in search of teachers in any part of the Common-
wealth.

(c) In addition to the work of examination and approval, he should

be an assistant to the secretary, rendering such aid and performing

such services as the secretary may from time to time direct.

(d) Incidentally, this agent should also be ready to assist by advice

and counsel the district superintendents in any portion of the Com-
monwealth not reached by other agents.

(e) He should also be expected to attend the institutes and assist

in their work as far as it is practicable in connection with his other

duties.

Inasmuch as the examination and certification of teachers

called for in the above outline of m}^ duties has not been at-

tempted before in Massachusetts, and as an inquiry niay be

raised, naturally, whether such service shall be continued, and,

if so, what form it shall take, it seems fitting that a full report

of what has been done this year be made.
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The " statutoi\y requirement" above referred to provides that

the certificate given to candidates " shall be either probationary

or permanent, and shall indicate the grades of school in which

the candidate is qualified to teach." Soon after the enactment

of this law, a detailed plan of procedure was made by the sec-

retary and agents of the Board. The plan was adopted by the

Board, and, in all its essential features, was made the basis of

my work of examination. The adopted plan made provisions

for the examination and certification of teachers of elementary

and secondary schools, and also of teachers of special subjects,

such as manual training, music and drawing. The certificates

thus provided for were to be both probationary and permanent.

Instead of attempting to carry out all the provisions of this

plan at one time, it was thought advisable to make this first

examination an examination of candidates for an elementary

(primary and grammar) school certificate, and that the certifi-

cate be probationary. Accordingly, a circular was prepared

in April, announcing the time and places for holding the

examinations ; and a second circular in May, giving further

information as to the character of the examination, testimonials

required, etc. This second circular was distributed as widely

as possible, especially among teachers of country schools and

recent college graduates. It is as foUow^s :
—

Mat 12, 1903.

STATE EXAMINATION AND CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS.

On Friday and Saturday, Sept. 25 and 26, 1903, there will be held

under the direction of the State Board of Education an examination

of candidates for an elementary teachers' probationary certificate.

The examination, beginning at 9 o'clock a.m. on Friday, will be

given in the following places : Public School Class Room, Normal

Art School Building, Boston ; Room No. 18, Normal School Building,

Worcester; Room No. 88, Normal School Building, Westfield.

The examination will be oral and written, and will be open to all

who desire to take it. It must, however, be understood that the

standards already set by the State in the two years' normal school

course and by many cities and towns of the State in the selection of

teachers will be maintained in this examination, and that, therefore,

those only should take it whose scholarship and professional training

or experience are of a high order.
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Written Examination.

The written examination will embrace tests on the following groups

of subjects :
—

/. — Language.

(a) English. — The examination in English will test (1) the candi-

date's ability to write good English, and his knowledge of the essen-

tials of English grammar and rhetoric ; and (2) his knowledge of the

best literature of English and American authors.

The features of composition writing looked for will be those which

are most encouraged in our best high schools. In place of a portion

of this test the candidate may present an exercise book, properly

certified by his instructor^ containing original work of any kind.

In the literature paper a number of optional subjects will be pre-

sented from the best-known English and American classics. Those,

therefore, whose reading of the best literature has been wide and

appreciative have made all the preparation for this test that is

needful.

(6) Latin or French. — Any other foreign language maybe sub-

stituted for Latin or French if due notice is given by the candidate.

1. Latin. — The translation at sight of simple Latin prose and

verse into simple and idiomatic English ; also, an examination on a

portion of the speeches of Cicero against Catiline, directed to testing

the candidate's mastery of the ordinary forms, constructions and

idioms of the language, the test to consist in part of writing simple

Latin prose, involving the use of such words, constructions and idioms

only as occur in the speeches prescribed.

2. French. — The translation into simple and idiomatic English of

ordinary nineteenth-century prose, with direct questions testing pro-

ficiency in grammar ; also, translation into French of simple English

sentences or of easy connected prose, to test the candidate's famil-

iarity with simple idioms and grammatical forms.

//. — Mathematics.

A choice is offered of algebra or geometry.

(a) In algebra the topics covered will include factoring, fractions,

ratio and proportion, involution and evolution, ratio and proportion,

arithmetical and geometrical progression, the ordinary methods of

elimination, and the solution of both numerical and literal equations

of the first and second degrees with one or more unknown quantities,

and of problems leading to such equations.

(6) The requirement in geometry will embrace the following topics :

the general properties of plane rectilinear figures ; the theory of
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limits ; the circle and the measure of angles ; similar polygons ; areas
;

regular polygons and the measure of the circle ; the relations of planes

and lines in space. The propositions required under these several

heads are those which are contained in the ordinary text-books of

plane geometry. The candidate's preparatory study should include

independent solutions and demonstrations.

///. — History.

Candidates will be examined upon the history and civil government

of Massachusetts and the United States, and so much of English

history as is directly contributory to a knowledge of United States

history. The examination will call for comparison of historical

characters, periods and events, and, in general, for the exercise of

judgment as well as of memory.

IV. — Science.

The examination in science will include :
—

(a) Physiology and hygiene, and (6) any one of the following

:

physics, chemistry, botany, physical geography, zoology, geology and

astronomy.

These papers will test the candidate's knowledge of such elementary

facts and principles as are usually taught in good high schools.

A teacher's statement certifying to the extent and character of

laboratory work done by the candidate will be accepted as partial

evidence of attainments in the science with which it deals.

F. — Drawing.

The examination in drawing, mechanical and freehand, will test

the candidate's ability to draw simple objects, with plan and eleva-

tion to scale, and to make freehand sketches of the same in perspec-

tive. The paper will also include a test in any one of the three

following topics : form, color and arrangement.

VI. — Principles of Education.

The subjects of this group will include (a) the aims and means of

education, (&) the elements of psychology, (c) methods of teaching

the speciflc subjects of an elementary course, including physical

culture and the rudiments of music, and (d) school management.

If the candidate aims to teach in the kindergarten, the following

group of subjects will be substituted for the above group :
—

(a) The aims and means of education, (b) the elements of psy-

chology, and (c) Frcebel's views on child training ; also (d) singing,
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and (e) games, songs, gifts, occupations, and, in general, tlie subjects

and methods appropriate to kindergarten work.

Oral Examination.

Each candidate will be questioned orally upon some of the fore-

going subjects, or upon subjects which he is likely to teach, with

special reference to his qualifications as a teacher.

This examination will be largely of an individual character, and

will be given at any time convenient to the examiners. Due allow-

ance will be made for time taken for this purpose from the periods

allotted for written tests. If the number of candidates is so great as

not to give sufficient time for the oral examination of all during the

two days assigned, another day may have to be given to it by those

who can most conveniently reach the place of examination.

Testimonials.

Candidates must at the time of registration present certificates of a

good moral character and of good physical health. The health certif-

icate should be from a physician.

As evidence of scholarship and professional ability, papers may be

presented to the examiners certifying to the candidate's graduation

from any institution of learning, or to the time and character of expe-

rience in teaching. Printed essays, exercise books and any other

evidence of original work may also be presented at the time of the

oral examination.

Certificates.

Those who satisfactorily pass the examinations will receive a cer-

tificate of qualification to teach in the elementary schools, it being

understood that the acceptance of such certificates by towns and

cities is optional. The certificate will be valid for three years from

its date, unless revoked earlier for cause. At the expiration of such

period it may be once renewed for three years, upon satisfactory

evidence that the holder continues to do acceptable work as a teacher.

After three years of successful experience, the holder of a proba-

tionary certificate may be a candidate for a permanent certificate.

The present plan of certification contemplates the giving of both

probationary and permanent certificates for teachers of elementary

and secondary schools, and also for teachers of special subjects.

A register of approved teachers will be kept at the office of the

secretary, for the inspection of school officials. Copies of testi-

monials and other evidence of professional qualification may at any

time be sent to be filed with the candidate's other papers.
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Preliminart and Credited Tests.

Candidates who pass satisfactorily the oral test and four of the

written tests may be examined in the other four subjects at a subse-

quent time within a period of two years.

A word may be said here in justification of the advanced

character of the examination, as outlined in the above circular,

especially as the suggestion has been made that the examina-

tion should be confined largely to grammar school subjects, as

is the custom in some other States.

Nine years ago the standard of admission to the State nor-

mal schools was raised, so as to make it necessary for a candi-

date to have been a graduate of a high school or to have had

an equivalent education. Two years afterwards the standard

of admission was still further advanced by the giving of ex-

aminations to candidates in high school subjects instead of in

grammar school subjects, which had been made the basis of

examinations before that time. At present, candidates, in

addition to giving evidence of having a good moral character

and physical health, are required to pass an oral and a written

examination. The written examination, as outlined in a cir-

cular of information issued by Secretary Hill, includes papers

on the following groups of subjects :
—

I. Language. — (a) English, with its grammar and literature^

and (6) either Latin or French.

II. Mathematics.— (a) The elements of algebra and (&) the ele-

ments of plane geometry.

III. Uriited States History. — The history and civil government

of Massachusetts and the United States, with related geography and

so much of English history as is directly contributory to a knowledge

of United States history.

IV. Science.— (a) Physiology and hygiene, and (6 and c) any

two of the following : physics, chemistry, physical geography and

botany, provided one of the two selected is either physics or chem-

istry.

V. Drawing and Music. — (a) Elementary, mechanical and free-

hand drawing, with any one of the topics,— form, color and arrange-

ment, and (6) music.
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The shortest course for which a normal school diploma is

given is two years, and includes the subjects contained in tlie

following prescribed outline :
—

I. The study of the educational values of the following subjects,

and of the principles and methods of teaching them :
—

(a) English, — reading, oral and written composition, grammar,

rhetoric, English and American literature.

(&) Mathematics, — arithmetic and bookkeeping, algebra, plane

geometry.

(c) History, — history and civil polity of the United States and of

Massachusetts.

(d) Science, — physics, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, zoology,

geography, physiology and hygiene.

(e) Drawing, vocal music, physical training, manual training.

II. (a) The study of man, body and mind, for the principles of

education ; the study of the application of these principles in school

organization, school government, and in the art of teaching; the his-

tory of education ; the school laws of Massachusetts.

(6) Observation and practice.

There are other courses of study, covering a longer period

of time ; but graduates from this course are qualified under tlie

law to receive an appointment by school committees as teacliers

in the public schools, in lieu of a personal examination. In a

certain sense, therefore, a successful completion of a two years'

normal school course may be said to establish a minimum of

qualifications required by State sanction for teachers of the

public schools. It would be manifestly unjust to the graduates

of this course and to the schools themselves for the State to set

its seal of approval upon qualifications distinctly lower than

the standard already established by the State. Moreover, a

majority of the towns of the Commonwealth are making the

successful completion of a normal school course or its equiva-

lent a necessary qualification for the position of teacher, while

many of the more favored towns are requiring successful expe-

rience in addition to the normal or college course. The giving

of a certificate of qualification, such as is given in some States,

might afford a pretext for these towns to lower their present

standard in the selection of teachers, while for none of the

towns would it furnish teachers of needed scholarship and

training. For all these reasons it was thought best to require
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of successful candidates for a State certificate high attainments

both in scholarship and professional ability.

Competent persons were engaged to assist in preparing the

questions for the written examination and in marking the

papers. For the purpose of establishing some degree of uni-

formity in the character of the questions and in the method of

marking the candidates' papers, carefully prepared directions

and suggestions were given to the assistants, who very faith-

fully did the work assigned to them.

One feature of the examination which was intended to be

especially emphasized was that of the oral test by personal

interviews. To carry out this part of the plan effectually, as

well as to secure the best judgment possible as to the compe-

tence of candidates, examiners were appointed to whom detailed

suggestions were given as to the method of procedure in both

written and oral tests. The following-named persons were

appointed as examiners :
—

For the examination in Boston : Mr. Arthm- C. Boyden, vice-

principal of the Bridgewater Normal School ; Miss Sarah L.

Arnold, dean of Simmons College, Boston; and Mr. Wm. D.

Parkinson, superintendent of schools, Waltham.

For the examination in Worcester : Mr. James W. MacDon-

ald, agent of the Board of Education ; ]\ir. John G. Thompson,

principal of the Fitchburg Normal School ; and Mr. J. A.

Pitman, superintendent of schools, Marlborough.

For the examination in Westfield : Mr. Grenville T. Fletcher,

agent of the Board of Education ; Mr. Clarence A. Brodeur,

principal of the Westfield Normal School ; and Mr. A. L.

Hardy, superintendent of schools, Amherst.

Apart from some inquiries made as to the particulars of the

proposed examinations, there was no means of ascertaining

even approximately how many candidates there would be. It

was necessary, therefore, to make arrangements for the largest

number that would be likely to present themselves. In the

preparation of blanks, as well as in all the details of carrying

forward the examinations, dependence was placed upon the

recorded experience in other places, — especially upon the

methods pursued in the Boston supervisors' examinations,

which in many respects our proposed examinations resembled.
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The plan agreed upon for the oral tests was for each exam-

iner to have a personal interview with the candidates, singly,

for the purpose of forming a definite opinion as to the person-

ality, scholarship and professional ability of each one. The
examiners were advised to mark in all these respects each can-

didate on a scale of ten, six being the passing mark. The

written papers were to be placed in their hands, each paper

having been carefully marked on the same scale. Thus, at the

meeting of each set of examiners with myself there would be

all the data needed for a deliberate decision upon each case as

it was presented. It was thought advisable to have a written

ballot upon the question of passing each candidate, and that

three out of four votes would be needed for a certificate to be

granted.

Thirteen candidates in all presented themselves, — ten in

Boston, two in Worcester and one in Westfield. Two of the

candidates in Boston dropped out after the first two papers

were written, leaving but eleven persons who completed the

entire two days' examinations. Of this number, only three

were considered to be entitled to a certificate. The names of

the successful candidates are as follows : Stella Thomas, South

Middleborough, Mass. ; Elizabeth Maria Chapin, Somerville,

Mass. ; Irene May Clark, Charlton, Mass.

One other candidate, having been approved in the oral

examination and having passed in five of the eight written

papers, was given credit for the approved work, with the

understanding that she could be examined in the remaining

subjects at any examination held within three years.

In view of the meagre results of this examination, it may be

fairly questioned whether the law requiring such examinations

ought longer to remain on the statute books ; or, if it does

remain, whether a further trial should not be made in a some-

what different direction from that which has met so feeble a

response.

It should be remembered that the certificate offered in the

examination just closed is co-ordinate in one respect with the

State normal school diploma, in that both by law may be

accepted by school committees from candidates for the position

of teacher, in lieu of a personal examination. If, as I have
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tried to show, the State certificate stands for qualifications no

lower than are required of our normal school graduates, there

is little inducement for any one to take the examinations ; for

the normal school graduate already has in his diploma all the

credit he would have in a State certificate, so far as getting a

position is concerned, and the non-graduate would naturally

shrink from taking an examination whose professional require-

ments are as severe as they should be. The fact that the

number of candidates in the recent examination was so small,

and that most of them were professionally trained in some

institution, is an indication of what may be expected in the

future, if the present plan and scope of examinations are con-

tinued. Doubtless a larger number of candidates will in time

present themselves, if the examinations of the kind recently

given should be continued ; but it is not likely that the number

will be large, for the reasons I have named. The State, of

course, could force persons to take the examination, by making

it the prerequisite for teaching in the State ; but this would be

doubtful policy, so long as our normal school facilities and

standards remain as they are. The examinations might be

made, as in some European States, a necessary part of the

normal school course ; but experience has shown that a very

small number of persons take such examinations who have not

taken a normal school course.

What has been said thus far relates to an elementary proba-

tionary certificate. Other certificates may be regarded quite

difierentl}^ A certificate for teachers of secondary schools

miffht not be reo;arded as co-ordinate with a normal school

diploma already offered by the State, but be sought for the

direct assistance it would give in securing a position in a

secondary school. It is true that a normal school diploma

may, like a State certificate, be accepted by school committees

from candidates for any position as teacher ; but a two years'

course of a normal school is now rarely regarded as sufficient

preparation for teachers of high schools ; even a four j^ears'

normal school course does not in all respects meet the needs

of high school teachers. The certificate for teachers of second-

ary schools would, therefore, have a value distinctly higher than

that which is attached to any diploma now issued by the State.
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Such a certificate would be likely to have even a greater value

in the estimation of employers of teachers than is usually

attached to a college diploma, for it would be a certificate of

professional as well as scholastic qualifications. We should

naturally expect, therefore, that as soon as the value of the

advanced certificate became known, an examination of candi-

dates would be attended by a considerable number of young

college graduates who had taken a professional course, and by

non-graduates who desired some recorded recognition of their

attainments.

There is still another kind of certificate which the law ex-

pressly authorizes the Board of Education to issue, and that is

the permanent certificate, — a certificate which is supposed to

testify to the fact that the holder is qualified without further

test to teach in a given grade of school. In some States such

a certificate is called a life certificate, and is supposed to fol-

low a probationary period of satisfactory experience. There

are hundreds of teachers in all grades of schools in this Com-

monwealth who by study and faithful work have come to be

masters of their profession, but who may have no recognition

of their superiority as teachers beyond the approval of persons

with whom they come in daily contact. This recognition is

of course all that faithful teachers need ; but a further recog-

nition in the form of a certificate, recording the favorable

opinion of three known experts in education, would be of great

service to these faithful teachers, both as an encouragement

for them to attain to the highest possible standard of excellence,

and also as a means of finding opportunities of exercising their

powers to the fullest degree. Beyond the oral examination,

in which an inquiry is made as to the extent of scholastic

attainment, and the writing of a thesis upon some educational

topic, the candidate for a permanent certificate might have

nothing to do except to submit his work as a teacher to the

inspection of examiners whose wisdom would be universally

recognized. If examinations of this kind should be ofiered to

the teachers of the Commonwealth, it is reasonable to suppose

that the response would be much more satisfactory than that

which was given to the recent call for candidates.

I have thus presented, as fully as a report of this kind will
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permit, exactly what has been done in the examination of

teachers, and also what may be possible under the law as it

exists, in the hope of assisting you to a wise decision as to a

proper course to pursue. If the law is repealed, I have no

doubt that the present practice of progressive towns in requir-

ing graduation from a normal school as a minimum of qualifi-

cations for teachers Avill be extended, until a law will be

demanded making this minimum standard mandatory through-

out the State. If the law remains on the statute books, the

minimum requirement for all teachers might be the holding of

a normal school diploma or a State certificate, and the State

examinations might be such as to aid all the cities and towns

of the Commonwealth to secure for the schools the highest

possible service.

JOHN T. PRINCE.
Dec. 31, 1903.
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REPORT.

To the Massachusetts Board of Education.

My work during the past year has been, in the main, along

the usual lines of service to the State for promoting the interests

of the public schools, through correspondence and conference

with citizens, committees and superintendents, and by means

of public lectures, institutes, teachers' meetings and personal

inspection of the schools, especially in country towns.

Up to the close of the school year, last June, much of my
time was given to visitation of the schools in towns claiming

the State aid of $2 a week under the laws of 1896-97 for the

service of teachers of "exceptional ability." The results of

this law have been, upon the whole, very beneficial. With
few exceptions committees have endeavored to secure teachers

worthy of the increased compensation. The eftbrts of school

superintendents to have the best available teachers employed

and to improve the schools through better teaching have been

of much influence for good.

The closer inspection of the schools in towns thus aided, by

agents of the Board, has resulted in the employment of better

teachers and in improved work. Communities have been favor-

ably impressed by the better methods of teaching and have come

to value school advantages more highly.

The benefits coming to a limited number of towns through

this law had an influence in securing the legislation of last year,

1903, providing for the distribution of the entire income of

the school fund to the towns whose valuations do not exceed

$2,500,000.

That the valuation of a town does not fully represent its

ability or inability to support its schools without aid is evident,

as many other conditions are involved in the problem ; but that

valuation is an approximate standard in determining the ability

of a town to provide adequate educational advantages is true.
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From the larger distribution of money by the State for the

support of the public schools a few towns will receive more

money than they need, while others will receive an insufficient

amount or none. These cases are not numerous, and no plan

has yet been suggested that will fully meet all conditions.

Application of the New Law.

It is a self-evident truth that all moneys expended by the

Commonwealth to improve educational conditions in towns

should be distributed under such regulations and restrictions,

made and enforced by the State, as will secure for these funds

the use and results contemplated by the law. A large number

of towns will receive from the new distribution of the income

of the school fund a much larger amount than they have pre-

viously received. Provision must be made for the expenditure

of every dollar of this large amount of money for the purpose

designated, — support of the public schools.

The experience of the commissioners of the school fund in

past years regarding the use of this income by some towns for

various purposes, not educational, makes evident the necessity

for definite regulations rigidly enforced, backed by penalty, to

secure the proper use of the money to be distributed under the

new law.

The following circular was sent to the union superintendents

of western Massachusetts. A synopsis of replies is given.

Northampton, Mass., Dec. 28, 1903.

Dear Sir : — By act of the Legislature of 1903, the annual income

of the Massachusetts school fund is to be apportioned and distributed

for the support of public schools to towns within certain valuations

complying with all laws relative to the distribution of said income.

This act of 1903 makes possible great improvement in the schools

under your supervision, provided the larger amount of money received

is judiciously used for the employment of the best teaching talent avail-

able. The results secured will depend upon the administration of

school affairs by the committee and superintendent.

What improvements in your schools will be secured by the larger

State aid ?

Is further legislation needed to secure the wise and proper expend-

iture of all moneys granted by the Commonwealth for supervision

and instruction in the smaller towns?
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A larger responsibility now rests upon school officials for better

educational conditions in the towns they represent. I hope to hear

from you soon. Yours truly, G. T. Fletcher.

Replies to Circular Letter from Different Committees and

Superintendents.

Increased State aid used as follows ; improvements noted :
—

" Special teacher of drawing will be employed. Salaries of teachers

will be increased from $8 per week to S9 and $10. Shall have a

longer school year. A new school will be opened for advanced pupils

to do two years of high school work. Shall have a stronger corps of

teachers ; more college and normal school graduates than ever before

will be employed."

" Shall pay better wages to teachers, and get better books and more

appliances."

" Worthy teachers, that we should lose but for the extra aid, will

be retained. May secure a supervisor of music."

" Shall add two years to course of study to include high school work.

School buildings will be improved. . . . Last year we lost our best

teachers because of low salaries. Shall be able to retain more com-

petent teachers because of increase of aid." Committee says :
" Must

take more pains to get good superintendent; $1,500 salary should

bring one. He should be popular and helpful, able to win the co-

operation of the school committee, parents, teachers and pupils."

" Better qualified teachers should be employed."

" State should have a voice in electing the superintendent."

" Better transportation for children must be provided."

"The State is liberal in giving aid, but not strict enough in secur-

ing its proper use."

" Some means should be devised to prevent school committees from

employing teachers known to be unqualified."

" Provision should be made to prevent towns from decreasing their

regular appropriations ; otherwise, the extra State aid will not help

the schools."

" One of my towns will raise less for the support of schools, if the

State gives more. The mill tax was open to this objection."

" Some State requirements for fitness for the office of superintendent

of schools should be required. ... A minimum tax by the town for

support of public schools should be required."

" Strict accounting for expenditure of amount received from income

of the school fund should be demanded."
" Superintendent should be given larger authority in employment

of teachers. He should be a State official."
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School Superintendence.

During the year, by readjustment, four new superintendency

unions were formed. The towns of Aoawam and Ludlow with-

drew from the former unions, making possible the formation

of a district composed of Agawam and Ludlow, one composed

of the towns of Granville, Sandisfield, SouthAvick and Tolland,

one by the union of East Longmeadow, Hampden, Longmeadow
and Wilbraham. Conway, Deerfield, Sunderland and Whately

formed a union. Only Belchertown and Enfield, in western

Massachusetts, are not under special superintendence of schools.

The system has been increasingly successful when and where

persons having the requisite qualifications for the important

office have been employed. To the extent that the confidence

and co-operation of school committees, teachers, parents and

superintendents have been secured, the schools have improved.

In some towns lack of efiiciency in the superintendent or of

support by the committee has impeded progress in school work.

A few committees ignore the purpose and possibilities of super-

vision of schools, and by their opposition neutralize all the

superintendent's efforts.

The system of school oversight and direction demands per-

sons of marked ability, who can till, and retain for some years,

the office, giving to the work the benefit of ripe experience.

Now that school superintendence is the law. of the Common-
wealth, the legal status as to the authority and duties of a super-

intendent should be defined. This is especially needful now,

as the State is to distribute such a large sum of money from

the income of the school fund to towns under a valuation of

$2,500,000.

Unless the money is used for the support of public schools,

especially to secure better teachers, made possible by larger

salaries, the purpose of the law of 1903 will be defeated. The

State contributes $1,250 to a group of towns appropriating $750

towards the salary of the superintendent ; hence, he should be

regarded as in part a State official, a local director, in con-

nection with the school committee, of the use of the school

fund. In the vital point of contact of aid with need, the em-

ployment of teachers competent to raise the standard of teach-

ing, the superintendent must have a controlling influence.
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The Education Problem of the Country Town.

Money for the support of public schools is a necessity which

the State in co-operation with the town has made preparation

to meet, it being understood that the towns shall do their part.

There must be a local support that is felt pecuniarily in order

to maintain interest in the schools. No legal compulsion to

appropriate money should be needed, when the vital importance

of education to a community is considered ; but high motives do

not always prevail in the stress of pecuniary conditions, hence

legal requirements may be needed.

Country Schools.

The country town schools may be considered under several

heads. In villages of considerable size, with some manufactur-

ing industry, the school population is quite large in proportion

to the property valuation, making the ratio of taxation for

school purposes comparatively high, though not extremely so,

as the compactness of population renders possible schools having

forty pupils to a room, with several grades in one building.

These towns generally prepare pupils for high schools, some

of them supporting a local high school having courses from

two to four years in length.

Another class of country towns comprises those made up of

farming communities having a low property valuation and a

small, scattered population. In these towns the schools are

small and often far removed from some homes. The cost per

pupil for instruction, if a competent, well-paid teacher be em-

ployed, is more than the people can aflbrd to pay. Such small

schools are not economical, and not ordinarily so interesting

and profitable as schools of larger attendance.

Decadence of Some Rural Towns.

Because of loss of wealth and population, the passing away

of the old stock, the rural school has lost its former reputation

for number and maturity of pupils and vigor of life.

The country school of to-day is generally small in number

of pupils, ranging from five to fifteen, occasionally reaching an

attendance of twenty. The course of studies is broader as to

number of branches, compared with those formerly taught, but
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it may be questioned if instruction is so thorougli in the most

important studies, especially in the higher classes.

The younger pupils are much better taught than formerly

along various lines of language work, especially in talking,

reading, writing and drawing.

Nature study, from the environment of country schools, is

coming to be interesting and profitable. The first appearance of

the birds in springtime is noted ; also, their form, size, plumage,

name, place of nesting and notes of song. The first flowers

are gathered, their location, description and names written in

books. Specimens of all kinds of trees are found, named and

preserved.

Higher Branches.

For the older pupils arithmetic, grammar, geography and

history are made more practical in their bearing upon living

conditions than formerly. Algebra very properly takes the

place of an excess of arithmetic in the upper classes. In most

schools, in the country or city, reading as an interpretation of

literature is not well taught.

Physiology, Hygiene and Temperance.

Required temperance instruction has brought the study of

physiology into most of our schools. While some text-books

and the plans of work may not be best adapted in all cases to

meet existing conditions and to secure desired results, much
good to children and to the community has been achieved.

The following circular letter was sent to superintendents of

schools in western Massachusetts :
—
Northampton, Mass., Jan. 25, 1904.

To the Superintendent of Schools.

To what extent as to time and material and by what methods do

individual teachers in your schools present physiology, hygiene and

temperance instruction to pupils ?

An early reply will oblige,

Yours truly, G. T. Fletcher.

A few complete statements from individuals, quite fully

covering the ground of the questions, are given. Other replies

are combined and condensed to indicate opinions and methods.
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" The subject is taught in all grades of the elementary schools and

in connection with biology in the high school. It is taught for the

last two months of the school year, and during these months a daily

lesson is given. The actual length of the lesson depends on the age

of the pupils. In the middle and upper grammar grades the lesson

is usually from half an hour to forty minutes ; in the primary and

lower grades it is often not more than twenty minutes. We emphasize

hygiene especially, and due emphasis is laid also on the effects of nar-

cotics and alcohol. We do less in anatomy and also in physiology

than was done some years ago. My own impression is that we are

doing still more in these two phases of the subject than ought to be

done. It seems to me that nearly all the time devoted to the subject

of so-called physiology should be given to hygiene, which necessarily

includes the discussion of the effects of alcohol and narcotics. No
more physiology and anatomy should be taught than is absolutely

necessary to make the instruction in hygiene rational."

"The instruction to our teachers in the grades calls for an oral

lesson once a week in all grades but the sixth, where the subject is

studied daily through the year, the recitation period being about

twenty minutes. A text-book is used in the sixth grade and in some

of the other grades. I do not know that the methods in this subject

differ from the methods used in teaching other similar subjects. The
experiments suggested by the text-book are presumably made for the

benefit of the class, and an effort is made to secure effective work
and permanent results. In fact, the subject is treated in essentially

the same way as other subjects which are not classed with arithmetic,

reading, spelling, geography and language. We give more time to

physiology than we give to civil government in the grades, and about

one third of the time we give to history. Of course due attention is

given to the effects of stimulants and narcotics."

"As to time: In grades I.-V., one recitation period a week; grades

VI.-IX., about two recitations a week. Generally in the higher

grades instruction is not given throughout the year, in which case

there is solid work throughout the spring term, — a recitation daily.

"As to material: 'How to keep Well' is used in intermediate

grades, and Conn's ' Physiology and Hygiene ' in the eighth and ninth

grades ; we use the ' Pathfinder' series in the fourth and fifth grades
;

Blaisdell's ' How to keep Well ' in the fifth and sixth grades ; Blais-

dell's ' Our Bodies, and how we Live,' in the seventh and eighth

grades ; and Martin's ' Human Body ' in the ninth grades and high

school.

"As to method : Little is done in the primary grades that could be

called more than health talks. Most of the instruction is oral up to
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the sixth grade. Pupils are supplied with books from the fourth or

fifth grades up."

"The teachers are instructed to give one lesson in temperance

physiology each week. These lessons are given by the teacher in the

form of talks, except in the ninth grade, where it is made a regular

study. The normal teachers have material that they have used in the

normal school.

" In one town we take up the study of physiology in the ninth

grade in a very thorough way. In the other grades we take it up

during the winter term, using topics that I assign. These lessons

are given by the teacher. We have tried using a book, but I think

it is the unanimous opinion of the teachers that they can get better

results by taking topics in the form of talks. We employ none but

normal or college graduates in this town, the largest in my district,

and all these have material that they are familiar with, and can pre-

sent in a more interesting way than they could from a text-book."

" We give the equivalent of one period each week in each grade to

this subject. It is not always the case that it is taken by weekly

periods ; it sometimes seems better to give it consecutively, allowing

it to take the place of some other subject for the time being. I find

that the teachers vary in their ability to keep the interest of the pupils

if several days pass between the successive periods of study in this

subject.

" This work is supplemented by the teacher according to her spirit

and enthusiasm. The work indicated is the minimum. The results

vary in different schools, and under various conditions in the same

schools.

"The materials for illustrating the subject are very limited in

addition to the text-books. We use the ' New Century Physiologies,'

and find them well adapted to our needs."

" Grades I. to IV. — One lesson a week. General lessons on the

care and cleanliness of the hands, face, hair and body. Lessons on

eating, drinking, breathing and sleeping, with reference to the forma-

tion of right habits and self-control. Simple talks on the senses,

and what we learn through them. Parts of the body, their uses and

care. Special lessons on the care of the teeth and nails. Teach

' temperance in all things.' Temperance implies self-control, obedi-

ence to the law, to right feeling and right living."

" In the schools of this district physiology is taught incidentally in

grades up to and including the fifth. The instruction is along the

lines of personal cleanliness, decency and morality. In grades VI.,

VII. and VIII., we use Colton's 'Elementary Physiology' as the

basis of our work, and complete it in the three years."

" Directions are sent to teachers, suggesting materials and methods."
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" Teachers are expected to give lessons weekly to all grades, the

time varying from fifteen minutes to thirty."

" We give two periods a week to the study in all grades above the

first or second, depending upon the classes. No books are used below

the fourth grade."

" We put special stress upon such things as teach care of the

body, cleanliness, temperance in eating, drinking, thinking, speaking,

doing."

" In all grades, excepting the very lowest, time is given to a con-

sideration of the effects of narcotics and stimulants."

" Our teachers take hold of the work with interest and common-

sense methods."

" Some teachers are interested in the subject and get good results
;

others do not like to teach it."

The general tendency seems to be towards oral instruction,

and the use of some reading matter treating of hygiene and

temperance in the lower grades, with considerable use of books

in the upper grades. The time element varies in different

schools and with different teachers. The opinion is held that

too much or too little time may be given to the topic to secure

the best results. Interest must be maintained. The salient

points of temperance instruction should be emphasized in some

way during each year of school life, that they may make a

lasting impression for good.

Superintendents and teachers generally manifest an interest

in temperance instruction. Not all think alike regarding a

method, and a few seem to lack confidence in the educational

value of the instruction, or are in doubt regarding the best

method. Good has evidently been accomplished.

Some More Recent Branches.

The introduction of music, drawing and limited manual

training has added interest and profit to school work.

In country towns the school should be more in touch with

home life. The house, barn, farm, garden, pasture and wood-

land afford large opportunities for development of body and

mind, through the various occupations of rural life. The

teacher can do much to increase an interest in the local condi-

tions, to stimulate activities, to secure the formation of habits

of industry that will prove to be of great value to the indi-
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vidual and to the community. The tendency of boys and girls

to leave the country home for the city, to turn from farm or

housework to employment in a store or office, would be greatly

lessened by wise teaching. Having health and ability to work

with head and hands to earn a living by industry that produces

things necessary to human comfort and the well-being of a com-

munity, the pupil from the country home and school is well

educated for the practical duties of life.

Grading Rural Schools.

The attempt to run a country school upon city lines is absurd

and mischievous. The comparative number of children in a

rural school and in the city school shows the absurdity of the

attempt. To have eight or nine grades in a school, covering

as many years of instruction, requires in a city from two hun-

dred and fifty to three hundred and fifty pupils, and from four

to eight different rooms in a building or in grammar and pri-

mary departments near each other. The country school may
have from five to twenty-five pupils in one room. They repre-

sent all ages, from five to fifteen years, and both a unity and a

diversity of ability and acquirement. For convenience, a

country school may nominally have four or even five classes,

representing branches of study of different degrees of advance-

ment. Pupils may be in any one of these classes or in several

of them at the same time, as best suits their abilities and ac-

quirements, or, what is of more importance, meets their needs.

The city superintendent is now trying to break the iron-clad

grading, " the lock step," by introducing special promotions at

various times of the year, that pupils may advance in their studies

as they may be able to do the work. The ungraded school meets

these needs.

Plans and Results.

Let the union superintendent retain, in a measure, the ways

of the past that have served so well through simple methods

the educational needs of two centuries.

From the hill towns to the city high schools have come many
pupils who stand at the head of their classes. They have not

studied so many branches or taken so many details in each,

they cannot at first talk so fluentl}^ but they have mastered a
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few essentials and have developed breadth of thought power.

Into the State and nation has entered the influence of the

country school as an element of good citizenship. Under wise

management, with the amount of money now available for the

support of public schools, I look for much educational progress

in country towns during the next decade of years.

Consolidation of Schools.

More is being done through conveyance of children to ren-

der schools more economical and eflScient in large towns than

in the small ones. This is due to more liberal views regarding

advantages, to shorter distances and better roads, and to trans-

portation in electric cars. The results are generally reported

as favorable, though some difEculties are encountered and some

objections made.

In some country towns, with a sparse population, long, poor

roads, bleak and blocked with snow in winter, many homes far

from a schoolhouse, transportation of children becomes a diffi-

cult problem to solve. First appears the resistance of con-

servatism to " new notions," opposition to abandonment of the

" wavs of the fathers," new conditions not being- recognized.

With some there is a fear of physical, intellectual or moral

harm upon the way to and from school. In many towns it is

difficult to secure safe, convenient, comfortable conveyance,

managed by competent drivers, whose moral character and

executive ability commend themselves to parents.

Where the distances from some homes to the schoolhouse

are long and the ride in winter or in stormy weather liable to

be uncomfortable, parents object to having young children so

long a time upon the road, at the risk, perhaps, of health.

Some of these objections are well founded ; others are not

serious, and can be met if school officials and parents will con-

fer in a friendly way, with only the best interests of toAvn and

children at heart. In a few towns physically well conditioned

for transportation of children, with a few schoolhouses located

at convenient points to which all pupils in outlying districts

may be readily conveyed, consolidation may be satisfactorily

arranged. In farming communities among the hills it is some-

times possible to unite here and there two or three schools.
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Other schools might be united except in winter, when the local

school might be opened ; but in these mountain towns it would

be well to use more of the summer time for schooling, making

attendance either in the home school or in a consolidated school

possible during the school year. Two or three of the winter

months may be discarded for school purposes in some towns,

using the other months of the year for schooling. The cold

weather might be more profitably used at home, dividing the

time between work at the barn, in the house or the woods, and

reading and study. More knowledge has been gained at the

fireside during winter evenings by pupils desirous of learning

than has been acquired in some schoolrooms. This can be done

again

.

Some country schools must remain small, uncombined with

others. These should have as good teachers as money avail-

able will secure.

Influence or Country Towns.

The influence of the country town of the past through good

citizenship upon the welfare of the Commonwealth is in a

measure now recognized by the State through the larger dis-

tribution of the income of the school fund. Possibly the hill

towns may regain their former standing in population and

property valuation by the coming of foreigners to take up the

"abandoned farms." If so, the money contributed by the

State for the support of public schools in these towns, includ-

ing the cost of special supervision, will prove to be most

timely and valuable.

Let the good citizens of the present do what they can to

wisely provide for the possible future.

Teachers' Institutes.

Twelve have been held during the year,— five in the spring

and seven in the fall. Teachers, school committees and other

citizens from fifty-seven towns were in attendance.

As has been the practice of the Board of Education, through

its secretar}^ and agents, the lectures, lessons and other exer-

cises given at the institutes have been of the most helpful kind

in their influence upon the teachers and upon the schoolroom

work.
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Teachers' meetings have been held in different towns, the

local superintendent and the agent of the Board of Education

mvino- lessons or holdino- conferences.

High Schools in Small Towns.

The law of 1902 has served to extend high school privileges

to many towns, and the possibility of a higher education than

that offered by the common schools meets with general approval.

The cost of transportation of pupils to other towns or the

expense of board away from home renders the cost of the

advantages offered by the State too expensive for some families

to meet, but the number of pupils now in high schools is

greater than ever before.

The influence of these schools is twofold. They stimulate

the pupils in the common schools to do better and more

advanced work, that they may gain entrance to the high

schools ; and they broaden educational opportunities for prep-

aration for life directly or through admission to college for a still

higher education.

The towns establishing high schools under the law of 1902

must incur considerable extra expense in providing suitable

buildings or rooms, properly equipped with apparatus, labora-

tories, maps, charts and reference books.

While most of these schools cannot maintain a full prepara-

tory course of study for entrance to college, they should give

special attention to instruction in natural science and in math-

ematics, including higher arithmetic, algebra and geometry.

English history, literature and civics should have prominence.

In most of the smaller towns it will doubtless be more eco-

nomical to send pupils to approved high schools in other tow^ns

than to attempt to maintain a local school, offering but a brief

course of study under teachers of limited experience and little

special training.

The Normal Schools.

The increase in the number of these institutions within the

last decade of years has made available many more teachers for

the public schools. Founded and supported by the State, at

great expense, the normal schools have an increasing respon-

sibility for educational results of greater value.
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In courses of study and methods of teaching much improve-

ment has been made within the last twenty-five years. It may
be questioned whether the material of the entering classes in

maturity and natural ability coming from some sections of the

State is equal to that formerly furnished. Evidently the high

school education or its equivalent, required for entrance to the

normal schools, does not furnish that basis of knowledge of

subjects upon which professional training without further study

can build to advantage.

It is often true that the normal school graduate is better

trained in methods than she is in the branches to be tauoht.

Within the past year a larger number than usual of normal

students or graduates have been employed in the schools, and

the result has generally been favorable, frequently excellent,

sometimes otherwise.

The spirit and knowledge of method that the normal graduate

brings to her first school are in nearly all cases of advantage to

her and her pupils. If she has natural ability, a good educa-

tion, with good common sense to adapt plans to needs and

ends, appreciating existing conditions, success is assured.

Many teachers of fair scholarship and considerable experience

in school work have received great benefit by vacation attend-

ance at the normal schools.

It is to be expected that the larger State aid will enable the

country towns to employ and retain longer in service the best

normal school graduates.

General Progress.

There has been commendable progress during the year in

the schools as a whole. The teaching force has been consider-

ably strengthened in nearly all of the towns, due, in large

measure, to selection and direction of teachers by the school

superintendents

.

The expansion of courses of study, so extreme in recent

years, gives some hopeful signs of limitation. A smattering

of knowledge of many things is less valuable than thorough

knowledge of the fundamental and essential facts and prin-

ciples. The demand for more schooling, coming from cer-

tain quarters, is not apparently due to any newly discovered
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or recognized relation between the time spent in tlie school-

room by children, their real needs and the educational demands

of life. Indeed, is not a large part of the child's best educa-

tion to-day due to influences external to the schoolroom ?

Our ablest educators are slowly reaching the conclusion that

the educational value of the material and method now in vogue

may not be so great as has been supposed. Committees of

ten, twelve, fifteen, more or less, have not settled and probably

will not settle the question of what, in material, quantity and

method, is needed to hest educate. Educational processes will

continue to be more empirical than scientific. While we con-

tinue our experimentation upon the child and his intellectual

food, we should bear in mind that he, his parents and the

civilization of which he is to be a factor are to be taken into

account. His course of preparation from the kindergarten

through the last professional school, if that time is ever reached,

leaves but little of this life for realization of results of so-called

education.

Buildings.

Some improvement has been made dm'ing the year in the

schoolhouses of a few country towns as to external appearance

and internal condition. Slate blackboards have been put into

a number of rooms, and maps, charts and books purchased.

Teachers in many schools have made the rooms more attractive

and instructive by the use of pictures and plants.

Outhouses.

In a large number of country towns the condition of out-

houses, where any exist, is a disgrace to the community. Little

or no regard has been had to the erection of two buildings at

proper distance from each other, — one for boys and one for

girls. Not infrequently these hovels are in a dilapidated con-

dition, without doors, and afi'ording no protection from the

weather. Internal conditions of nastiness in the boys' houses

are often a menace to physical health, morals and manners, with

no regard to decency. These conditions must not continue.
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In Memoriam.

For nine years it was ni}^ privilege to work with and under

the direction of the late Hon. Frank A. Hill, secretary of the

Massachusetts State Board of Education.

A gentleman by intuition and accomplishment, a ripe scholar,

an official of high ideals, in duty conscientious, in manner pleas-

ing, in speech gracious, in spirit kind and sympathetic, in word

and deed helpful, his death is a loss to the cause to which he

gave his life as a consecrated service.

GRENVILLE T. FLETCHER,
Agent of the Board.

Dec. 31, 1903.
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REPORT.

To the Massachusetts Board of Ediccaiion.

In accordance with instructions received from the secretary's

office early in the year, I have given increased attention to the

inspection and study of high schools ; but other work, sug-

gested in the same instructions, has required a large share

of my time. Besides the usual heavy correspondence, this

latter work had to do with State teachers' institutes, local

teachers' meetings, matters concerning district supervision,

visitation of teachers under the law of 1896, before it was

repealed, and a general visitation of the schools in several

towns at the special request of their school committees or

superintendents. In most of these last-named cases detailed

written reports were called for, necessitating a large amount

of writing.

I have regularly visited ninety-two high schools, with over

three hundred and fifty teachers. The greater part of these

were schools affected either by the law concerning State reim-

bursement of tuition, or by the one of 1902, awarding from

the State treasury a grant of three hundred dollars under cer-

tain conditions. Whenever possible or desirable, these visits

have been followed by conferences with the teachers and school

officials, at which commendations, criticisms and suggestions

were plainly stated and almost always kindly received.

Of the small schools inspected, thirty-five were applicants

for the three-hundred-dollar grant. Of these, twenty-five were

recommended for approval, and received the grant.

I hav^e taken pains to strongly impress upon the school

officials of towns eligible for this money that the object of the

State is not to assist in supporting any makeshift for a high

school that they may chance to have but to help them to a

better one,— to as good a school as two teachers at the least

can make ; and, as the classes are always small in these schools.
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two teachers ought to accomplish a great deal. Although they

are at a disadvantage as compared with teachers in large

schools, 3^et they have some advantages, as, for example, an

opportunity for greater personal influence and inspiration ; less

social dissipation to contend with, and consequently fresher

minds to deal with.

The law of 1902 has not been in operation long enough to

show fully what its effects will be, or wherein it may need

amending ; but in one respect already it has been instrumental

in efl'ecting a marked reform. I refer to the discipline and to

the improvement in the work of some of the schools.

Most of these small schools have had heretofore but one

teacher, generally a young college graduate, with but little if

any experience, who made the instruction just as classical as

he possibly could. Latin,- Greek, French, algebra, geometry,

a little ancient history, and perhaps a class in arithmetic to

satisfy public sentiment, constituted the course of study. It

was only the occasional boy or girl who could find in this menu

anything to satisf}^ his or her appetite ; consequently, one or

two in a class would be doing practically all the real studjdng

that was done in the school ; the rest would be indiflerent,

idle, and too often disorderly. It not unfrequently required

more of the teacher's time and energy to plead and censure

and scold than to teach. Beyond pleading and scolding the

teacher could do but little, for too often parental aff'ection,

unwisely directed, would not allow efiective discipline.

I have in the above described a condition that I have re-

peatedly seen exemplified, even within two years. I hav6

been in schools where the disorder was so great that the noise

made the words of a pupil reciting unintelligible. Even in a

singing exercise I have been present when the muttering of

pupils communicating with one another was almost enough to

drive one distracted. Good work, of course, in such schools

was out of the question, even for those who wanted to learn.

Instruction rarely if ever reached the knowledge point in the

pupils, or produced any discernible efiect in their intelligence.

In classes '
' reading " their second or third book of Caesar or an

oration of Cicero, I have repeatedly found, incredible as it may

seem, that none of the pupils could translate intelligently a
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single passage of all that they " had been over." So, too, in

geometry, to cite one case out of many, not one of the pupils

of a class that had almost " completed " the fourth book of

Wentworth's plane geometry could demonstrate intelligently

even the simplest proposition of all that preceded, or could

define correct!}^ any geometrical concept. For example, a per-

pendicular line was defined as " one that runs straight up and

down."

To be sure, the teaching in such cases was lax ; but often

the teachers did not dare to exact better work, for fear of

trouble in which they could hardly count on public support.

But in all this I am happy to be able to say that I have

described a condition that is rapidlj^ disappearing, and the

change for the better has been most marked during the past

year. In one school, where a year and a half ago I found dis-

order and poor work, or almost no work at all, the rule among
the pupils, such a transformation has been effected that on my
last visit I saw as good workino- order and as industrious a lot

of scholars as could be found in any high school in the State

;

and this is only one of a dozen or more cases nearly as re-

markable.

This change is due in part to a broadening of the course of

stvidies, by which pupils can find subjects that more effectively

arouse their interest ; but it is also due to the fact that in the

advantage of securing State approval there is a means of bring-

ing public sentiment to the support of a wholesome discipline

and an insistence on good work. Thus one great obstacle in

the way of these schools has been removed. Their efficiency

now is mainly a question of the spirit and ability of their

teachers

.

The question as to whether it would or would not be better

to discourage the maintenance of the small high school, and to

send all pupils to strong high schools in some city or large

town near by, I shall not attempt to discuss at this time. There

is something to be said on both sides of this, and it may svell

have further consideration. But there are many small towns

that have no strong high school near by, and for these I can

see nothing better, at least for the present, than the small high

school in some adjacent town. It may be that in time the State
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may find it desirable and economical to maintain high schools

in a few places to meet the needs of these towns ; but this is a

matter for careful consideration.

There are many towns so situated that to reach the nearest

large high school pupils would have to leave home before six

o'clock in the morning, ride in a wagon from four to ten miles

to the nearest railroad station, and then go from ten to twenty

miles further by the cars ; and, returning, they would not be

able to reach home during most of the year till after dark.

When the strain of this traveling is considered, with the fact

that it must be kept up in bad as well as good weather, or the

pupils will be handicapped in their studies by absences, we

may well doubt whether the advantages of a large high school

over a small one, obtained at such a cost, would compensate

for the disadvantages.

Under the circumstances just described, not one half as many
girls and boys would take advantage of their opportunity to

o'o to one of the largfe high schools as would attend a small

local high school, or one conveniently located in an adjacent

town. The reasons for this are many : the cost of transporta-

tion or board ; length of the day from home when pupils go

back and forth; the question of dress ; the unwillingness, not

without reason, of parents to have their children, especially

their girls, traveling on the cars or boarding away from home

at so early an age. It seems to me, therefore, that the wisest

course for the present is to strengthen the small high school,

and that this is not only in the interest of economy but even

more of education and health.

In my visitation of high schools for a year or more I have

been making a careful study of instruction in English, over

which there is increasing dissatisfaction among thoughtful

superintendents, teachers and college professors. The result

of this study I have given in a separate article which is ap-

pended to this report.

Respectfully submitted,

J. W. MACDONALD.
Dec. 31, 1903.
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Appendix.

Prevailing Methods of teaching English in the High

Schools, and Some of the Eesults.

My observation of the work of high schools impresses me

more and more with the conviction that in the instruction in

English there is need of a radical change of purpose and

method.

I refer to English as it is taught not in all, but in most, high

schools. I am not alone in believing that much of the effort

put into this study is misdirected, and not unfrequently is

doing more harm than good.

It will be charged that this is a strong statement, and that it

behooves the one making it to give his reasons therefor. I

shall do so, and I shall try to make the specifications so definite

and clear that it will be easy for any one dissenting to discover

any error of opinion or inference into which I may have fallen.

In discussing the prevailing (not the universal, let me say)

usage in teaching English, it will be well to have in mind a

few fundamental principles, about w^hich, I think, there will be

little if any disagreement among teachers.

First : Instruction in one's mother language, which is to be

his working language through life, should aim to accomplish

two ends, whatever else is done or left undone. One of them

is a close association between one's oivn thought and the right

words, and the right form in which to put the words to express

the thought; and the other is the converse, — that is, a close

association between idiomatic language and its meaning,— so

close, indeed, that the one calls up the other without conscious

effort; just as in the case of a pianist, for example, the sight

of the notes in the score sends his fingers instantly to the

right keys to express the notes. If the pianist has to grope
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for his keys, or the thinker for his words, or the reader for the

meanino- of the words he is readino- it is in each case an evi-

dence of a defect of some kind in training or equipment.

I am not asserting that perfection is attainable in either

of the processes of association that I liave specified. Every

thinker has to search at times for the best way to express him-

self, and every reader for the meaning of what he reads. This

is in part an irremediable consequence of individual limitations

in knowledge and vocabulary. My contention is only that

instruction in English should make for facility in those two

processes, and that methods and devices that encumber the

mental action with wrong associations, as some school instruc-

tion does, as I shall endeavor to show later, should be disap-

proved. It may be added that the association of thought with

its language or words with their meaning is simply a matter of

habit, and is acquired by the right practice, as other habits are.

Secondly : It is as easy to contract by practice a bad mental

habit as a bad ph3"sical habit, and the mental habit is the more

tenacious

.

Thirdly : If we accept De Quincey's view, that the purpose

of pure literature is not to teach anj^thing, but to appeal to the

feelings and emotions, then it should be read with the mind

open and free to receive its influences without interference

from encumbering and distracting considerations. This is

more important than it seems to be at first thought, for the

mind can be trained to read with its attention so fixed on

secondary matters that it will fail to catch the true meaning

and purpose of the author. To be more definite, the distinc-

tive function of literature is to keep alive in us certain ethical

and esthetic sentiments that are not nourished by mathematics,

physics, history or other matter-of-fact studies. It does its

work by stirring in us now these, now those, feelings and emo-

tions. Incidents, skilfully created and arranged, are its instru-

ments. If for any reason the incidents fail to excite these

feelings and emotions, they become a mental dissipation, or,

worse, a dead burden on the memory.

First, in the teaching of English composition there are })rac-

tices that seem to me to violate about every sound principle of

language training.
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One of these is an exercise in rewording, miscalled in text-

books '• reproduction," in which the pupil is required to "tell

in his own words " something that some one else has said. The

pupil begins usually with single sentences, but, as his skill in-

creases, attacks paragraphs and longer passages.

This, let me say, is not the same as when one composes a

paper or an address on a subject on which he has prepared

himself by a more or less extended course of reading, nor is it

the same as when one sets forth the views of an author whom
he has read. In each of these cases the writer first makes

himself master of what thoughts he undertakes to report ; but

the essential difference is, that he tries to express them in the

best language at his command, whereas in the school exercise

under consideration the emphasis is always laid on " changing

the words of the original." Hence the mental eflbrt of the

pupil is not to select the best words possible, but onW to find

"different words," if possible, and the result is usually the

selection of tvrong words.

To illustrate: "A pretty path, bordered with shrubbery,

leads to the front entrance," was changed to, "A beautiful

way, surrounded with bushes, conducts to the front door ;

"

and this was accepted by the teacher, as were all the illustra-

tions I shall give. The sentence "I did not tell her not to

go," was restated, "I told her to go." Seeing that this was

to be accepted, I interposed, to ask the girl who made the

change if the two statements meant the same. With a

moment's thought she admitted that they did not, and not only

she, but every pupil in the class, recognized perfectlv the

difference. Now, right there lurks the harm of this exercise.

If, for example, one having little or no comprehension of the

concepts for which the words invention and discover// stand,

should misuse them, no great harm, if any, would result; but

if, having a full and clear comprehension of the two concepts,

one should be trained to say '
' invention " when he should say

" discovery," harm to that extent would be done.

This illustration serves to explain w^hy pupils are not more
injured in their English by their continual misuse of words in

translations, let us say from Latin ; they have so imperfect a

comprehension of what Cicero or Virgil means, that one word
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is about as good as another ; for if it is not associated with its

correct meaning, neither is it with a definite wrong one.

Regarding the two examples of rewording given above, some

one may say that the teachers were careless, especially in the

second instance ; but let him try himself to reword that state-

ment. He may change it to "I did not forbid her going," or

" I did not forbid her to go ;
" but neither of these is exactly

the same as the original, or as each other. They onlv difier

less from the original than the pupil's rendering did, but there

is still a tine distinction between them ; and, if I understand

the purpose of instruction in English, it should be to preserve

or increase the mental sensitiveness to such fine and delicate

distinctions and not to blunt or destroy it. Some one has well

said that '
' discrimination in the choice of words and in the

make-up of a sentence is the most important characteristic of

good writers."

Lest it may be charged that I am not correctly representing

the aim of this work, I would say that the above examples

are of that kind of " reproduction " called paraphrasing. It is

thus defined (I quote from one of the best and most popular

text-books) : "A paraphrase is a reproduction in which the

same thought is expressed in equivalent words," and this illus-

tration is given :
" From his half-itinerant life, he was a sort

of walking gazette." Paraphrase : " He spent nearly half his

time in ooino- from house to house, and so became a kind of

traveling newspaper." In defence of this paraphrasing the

same book says: "If we learn three ways of expressing an

idea where we knew only one before, we are richer by just

so much." And, lastl}", it gives this direction: "Be careful

not to keep the words of the author except where it is un-

avoidable." Another book says "The words of the author

should be avoided except where there is no fitting substi-

tute," and gives the following example : " One may smile and

smile, and be a villain." Paraphrase : "A man may affect the

utmost candor and good nature even while plotting the deepest

iniquity."

Here seems a fit place for saying a word about the instruction

in the use of synonyms, as I have observed it in many schools..

Every writer has to consider at times which of the words he
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has to choose from best expresses his thought ; as, for illus-

tration, whether in a particular instance he should say, " The

house shook," or "The house trembled." But in making his

choice he has to observe, not the similarity of meaning, for

this is obvious, but the difterences of meaning ; and the keener

the mind is to perceive these differences, the better. Most

school exercises, however, as I have seen them, make for just

the opposite training, that is, the stress is laid on similarity of

meaning. For example, a word in a given sentence must be

replaced by a synonjaii, often to the great detriment of the

sense. I have seen "notice" substituted for "observe,"

"denounce" for "censure," and "hate" for "dislike," as,

" He dislikes apricots," changed to " He hates apricots."

This is not the only way, or even the most common way, of

teaching the use of synonyms. Another is to have the pupil

fill a blank in a sentence Avith the appropriate word selected

from a number of given synonyms. This is a better exercise,

but it should be noted that, except in those cases where the

right word is obvious, no one but the writer of the whole sen-

tence is in a position to decide just what words are appropriate.

But the point to which in this connection I wish to call special

attention is that in the treatment of synonyms by the first of

these two plans, and in the practice of rewording, previously

described, the pupil is placed in exactly the same mental atti-

tude towards his language ; or, to repeat a previous statement,

his efforts are not to find the best words, but only "different

words."

Such practice cannot but have a tendency to obliterate all

fine verbal distinctions and all delicate efi'ects of arrangement

from the mind not only of the pupil but also of the teacher, as

I think the following illustration will show. To facilitate com-

parison, I give the original (the fu^st) paragraph of " Eip Van

Winkle" and the pupil's " rewording " in parallel columns.

The latter is the one selected from ten or a dozen "rewordings"

that the teacher thought the best, — an opinion to which I

would assent so far as to say it was the least bad.
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Tlie Original.

Whoever has made a voyage up
the Hudson must remember the

Kaatskill Mountains. They are a

dismembered branch of the Ajjpa-

laehian family, and are seen away
to the west of the river, swelling

up to a noble height and lording

it over the surrounding country.

Every change of season, every

change of weather, every hour of

the day, produces some change in

the magical hues and shapes of these

mountains, and they are regarded by

all good wives far and near as per-

fect barometers. When the weather

is fair and settled, they are clothed

in blue and purple, and print their

bold outlines on the clear evening

sky ; but sometimes, when the rest

of the landscape is cloudless, they

will gather a hood of gray vapors

about their summits, which, in the

last rays of the setting sim, will

glow and light up like a crown of

glory.

The " Rewording.''''

If any one has taken a trip up
the Hudson he must recollect the

Kaatskill Mountains. They are a

separated group of the Appalachian

system, and are visible off to the

west of the stream, rising up to a

great elevation and dominating the

bordering* region. Every variation

of season, every variation of climate,

every hour of the day, causes some
alteration in the enchanted colors

and forms of these mountains ; they

are considered by all good women
round about as exact barometers.

When the weather is clear and

steady, they are clad in blue and

purple, and stamp their prominent

features on the bright evening sky
;

but sometimes, when the remainder

of the view is without clouds, they

will collect a cap of gray mist

around their tops, which in the final

beams of the sinking sun will glisten

and brighten similar to a crown of

glory.

I can see something to commend in the efforts of the alche-

mists to transmute lead into silver, but I know of no good pur-

pose that can be subserved by transmuting gold into mud.

If in this instance the pupil had been expressing her own

ideas as best she could, her language, inapt as it is, would not

be without something to commend ; for the worst feature of

the exercise is not the inaptness of the words, but the per-

version of the mental attitude in the work of selecting the

words.

The reason given in support of the device of rewording is

that it supplies the pupil with thought ready made, and so

obviates the need of his thinking what to say ; or, to quote

again, "We shall find it easier to put into other words the

bright and good and beautiful thoughts of other people than to

create such thoug-hts for ourselves." This assumes that one

can become skilful in expressing thoughts that he cannot create
;

* The teacher had suggested that this word be changed to adjacent.
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but the best commentary on this is the examples I have given.

It ignores, too, the fact that to evolve thought is a far higher

function than to express it, and should have precedence in edu-

cation. Indeed, it is difficult to see much use for the latter

without the former, and, furthermore, it is the order of nature.

As fast as our thoughts come, the ability to express them fol-

lows. One text-book, speaking of paraphrasing, says: "It

enables us to make a proper use of another's thought in our

own writing." I confess I do not understand this, unless it

means that it enables us to express stolen thought so as to con-

ceal the theft.

For one, I think it very doul)tful whether rewording is any

help whatever in training for original composition. I have

made a few tests for the purpose of ascertaining its value in

this respect, and, while it must be admitted that the tests were

far from conclusive, yet the showing was sufficient to suggest

a doubt of its being a training for an3"thing except plagiarism,

of which it is a form. In several instances, after listening to

compositions descriptive of persons or places, in which the

pupils had closely followed the text of some author they had

read, I asked the writers to try original compositions along the

same line. For example, a class had written out a full and

minute description of Will Honeycomb, as given in the " Spec-

tator." After a number of the papers had been read, I asked

the pupils each to write a description of some one with whom
he was well acquainted, concealing, of course, the name. About

the best result I got ran thus :
'

' The boy I am thinking about

is tall and wears gray clothes and has black hair." When I

asked for descriptions of familiar scenes the results were better,

but in these cases the pupils had had previous original ex-

ercises of this kind. I give this experience for what it is

worth.

I have found in many schools another exercise that seems to

me open to all the objections that I have urged against " re-

wording." It is called the transformation of sentences, and

consists in such alterations as changing a simple sentence to a

complex or compound sentence, a participial phrase to a rela-

tive clause, or the reverse, and so on. I will illustrate by

examples copied from the books that teach this device :
—
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The Original. The " Transformation.''''

Read not to contradict and con- Read not that you may contradict

fate. and confute.

The clouds rolled away to the east The clouds rolling away to the

and lay piled in feathery masses east lay piled in feathery masses,

tinted with the last rays of the sun. etc.

Elizabeth's patience was at last As Elizabeth's patience was at last

worn out, and she poured her armies worn out, she poured her armies

across the border. across the border.

He that planted the ear ; shall He He that planted the ear must be

not hear ? able to hear.

The Son of Man hath not where The Son of Man hath not where

to lay his head. he may lay his head.

As one reads the above "transformations," he cannot help

thinking that their more appropriate designation is misforma-

tions. To say nothing of the bad English of the first, and the

absurdity of the last two, the second depicts the clouds as

lying piled up in masses vjhile rolling away to the east, and

the third makes the giving out of Elizabeth's patience the cause

for moving the army, a meaning not at all that of the original.

Yet, though I have seen much of this doing in schools, I have

rarely known a teacher to call attention to the effect of these

transformations on the meaning of a sentence.

Now, keeping in mind these two facts, that the above are

not the productions of pupils, but examples given in text-

books as models for pupils to go by, and that teachers of

English give drill in such transformations apparently without

noticing the havoc they Avork on the meaning, — what explana-

tion can one give of these anomalies, except that the minds of

the bookmakers and teachers have lost their sensitiveness to

language effects? And if this is the true explanation, what can

have effected this stupefaction but long-continued steeping in

rules and mechanical details and artificial devices that have no

place in the consciousness of a writer?

In view of all this, some one may ask Avhy it is that the

language of pupils who have been put through such exercises

is not more injured. The answer is, that when all is said the

training described above constitutes but a small part of the

pupil's education in language. In his daily intercourse with

his mates and others, however he may violate good usage, his

mind is in the right attitude towards the expression of his
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thoughts, and eifort and miitation will accomplish much. He
thus almost unconsciously acquires correct idioms and distinc-

tions, but it is not complimentary to some of his school instruc-

tion that he has to look to the playground to counteract it.

I may say, in closing this part of the discussion, that there

is one kind of "rewording" that is legitimate, and may be

made highly profitable, namely, translation from other lan-

guages into English. When care is taken, first, to have the

pupil get a clear understanding of the meaning of the language

he is learning, and then to have him put the thought into good

English, the training is excellent. For this purpose, of the

languages studied, Latin is perhaps the best, and next to it

Greek, for, on account of their dissimilarity to English, they

throw the pupil largel}^ on his own resources ; while French,

on account of its similarity, often suggests an English wording,

and not unfrequently traps the translator into the selection of

the wrong word.

In the treatment of English literature, mechanical devices

are all predominant except with a teacher here or there, who
will not pervert the study to the mere preparation of pupils to

pass examinations.

The prevailing practice lays great emphasis on the action,

or story, of the work in hand. The pupils are required to

memorize its incidents with more or less minuteness of detail,

so as to be able to restate them seriatim in whole or in parts,

sometimes orally and sometimes in writing. The part of the

pupils in this is exactly the same as it would properly be in

learning and reciting the adventures of Raleigh or De Soto.

Indeed, the method would be highly commendable in the study

of history, if properly supplemented by discussion : but the

question is, has not literature a purpose and a mission so dif-

ferent from that of history that to secure its beneficence a dif-

ferent treatment is not only desirable but necessary? Further-

more, if this method of study is to be followed, would it not

be better to drop literature altogether, and in its place take

science or history, or some subject in which the fact or incident

is of greater relative value? Surely education has enough with

which to burden the memory of the pupil without adding to

the load by the treatment of literature as described above.
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especially when by so doing tlie purpose of literature is

thwarted.

The prevailing method does not require much skill on the

part of the teacher. It is also easy for the pupil when the

selection for study is narrative or drama, but quite difficult

with essays like those of Addison and Macaulay, and odiously

burdensome with such productions as Burke's '
' Speech on Con-

ciliation with America." As a rule, a great deal of oral re-

hearsing precedes the written work, which therefore is purely

mechanical, as is shown by the fact that all the compositions

of a class will be as much alike as peas in a pod. The character

and some of the consequences of this method will appear from

the illustrations w^hich I shall give.

The first is a typical case, and the most successful effort of

its kind, from the many I have seen. The study was Silas

Marner, and the book had been something more than half

"done." For my benefit it was reviewed. The story was

told in order even to such details as Marner's weaving table

linen for Mrs. Osgood, and making a preparation of fox-glove

for Sally Oates, and hardlj^ one of the pupils failed to do his

part creditably according to the task set him. The language

and the style of the recitals were evidently a mixture of '
' George

Eliot's" and the pupil's own, — enough of each to spoil the

other.

After listening to this for one round of the class, I inter-

rupted the exercise to ask a few questions. They were some-

what as follows :
—

Have you been able to discover anything of the purpose of the

author in this story ?

Why did she make Marner a weaver?

Why did she have him leave Lantern Yard under a cloud?

Why did she have him lose his gold ?

Why did she have Eppie come to him ?

Did the author have any purpose in creating the characters of

Godfrey and Dunstan, except to try her hand at describing some-

body?

In reply to this last question the pupils expressed the opinion

that the author probably '
' had some particular persons in

mind,"— an explanation that often serves, as it apparently had
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with these pupils, to arrest inquiry before reaching the truth.

To the other questions I could get no answer of any value.

In fact, the questions opened what appeared to be a new idea

to the pupils, and it required a little time to make them see

that in pure fiction the author has a purj^one in creating the

scenes and characters as he has, rather than differently as he

might have done.

Other questions brought out the fact that the feelings of the

pupils had been but slightly touched. They pitied Marner

because he had been unjustly, as the}' thought, accused of steal-

ing, and they thought Dunstan a thoroughly bad fellow, who was

entirely responsible for his badness, — showing that the}' had

failed to grasp an important part of the lesson of the story.

In another case a class was studying the " Spectator" essays,

and had read, among others, those describing Sir Eoger, which

the pupils recited memoriter, as in the former case, but not as

well. In answer to a question, they expressed the opinion that

in the character of Sir Roger, Addison and Steele were describ-

ing some one they knew. Moreover, in the essays they had

read they had seen no humor of any kind. I asked the teacher

to let them read to me the essay on AVill "Wimble, telling the

pupils to be on the alert as they read, to discover any purpose

in the character. The reading was none of it good, some of

it very poor, as the effort was new to them. After reading

nearly the whole of the essay, a boy expressed the opinion that

the character of "Wimble was '
' meant to illustrate the pleasure

of beinof o-enerous," and all the others ao-reed with him.

On one point I want to make myself clear. My criticism on

the above cases, and on the one I am going to give, is not that

the pupils could not answer the questions I asked. They should

not be told at the start, but left to discover such meanings for

themselves as they read, and they may have to read well into

the story before they discover them. My criticism is that they

were not being taught rightly to read literature ; that is, with

their minds on the alert to find the essentials in it.

Surely it is not too much to expect of pupils in the high

school a better comprehension than the above shows, of what

they read. The worship of literature cannot have reached

such a stage of idolatry that its worshippers will seriously
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claim that it bestows a great benefit on readers even who do

not understand it. But, whether so or not, I believe that high

school pupils can be taught to read more appreciatively. The

cause of the blindness shown above is, that their minds are kept

so occupied with mechanical details and other secondary matters

that they are not free to comprehend and feel what is of primary

value. This will appear, I think, in my next and last illus-

tration, which is also typical of a large number of cases, most

of them in Shakespeare.

A class was reading Julius Caesar, and had completed two

acts. Each scene had been prepared in the way described

above, and then written out, a composition for each scene.

The following extract, from a description of Act L, Scene 1,

will show what the pupils were expected to do :
—

This scene is in the streets of Rome. There is a rabble in the

streets, and Flavins and Marullus are trying to send them home.

Marullus asked one what his trade was, and he replied, "A cobbler."

Marullus did not understand, and asked him again two or three times,

till at last he understood. Then Marullus asked him why he wasn't

in his shop. He said that he had come out to see Caesar and to

rejoice in his triumph. Then Marullus got angry, etc.

There was certainly a large amount of paper, to sa}^ nothing

of time, used up in this procedure, with what results will

appear.

After listening as before to a number of papers, I suggested

to the teacher that I would like to hear the pupils read one of

the scenes. She selected the first scene of Act 11., which had

been studied as described above. It begins as follows :
—

Brutus. What, Lucius ! ho

!

I cannot, by the progress of the stars,

Give guess how near to clay. Lucius, I say!

I would it were my fault to sleep so soundly.

Wh.en, Lucius, when? Awake, I say: what, Lucius!

Lucius. Call'd you, my lord?

Brutus. Get me a taper in my study, Lucius :

When it is lighted, come and call me here.

Lucius. I will, my lord.

Brutus. It must be by his death, etc.

The first pupil called up read the above passage rapidly, and

with a sameness throughout of force and tone. One or two
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others, asked to read the same, did no better. If the expres-

sion may be considered an evidence, their appreciation of tlie

sentiment was not discriminative. A colloquy followed that

ran somewhat thus :
—

'
' Do you think [to the class] that Brutus and Lucius spoke

exactly alike, and always in the same tone and with the same

expression ?
"

To this the pupils unanimously answered " No."
'

' Can you see any reason why one's manner of expressing

himself would be diiferent at diflerent times ?
"

The pupils did not quite understand.

'
' Would one be likely to speak in the same tone when he is

angry as when he is sad ?
"

Again the answer was "No."
" Was Brutus angry when he called Lucius the third time? "

Most of the pupils thought " he might have been."

" Was he angry when he said, ' I would it were my fault to

sleep so soundly ' ?
"

Some thought " he might have been," but more thought not.

" Was it with a feeling of pity for Lucius that he said it?
"

About half of the class were ready to accept this view of it.

" Was it with a feeling of sadness or regret that he said it?
"

All thought that this was "nearer to it," but could see no

good reason wh}^ Brutus should be sad or regretful.

" What could have been Shakespeare's purpose in beginning

this scene with this little incident?
"

The pupils, as usual, didn't see the purport of this question

tUTl led them up to it, somewhat as described above in the

illustration from Silas Marner. They could not, however, see

what Shakespeare's purpose could be in this instance.

'
' How can black be made to appear blackest ?

"

All thought this a queer question except one girl, who ex-

plained that black would appear blackest on a white back-

ground, and vice versa.

" How would this principle work in cases where authors

wanted to emphasize some feeling, emotion or condition ?
"

With this question came the light, and hands went up ; but

instead of calling for an oral explanation (which would now

have been a waste of time), I asked the pupils to look through
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the passage again and make up their minds as to its full

meaning. Then one and another of them was called up to

make an eftbrt to read it so as to convey to the rest of us

his interpretation of it. The readings were not superior, for

the pupils lacked practice , but they showed a marked improve-

ment on the former readings.

One thing is certain, as shown by this and many other simi-

lar experiments : pupils in the high school, with comparatively

few exceptions, can read good literature appreciatively ; but in

too many schools they are prevented from doing so, not only

by treating it in the way I have described, but by hunting

down every allusion, immaterial as well as material, and by

memorizing a mass of details and circumstances that might be

of interest to a person writing a history of literature but have

little to do with its appreciation and are a hindrance to pupils

whose reading habits and tastes are in process of formation . It

is as if travelers, passing through a region abounding in grand

and beautiful scenery, were kept busy counting the stones and

trees and brier bushes along the roadside.

The opinion is quite general that the college requirements

in English are responsible for the methods described above,

and certainly the college examinations would tend to encourage

them ; but it is to be feared that very many teachers find in

these mechanical details their easiest way, and would empha-

size them irrespective of college requirements. They, too,

have been taught that way, for their instructors in the higher

institutions are generally scholars who know a vast deal about

literature, and not unnaturally emphasize this learning to the

neglect of simple appreciation and enjoyment ; apd their

students, fresh from their lectures, prematurely unload in turn

upon high school pupils.

If the effort that is put into literatiu:e could be directed

towards securing simple and appreciative oral reading, the

results, I believe, would be far more valuable and permanent.

I do not mean elocutionary reading, with studied and rehearsed

dramatic accompaniments ; I mean what persons of good taste

would call intelligent reading, wherein the reader has his mind

on the alert to grasp the full sense of what he is reading, and

to suggest it to the hearer by the sympathetic responsiveness
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of his voice. This is obviously not silent reading, neither is

it reciting or declaiming, but a far better mental exercise than

either, and it brings thought and expression into proper asso-

ciation with each other. Furthermore, the mental action of

the pupil in this treatment of literature is just the reverse of

what it is in the method illustrated above ; it is centripetal, as

it were, and not centrifugal.

Another recommendation I would make is, that in the every-

day recitation more attention be paid to the English of the

pupils. To quote from a previous report :
—

What better opportunity is there to teach English than in the recita-

tions in science, history, civics and all other subjects? Moreover,

attending to this in the daily recitation places the emphasis on lan-

guage at the point where it is most needed, — practice in the correct

use of it orally.

I cannot, perhaps, better illustrate the possibilities of the

daily recitation in teaching English than by giving two demon-

strations of the same theorem in geometry that I chanced to

hear in different schools on consecutive days. The first as

given below is verbatim, for it was so terse, logical and clear

that it was easy to recall. The second I cannot affirm to be

an exact reproduction. It was so rambling and disconnected

that I had difficulty in following it and in remembering it. I

have omitted, I know, one or two of the repetitions, and I may
have changed a few of the words, but it is as I have given it

practically the same as the pupil gave it to the acceptance of

the teacher. In addition to the faults I have mentioned, it

will be noticed that there is in the second demonstration a

stupid lack of discrimination in the use of connectives, " and "

being used to connect a statement of a fact w^ith a deduction

therefrom, just as in connecting co-ordinate statements.

In the first instance, the pupil, after constructing the figure,

gave the theorem which he explained by the figure, and then

proceeded with the demonstration. In the second, the figm^es

were already on the board, and the teacher gave the theorem.

The figure below is the one constructed by the pupil. It may
not be out of place to say that in the school from which the

second demonstration was taken, each class had four periods a
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week during its entire course devoted to instruction in Eng-
lish. Each demonstration was in a measure typical of the

^'recitation English" of the school in which I heard it, not

only in geometry but in most other subjects.

First demonstration, all by the pupil.

point to a circle are equal.

A

Two tangents from the same

Let A B and A C be the two
tangents from the point A to the

circle O, B and C being the points

of tangency, then they are equaU

Construct the radii O B and

O C and the line A O (these were

constructed at this point) ; O B
and O C are perpendicular respec-

tively to the tangents A B and

AC: "A tangent and a radius

to the point of tangency are per-

pendicular to each other." Then

the triangles ABO and A C O
are right triangles having the

common hypotenuse A and

their sides O B and O C equal ;

therefore they are equal. " Right

triangles having the hypotenuse

and one side of one equal to the

hypotenuse and one side of the

other are equal." Hence their homologous sides A B and A C are

equal. Therefore " two tangents," etc.

Second demonstration, theorem given by the teacher. Two tan-

gents to the same point are equal. (This is not true. Tangents may

extend beyond the circle. It is tangents from the same point to the

circle that are equal.)

Given the two tangents from A to B and C, points in the circle O
;

to prove that A B and A C are equal.

Draw the radius B O from the center of the circle to the point of

tangency B of A B, and the radius C from the center to the point

of tangency C, of A C, and draw the line A from the center of the

circle to the point A. This makes the triangles A O C, and A B.

The triangle A O C is a right triangle because a radius and a tangent

are perpendicular to each other when the radius is drawn to the point

of tangency, and A C O is a right angle, and the triangle A C O
is a right triangle. The triangle A B O is a right triangle for the
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same reason, and the right angle is at B, and A O is the hypotenuse,

and A O is the hypotenuse of the triangle A C, and is equal to

itself, and B is equal to C O because they are radii of the same

circle, and the triangle A B O is equal to the triangle AGO, and

the side A B, is equal to the side A C, and the two tangents are

equal.

In manj^ schools the pupils are always required to write out

the demonstrations, and when they are asked to give an oral

demonstration, they not unusually stumble badlj'.

This leads me to saj^ that it is a growing opinion that, if part

of the time now given to written composition, with all its bur-

densome correcting and rewriting, were devoted to systematic

training in oral composition, it would yield more valuable

results. The study of civics furnishes an admirable opportu-

nity for this kind of training, if teachers could only alter in

this one subject the traditional manner of conducting a recita-

tion.

In conclusion, I would say that there is a widespread feeling

of dissatisfaction among teachers and superintendents regarding

the present treatment of English in the high school ; and some

have oone so far as to sugfoest the callino- of a meetino-, to

formulate a protest to the colleges against their part in making

the conditions such as they are. Moreover, every one whose

name is prominent in literature, who has ever spoken on the

subject, has denounced or ridiculed the present practice. To
illustrate, I cannot do better than to quote from a new and

breezy little book, " The Gentle Reader," by vSamuel McChord
Crothers :

—

The distaste for poetry arises largely from treating it as if it were

only a more difficult kind of prose. We are so much under the

tyranny of the scientific method that the habits of the schoolroom

intrude, and we try to extract instruction from what was meant to

give us joy.

The prosaic commentary obscures the beauty of the text, so that—

The glad old romance, the gay, chivalrous story,

With its fables of faery, its legends of glory.

Is turned to a tedious instruction, not new,

To the children who read it insipidly througli
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One of the most ruthless invasions of the prosaic faculties into the

realm of poetry comes from the thirst for general information. When
this thirst becomes a disease, it is not satisfied with census reports

and encyclopedia articles, but values literature according to the num-

ber of facts presented. Suppose these lines from "Paradise Lost"

to be taken for study :
—

Thick as autumnal leaves that strow the brooks

In "Vallombrosa, where th' Etrurian shades

High over-arched embower, or scattered sedge

Afloat, when with fierce winds Orion armed

Hath vexed the Red Sea coast, whose waves o'erthrew

Busiris and his Memphian chivalry.

What an opportunity this presents to the schoolmaster. "Come
now," he cries, with pedagogic glee, "answer me a few questions.

Where is Vallombrosa ? What is the character of its autumnal foli-

age? Bound Etruria. What is sedge? Explain the myths of Orion.

Point out the constellation on the map of the heavens. Where is the

Red Sea? Who was Busiris? By what other name was he known?

Who were the Memphian chivalry ?
"

I. wish I could say that this is only a caricature.
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REPORT.

To the Boai'd of Education.

I have the honor to submit herewith the twenty-fifth annual

report of the agent for the promotion of industrial drawing.

Since the establishment of that office in 1872 there have been

three such agents : Mr. Walter Smith, from 1872 to 1882, who
made industrial drawing recognized as an essential part of pub-

lic education ; Mr. Charles M. Carter, from 1884 to 1886, who
conducted instruction at institutes ; and Mr. Henrj'^ T. Bailey,

from 1887 to 1903, whose resignation, tendered in order that

he might give his time to work in another field of industrial

art, followed his sixteenth re-election in March, and took efiect

the first of August, 1903.

During his long term of service Mr. Bailey has rendered the

work of industrial art education yearl}' more efl'ective. He has

done much towards freeing it from formalities and the tram-

mels of conventionality, and making it a natural and spontaneous

outgrowth of school work. This has forwarded the task of

bringing about an almost universal acceptance of drawing as a

vital part of the school curriculum.

By investigation of the various problems a^vaiting solution

and by comparison of the efficacy of methods and experiments,

he has made the best results available for o-eneral information

and discussion. At public meetings and institutes and by per-

sonal visits to schools, he has made the inspiration of a strong

and helpful personality felt throughout the State.

I find no statistics regarding the number of special teachers

of drawing in Massachusetts previous to 1888. At that time

there were 49. In 1903, according to returns now available,

there were 224. These figures indicate the present appreci-

ation of the value of industrial drawing in public schools.

The general acceptance of drawing in the school curriculum

is closel}' related to increasing appreciation of the truth of the

following statements :
—
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1. The study of drawing is of noticeable value in the develop-

ment of every child, whatever is to be his future occupation,

2. The ability to draw well, where instruction is vvdsely given,

is as universal as the ability to read and write well under equally

favoring conditions.

Recognition of the first statement by educators is now prac-

tically universal. As regards the second, the superstition that

all good drawing must be the fruit of genius still unfortunately

obtrudes itself upon many teachers, and enervates their eflbrts

to secure general excellence of results. Evidence in favor of

the statement, however, is sufficiently abundant. Where con-

ditions of wise instruction do obtain, a set of drawings of any

grade, including one from each pupil in the school, will be found

as nearly equal in excellence as a set of papers in language or

arithmetic. As in other studies, there is a masterly use of the

means of expression, to which few will attain
;
yet there is an

almost universal aptitude for acquiring a moderate knowledge,

which is sufficient to make available new means of observation,

expression and appreciation. The response of the majority to

good teaching in drawing has been a svu-prise, even to those

who had most confidence.

The establishment of the truth of these statements is a most

valuable foundation for future progress. In most towns of the

Commonwealth the question now is not, shall drawing be taught,

but by what methods and in what relation to the school course

as a whole.

Because of the importance of securing the best results, and

in view of the amount of time and money which is being ex-

pended by cities and towns in this direction, and also because

of inquiries received from various superintendents as to what

should be the general basis of drawing in public schools, I have

attempted here a review of the chief demands for art education,

so far as I have observed them, in order that a statement of

them may help towards a deduction of the general aims which

should dominate methods of teaching. Courses must vary with

localities, and methods with the individual who uses them
;
yet

there should be an appreciation of the general needs to be met,

in order that courses may lead to definite and valuable results,

time be saved and methods be based on common sense.
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A statement of the more important demands for public art

education :
—

1

.

General educational demands for drawing as a means of

expression and stimulus to observation,

A new understanding of a thing comes to the child who tries

to draw it. The act of drawing requires and develops an in-

creased faculty of comprehension, and clearer mental percepts

which form the basis of thinking. During the first years of

school life, when expression b}'^ drawing seems to be natural

to all, a marked advance in general appreciation is noted in

children who are allowed to express their interests freely by
drawing, as well as in oral or written form. Observation goes

further with drawing than without it.

This demand is based on the needs of the majority, and not

on the possibilities of the few who may become artists. Its

chief advantage is not for those who have special talent, but

for those who have not, — that is, who lack this sort of com-

prehension .

2. Demands made by scientific stud}^ for accurate records of

observation.

Nearly all lines of scientific study require the use of drawing

for accurate records of observations to be used as data. After

the primary grades, the value of this sort of drawing increases

with each year.

3. Demands of the festhetic nature for development of appre-

ciation and formation of artistic standards.

Development of aesthetic taste is universally needed for in-

creased appreciation and enjoyment of nature and the treasures

of art, and for standards of choice in furnishing one's surround-

ings and for the highest pleasure therein.

4. Demands for art as a basis of national wealth.

These are admirably stated by Prof. Alfred V. Churchill of

the Teachers College, New York City, in the Year Book of the

Council of Supervisors of the Manual Arts, 1903, page 113, a

part of which I quote :
—

Industrial drawing lies at the foundatioa of manufacture. The
average workman must understand drawing, because expression

through drawing or modeling must precede execution in material in

nearly every branch of industry. . . .
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American industries suffer through the ignorance of workmen in

these lines.

Technical schools invariably make large requirements in both free-

hand and mechanical drawing.

The knowledge of design has high commercial value ; it furnishes

thousands with occupations,— but what is more vital, it increases the

market value of products.

Taste (combined with skill) is thus an important basis of national

wealth,— one of the most important, in fact.

Nations with taste and skill control the world market in lines of

artistic manufacture.

Governmental expenditures * for art education in Europe sustain

this view, which is no longer disputed. ...
The welfare and happiness of the Commonwealth demand that the

State be equipped with skilled workmen, and take its place in supply-

ing the world market. . . . The foundations of such education must

be laid in the schools,

5. Demands of public aesthetic interests.

Public aesthetic interests make increasing demands for beauty

as well as utility in civic constructions, and ask of the public

schools trainino- that shall brino; about hio-her standards of taste.

As a people, we are discovering that utility and beauty can go

too-ether, and are refusing to tolerate needless ugliness.

While methods and courses will vary with individual teachers

and localities, still, it has seemed to me timely to attempt to

deduce from the foregoing demands and from a survey of the

instruction in industrial drawing now in progress in the Com-
monwealth, and also from a review of available opinions on

the subject, a statement of the general aims of such a public

school course in drawing as will meet the conditions. Whether

accepted, rejected or transcended, such a formulation from the

present point of view cannot but help towards a needed sim-

plification of methods, and open the way to more adequate

definition in the future. It embodies little that is new. It

purposes not to propose aims, but to define them.

From the available data it would seem that such a course

should :
—

1. Train abilit}^ to sketch any simple object from nature or

memory.

* Massachusetts stands foremost amonii the States in its appropriation of $50,000 for

art education. The city of Paris j-earlj- expends $350,000.
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Such ability means development oi the faculty to perceive

and express the dominant characteristics of objects. The best

subjects for sketching are things within the range of the inter-

ests of the pupil ; during the primary years, especially, things

he naturally desires to draw.

After children are old enough to care that their drawing

represents the object, the gist of the most effective suggestions

that can be employed by the instructor is embodied in the

question, Does the drawing look like the object? The most

valuable use of the time is found when the maximum propor-

tion is devoted to actual drawing and the minimum to verbal

explanations and directions. Often a child's first impulse to

represent an interesting object is smothered by analysis and

explanation. Much discussion in words, of things to be ex-

pressed in terms that are not words, is dangerous to the vitality

of results. Instruction and explanation are necessary, but they

should be such as to stimulate and direct, not displace practice.

In conjunction with well-directed practice, the effects of per-

spective should be considered at an age when they can be

appreciated and applied to aid towards correctness of expression.

There is some analogy between principles of perspective in draw-

ing and principles of technical grammar in language. Study

of the latter, to be effective, does not precede power to use the

language intelligently. It is a question whether study of per-

spective principles as such is of value below the sixth or seventh

year of the school course.

Many of those especially interested in drawing are asking

that more time be devoted to that subject. It may be well to

inquire, however, if the question having right of way is not

that concerning the most effective use of the time now avail-

able. In primary grades many precious hours are wasted in

attempts to teach perspective principles as such, and lo correct

certain tendencies shown in children's drawings, which tenden-

cies should be considered as a hint of the road to follow, rather

than as depravities to be overcome.

For principles of perspective, for the mechanics of drawing,

a small child has little appreciation or use. There will come a

time when he is interested in the correct representation of form,

but until he is eight or nine years of age, the chief value of

drawing to him is as a new way to express his ideas. An
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object placed before him usuall}^ acts as a starter to the train

of his imagination, rather than as the center of his observations.

His interest is in the story his lines tell, not in the way of tell-

ing it. His marks lack much of artistic composition and per-

spective accuracy, but they are full of intention.

A child's interests are mainl}^ in himself and his play, in

people and their activities, and in other things in proportion

as they are related to these. If his drawing is an expression

of these interests instead of a struggle to represent abstract

type forms, he will gain facility in graphic expression of his

ideas. For lack of this early facility, no amount of later prac-

tice can fully compensate. The time gradually comes when he

is interested in the correctness of his representation, and, little

by little, with its coming, the principles of drawing appearances

can be taught and are valuable then, because they appeal as

aids in gaining a desired result.

Historj^ of methods of teaching reading has repeated itself

remarkably in the manner of instruction in drawing. Some
thinos that have lono- been reles-ated to oblivion in the former

still persist in the latter.

2. Train ability to express accurately results of observation

in form useful for scientific data.

Such expression gives prominence to exact records of facts

under consideration, rather than to representation of general

aesthetic effects.

Such accuracy is not desirable on the part of small children,

but is of steadily increasing value after a certain physiological

maturity has been reached. The best subjects are often those

to which attention is being given in some other line of study,

so the records may be those of understood facts. The most

satisfactory results are usually obtained where the scope of

facts to be recorded is sufficiently limited to be definite. The

most effective criticism is concerning the adequacy of the graphic

description. Perspective principles are valuable in so far as

they aid perspicuity of expression.

In such work as this, the brush and soft pencil with broad

lead, so useful in sketching, can with advantage be superseded

by a moderately hard pencil, sharp enough to tell the truth.

3. Awaken interest in painting, sculpture and architecture.
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Such interest comes partly through familiarity with a con-

siderable number of masterpieces, new and old. It means the

discovery that a rich artistic inheritance exists, and is available

for enjoyment and study.

Further investigation is needed as to how a child's possi-

bilities for a?sthetic appreciation of works of art can best be

developed. Experiments already made offer some suggestions

worthy of consideration :
—

(a) That aesthetic appreciation is late in developing. The

public schools below the high school can do little more than

lay a foundation for it.

(b) That the first impulses, which later may develop into

such appreciation, may come from well-drawn, vigorously

colored children's pictures, as well as from world-renowned

masterpieces ; and that the best preparation for artistic appre-

ciation in maturity is the fullest enjoyment in childhood of the

art that is within the realm of childhood's comprehension.

(c) In the attempt to stimulate assthetic appreciation, any

masterpiece, even though it be a great one, will not do simply

because it is a masterpiece. It must be in touch with the

child's range of experiences. Great pictures may grow to

seem commonplace before the hour for appreciation of them

has come.

(d) A child's appreciation of a masterpiece is hindered more

than helped by analysis of its composition.

When imagination can be set at work under the stimulus

and direction of a good picture, feelings may be awakened

that later may develop into artistic appreciation. The esthetic

value of a picture is not wholly in the inspiration it brings.

Its frame is a gateway to a realm of inspiration. The specta-

tor's store of experiences will determine how far within that

realm he has power to go. A child's interpretive experiences

are not very extended.

In the matter of English, teachers do not feel that they are

cheating small children of their literary inheritance by with-

holding the study of such authors as Browning or Shakespeare

till a degree of maturity is reached.

Some literature and some pictures of the highest sort, how-

ever, are adapted to early grades. These are chiefly pictures
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of children, of familiar human activities and relationships, and

of animals. Probably a child's reasons for liking these are

not wholly of an aesthetic nature.

A basis for enjoyment of art is not gained entirely by the

study of works of art. Delight in flowers and birds, in sun-

shine and changing cloud forms and ocean waves, in music and

poetry, — all aid. In turn artistic appreciation increases one's

enjoyment of all these. We see nature through the eyes of

painters, sculptors and poets more than we realize. A country

becomes picturesque to the majority after it has been inter-

preted by painters.

As has been said, methods of developing aesthetic appre-

ciation in children in the public schools await more careful

consideration than has yet been given them. In a sense art

cannot be taught. I believe, however, that it is possible for

most boys and girls to receive a training that shall aid them to

reach a discerning point where not only treasures of art, but

customary surroundings as well, shall show to them what exists

therein of beauty and distinction. Art instruction in public

schools should accomplish such a result. Not to see these

things, says Walter Pater, " is on this short day of frost and

sun, to sleep before evening."

4. Train ability to make and read working drawings and to

use drawing instruments.

This means power to express constructions of three dimen-

sions adequately, upon a surface of only two, b}^ means of the

conventions of working drawing, and in turn to gain from

a working drawing all the facts necessary for constructing an

object, or making a sketch of its appearance.

The study of working drawing gains in efficiency when it is

frequently made the preliminarj^ of actual construction. It

is the natural attendant of manual training. ^\^hen working

drawing becomes an end in itself, it seldom calls forth as

effectively the power to think clearly' in three dimensions as

when it preludes and aids the making of things.

A pupil has acquired ability to think in three dimensions

when he can translate objects and pictures of objects into terms

of working drawings, and translate working drawings into

sketches showing pictorial appearance.
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5. Lay the foundations of appreciation of good design.

This means training in the selection and best use of mate-

rials and decorations to meet given conditions.

The most fruitful problems are usually those occurring in

connection with school and home life, in which the pupils

have a personal interest, and the finished results of Avhich

appeal to them as of value. Such training develops a dis-

cernment of beauty and an appreciation of the right thing for

the right place. These are not gained by knowing a variety

of rules by which to judge the form, color or appropriateness

of designs, but from familiarity with line artistic examples and

by continual interested choosing between things better and

worse.

Development in this direction is cumulative, and continually

increases the power of estimating the fitness of things and

appreciating what they possess of beauty.

As supplementary to or contained in the regular course in

design, such problems as the following have proved themselves

excellent : arrangement of school work, covers for school

papers on various subjects, practice of good printing, design-

ing of monograms and initial letters, study and choice of

vases and arrangement of bouquets, making holiday decora-

tions and friendship tokens, choosing, framing and hanging

pictures, designing apparatus and objects for use in school and

at home, etc. Problems of this sort involve all the principles

of good design

.

The betterment of schoolrooms and grounds furnish con-

crete problems where conditions solicit sucli attention. In

some country schools these have been turned to good account.

Where this has been done, there usually exists a wholesome

pride in the results. The children ask concerning a visitor,

'
' Did he notice how nice our room looked ?

"

Interest and experience in such matters are an excellent in-

troduction to a regard for the appearance of the town, and a

thoughtful consideration of the problems relating to its im-

provement. Each upper grammar and high school should

have, in addition to its examples of historic ornament and

masterpieces of architecture and paintings of the past, a col-

lection of photographs of excellent public buildings, bridges,
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streets, statues, fountains, lighting apparatus and other things

which vitall}^ aiiect the appearance of a twentieth-century town.

The question of beauty in public construction is not a super-

ficial one. Even from a utilitarian point of view it cannot be

regarded with indifference. Foreign cities have given more

attention to such matters in the past than have we. They
have had more time since the early struggle with the wilder-

ness, and have long possessed a wealth of applied art that

accumulates only with centuries. They have solved many
problems of civic beauty, and are making others the subject

of experiment. A remarkable interest in this field has appeared

in the United States within the last few years.

Increased attractiveness and beauty will be the reward of

many American towns when they give more careful attention

to certain matters of public construction. Among the more

important are the following :
—

Streets and Roads. — Interest, in the subject of good roads

is widespread, and already has borne much fruit. Interest in

making them beautiful is also at work. The office of tree

warden has been proved to be one that should not be bestowed

carelessly.

In one or two American towns a skilled landscape gardener

is engaged at certain times during the year, and his advice

placed at the free disposal of citizens. Those who wish their

grounds to be best planned from the standpoint of intrinsic

possibilities and of the effect of the street as a whole, can have

the judgment of a specialist. Some such plan as this is worthy

of wider consideration.

Bridges. — The artistic problem of the small bridge has

been solved in many places. For example, one who has fol-

lowed along "The Backs" in Cambridge, Eng., realizes how
much picturesque beauty is added to a stream by bridges of

perfect design. Bridges in Nuremburg and Venice offer quaint

and beautiful suggestions. Cities of France and Germany fur-

nish good plans of larger bridges. Excellent examples are

abundant.

When a town is about to build a bridge, it is called upon to

decide whether it will add to itself an ugly, a commonplace or

an exceedingly beautiful feature. The average iron bridge
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over a country stream invites attention from itself to the need

for artistic improvement.

Public Buildings. — Tlie majority of Massachusetts town

libraries are private bequests, and the designs are decided upon

by the donor. The buildings in most cases are an admirable

accession to the artistic wealth of the town.

The architecture and equipment of school buildings during

the past ten years have improved greatl}^ Eecent structures

are in many cases models of good taste. Man}^ town halls, in

both form and decoration, still illustrate a period of extremely

low ebb of festhetic appreciation. As to railroad stations, the

gateways of modern towns, Massachusetts can show examples

of extremes in architectural quality.

Lighting Ajjparatus, TelegrcqjJi and Trolley Poles, etc. —
The artistic qualities of these have received much consideration

in foreign countries. The Belgian Societ}^ has given them

special attention.

Electric light poles in Massachusetts cities are generally

designed with the heavy curve of a semicircle at the top ; those

of foreign cities and towns ordinarily show the line of a spiral.

This o-ives a o-raceful accent to those structures, and does much

towards freeing them from the usual dreary monotony. Some

continental cities, especially those of Holland and France, pro-

duce good designs for telegraph poles, with charming wrought-

iron work, which relieves the customary right angles.

Trolley poles also are artistically treated in most foreign

cities. Those of Leeds, Eng., for example, are simple, yet of

good design, while in some parts of Berlin they are elaborately

ornamented, yet in keeping with their surroundings in the

imperial city. Interesting designs for guide boards and other

street signs are also to be found in these places.

Beautiful wrought-iron work, in countless applications,

abounds in cities where the arts of design reached a high level

in times past. In Nuremburg, for example, gates, street signs,

hinges, brackets, lamps, grills, etc., are wrought with finest

skill. One finds sources of delight at every turn. Such mar-

vels of beauty as the gates, doors, hinges, carvings, knockers

and latches of the Frauenkirche and the Lorenzkirche richly

reward study.
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Fountains. — The crowning beauty of an ornamental foun-

tain sliould be the form assumed by the water itself. The

construction ought to be an appropriate setting for this. Gro-

tesque sources for the water may excite curiosity and interest,

but can rarely satisfy the sense of fitness. Numberless exam-

ples of fountains, good and bad, exist here and abroad, and

also abundant suggestions for new and tasteful designs

Drinking fountains, too, offer excellent artistic possibilities.

Farks and Public Grounds. — These are receiving a gratify-

ing amount of attention. That first requisite of taste, that the

features of natural beauty be allowed to dominate, and that the

labor expended shall emphasize rather than remove or obscure

these, is extensively appreciated.

Public Festival Decorations, Monuments and Landmarks.—
The transient festival decorations for public holidays, and the

more permanent public monuments, are the outward expression

of a general sentiment, patriotic, religious or other. They

may partake of the impressive quality of the fetes and pageants

of Florence or Antwerp, or may be on the level of the New
England "Horribles."

The best classic festivals were arranged by artists, and were

a stimulus to artistic production and appreciation and to an

exalted public spirit. There is valuable opportunity for im-

provement of the beauty of decorations for our public holidays.

The standard for public monuments is receiving increasing-^

consideration. Private monuments, especially those in ceme-

teries near large cities, often leave much to be desired towards

satisfying the ii?sthetic sense of fitness. Some are unpleas-

antly disquieting in theu- desperate attempts at prolongation

of mortal memory by artificial means. Few more appropriate

designs have been invented for marking burial places than the

gray slate stone of the early settlers, with some modifications

in the manner of ornament and inscriptions. Time and lichens

do not disfigure it. It quietly takes its place in the land-

scape, and seems a "courteous acceptance of the eternal

peace."

Historical landmarks, which grow increasingly precious

with added years, need a setting skilfully and appropriately

planned.
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Advertising. — The problem of advertising is one of the

most serious with which towns liave to deal, in the effort to

render streets and landscape more attractive.

Two solutions promise to be effective, — one, the develop-

ment of such a public opinion that flagrant advertising will

cease to paj" ; the other, limitation by law.

The first has proved effective in some few localities ; the second

works well abroad, but its constitutionalitj^ in this country is

questioned. Many foreign cities, in their campaigns against

advertisements which disfigure streets and landscapes, have

resorted to taxation according to size. Consequently, skill is

expended by advertisers to make the most attractive showing

within narrow limits. The result has been some exceedingly

artistic productions, so good as to start a fad for collecting

posters. The establishment of kiosks like those of Paris has

aided greatly in solving the problem.

Several attempts at legislative limitation of advertising priv-

ileges have been made in this country, and sharply contested.

The Cleveland law reoulatino- billboards has been declared

unconstitutional. On the other hand, the famous " Buftalo

decision," rendered by Justice Ivruse, gives occasion for en-

couragement. A full account of this will be found in the

Buffalo daily papers for Oct. 1, 1901.

A resident in a Massachusetts town told me that, after the

posting by a theatre company of bills portraying, with life-

sized figures, a thrilling murder scene, some boys of the town

gathered in front of the advertisement and acted out the scene

under the inspiration of the pictures.

In all these matters, public opinion and public taste rule.

Public assthetic needs demand that art education in schools

shall fiu'nish practical standards of taste.

The demands for drawing and art education are sufficiently

fundamental to necessitate their incorporation in a well-

iDalanced public school course. In that course, however, they

become parts of a whole, and need consideration in their rela-

tion to that whole which is greater than its parts. They should

not only be in the course, but of it.

Experiments in methods are being tried everywhere. This

is a healthy sign. The attitude of superintendents and school
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committees towards these experiments has been exceedingly

generous. In the main, criticisms have been withheld, and

full liberty given. There is need, however, that comparison

and discussion of the results of these experiments be made by

educators who are not art teachers, as well as by those who

are specialists in that line. From the two points of view a

more trustworthy light may be thrown upon the subject. It

is hoped that superintendents will offer their suggestions in

this matter.

There is need also of an intimate knowledge of the scope

and spirit of school w^ork as a whole, and of drawing in rela-

tion to that whole, on the part of special teachers of drawing.

Early specialization on a narrow^ foundation is not conducive

to continuous development, and has an unfortunate influence

upon those who must take part in a broad general work.

The special teacher requires a comprehensive outlook, in

order that he may present his w^ork so that it will accomplish

its purpose, and, on account of its saneness, will commend

itself as indispensable.

Respectfully submitted,

WALTER SARGENT.
Dec. 31, 1903.
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BASED ON
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J. W. MacDonald and G. T. Fletcher, Agents of the Board.





COUNTY TEUANT SCHOOLS.

The following statement gives statistics for the year 1903 :

CUUNTT IKUANT SCHOOLS.
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other three grades are in school three hours in the afternoon,

from 1.30 to 4,30, with ten minutes' recess. With this order

the result is vevy good, and the teacher can give more indi-

vidual attention than would be possible with all at the same

time for four hours, as heretofore.

Vocal music is taught three evenings each week.

The boys attend church in the city when the weather per-

mits. The church people have given them a cordial welcome,

and they very much enjoy the service.

The farm is composed of thirty-three acres of excellent land,

from which plenty of fresh vegetables in variety in their season

are furnished for the dietary. The boys are given practical

lessons and taught to enjoy the work. Market gardening is

followed to some extent, and the boys learn to prepare fruits

and vegetables for market.

They are also taught the feeding and care of live stock.

The farm is necessary to develop the boy and to give him a

strong, healthful body.

The greenhouse is a splendid thing, and the cultivation of

flowering plants seems to have a refining influence on the boys.

The chief winter crops are tomatoes and rhubarb. At the

present time (December) tomatoes are ripening. Several boys

help in the greenhouse ; others are taken through it in classes

and told of the work and of the development of the plants.

The health of the school has been excellent. This seems

remarkable when we consider the condition that many of the

boys were in before they came to us.

Through the winter the boys are taught plain carpentry.

Some are employed at chair-seating, but not much is done in

this line.

A laundry has been put in on the first floor, the basement

enlarged and well lighted, an adequate coal pocket added,

while other improvements are being made.

Number of boys in the school Dec. 1, 1902,

Admitted during the year, .

Whole number cared for, .

Discharged during the year,

Average attendance during the year,

.

Remaining Nov 30, 1903, .

32

33

65

28

34

37
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COiVOIENTS BY Me. PrINCE.

The school was visited by Mr. John T. Prince, agent of the

Board, who makes the following comments :
—

Although some improvement has been made in the building,

there yet remains much to be done before the accommodations

are what tliey should be. The schoolroom is poorlj^ ventilated,

there is no proper playroom for the boys in cold and stormy

weather, and no provision is made for manual training. There

is a fair supply ofapparatus and a large number of books, such as

they are. Some of the books of the library should be removed

and others added, suitalde to the needs of the boys.

There are two sessions of the school,— a forenoon session

of two and a quarter hours for the first and fourth grades,

and an afternoon session of three hours for the third, fifth and

sixth grades. The only industrial work of the school is chair-

seating and the farm and household work. There ought to be

one or two hours a day of such industrial work as ^vill be of

direct value to the boys educationally, and as will be of service

to them when they leave the school. There ought also, in my
opinion, to be more nature study and more practical language

work than is done at present.

"While the teaching is somewhat crude, the spirit of the

school seems to be excellent. The boys as a rule are busy

with their tasks, and are attentive in recitation. Indeed, this

is the strongest feature of the institution as a whole, and, in

my judgment, it is the most important. There is to all ap-

pearance a good degree of freedom and cheerfulness among

the boys, and an evident attitude of obedience to authority.

Such is the spirit of the discipline that corporal punishment is

seldom resorted to, and running away from school has been

of late a rare occurrence. With some needed improvements

in the building and a changed curriculum in the direction

named, this school, I believe, may be made under its present

management one of the best of its kind.



.. 30, 1902,
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of work attempted are still very inadequate. If, as we are

told, the boys enjoy so much the little manual work they have,

it is very strange that there is not more of it and a better kind,

especially as good industrial work is now almost universally

advocated by intelligent directors of this class of schools.

There is another need of this school quite as great, in my
opinion, as increased attention to industrial training, and that

is, proper facilities for separating the older from the younger

and more innocent children. It was plain to see that without

extraordinary precautions five or six of the older boys must

necessarily have a demoralizing influence upon the younger

boys of the school. Sleeping in the same room at night and

playing together several hours a day, some of the time without

oversight, afibrd opportunities for contamination which can

hardly be prevented under present conditions. This separa-

tion can be effected only by making some changes in the house,

and by securing the aid of an additional teacher and caretaker.

Such an arrangement would make possible an almost complete

separation of older and j^ounger boys, by having one division

occupied with the manual or physical exercises under guidance,

while the others are at their books or household duties. Of

course it would greatly add to the expense, but it would, I

doubt not, be a saving in the end, besides being the means of

giving some of the boys a fair chance to improve a privilege

which they have not now in full measure.

TRUANT SCHOOL OF HAMPSHIRE AND FRANKLIN
COUNTIES, GOSHEN.

Mr. Fletcher reports his visit to this school as follows :
—

The truant school at Goshen seems to have a nominal exist-

ence until the count}'^ commissioners of Franklin and Hamp-

shire counties make some other arrangements for placing their

truants.

The place is a farmhouse in the western part of the town of

Goshen, called Lithia. Mr. August D. Cordtsen and his wife

have kept " open house"' for three years and three months,

awaiting the arrival of any truants. During this period of
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time but one boy has been sent to the place for commitment.

He was an absentee from school, kept at home by his mother,

that she "might attend church frequently," as reported. This

colored boy from Northampton was committed Sept. 1, 1900,

for a period of six months, being discharged from the school

March 8, 1901. He received school instruction five hours

daily, of a suitable character, from Mrs. Cordtsen, a teacher

of experience in the public schools. The boy did "chores"

at the house and barn, and some farm work with Mr. Cordtsen.

The instruction and manual labor were as well adapted to the

needs of the boy as they would be to other boys of like dis-

position.

Since the discharge of this boy, March 8, 1901, no truant

or absentee has been sent to the place. No special provision

has been made by Mr. Cordtsen for schoolroom and dormitory

accommodations, though space for such rooms, on a small

scale, is reserved in the house, to be put in order when needed.

That there are truants in the two counties can hardly be doubted,

but they have not been sent to Groshen. Possibly a warning is

sufficient. Practically, the counties of Franklin and Hamp-
shire have no suitable truant school, and it is evidently the

duty of the county commissioners to provide one.

Overtures have been made to the officials of Hampden County,

but the school at Springfield is full. The building and grounds

there need enlargement and better adaptation to the needs of

the boys, especially in opportunities for industrial training.

A union of the four western counties for truant school pur-

poses would render possible such facilities for the education of

boys as are greatly needed.

MIDDLESEX COUNTY TRUANT SCHOOL, NORTH
CHELMSFORD.

M. A. Warren, Superintendent.

There were 143 boys in the school Jan. 1, 1903

Admitted during the year,

Whole number for the year,

Discharged during the year,

Remaining Dec. 31, 1903, .

Average number for the year,

87

230

94

136

l-i-4
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During the year 81 were committed for habitaal truancy and

6 for violation of the rules of school ; 79 were discharged by

expiration of sentence, and 15 released upon probation.

Of those committed, 72 could read and write, 1 could only

read and 14 could neither read nor write.

The current expenses for the year amounted to $23,994.51,.

or a weekly cost of $2.30 per capita.

COMilENTS BY Mr. FlETCHER.

Mr. Fletcher makes the following report of his visit to this

school :
—

The school will be admirably equipped in buildings after the

completion of the one nearly finished, which will accommodate

50 hoys.

Three teachers are employed for the ordinary schoolroom

w^ork. While I was there recitations which were well adapted

to the ability and needs of the pupils were conducted by each

teacher. All of the boys seemed interested in their studies

and recitations. The work in sloyd, under the direction of a

competent man, seems to be of much interest and profit to the

boys.

All of the pupils engage in the various occupations incident

to the running of the school, such as cooking, laundry work,

care of the dormitories, etc., changing employment from time

to time, for variety of exercise.

The clothing room gives evidence of the skill and industry

of the' pupils in making their own apparel. The extended

accommodations and improvements made the past yeav have

aftbrded opportunities for manual labor which the boys have

greatly enjoyed.

Improvement of the grounds and cultivation of crops in

garden and field have called for much profitable activity.

The necessity and value of amusement are recognized in the

conduct of the school. The boys have opportunities for free-

dom in play that aiford healthy bodily exercise, intellectual

and moral improvement. The organization of a brass band

has been a means of musical trainins; and a source of o-reat

pleasure to the boys.

The marked executive ability of Superintendent Warren,

the motherly care of the boys by Mrs. Warren, and the effi-
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ciency of the teachers and officers, have combined to make the

school and home life, in many ways, ideal.

The boys who remain longest under these good influences

will leave the school with a- valuable training in obedience,

industry, general intelligence and right social relations, that

make for good citizenship.

The wise economy in management is seen in the low net

cost per pupil for maintenance and in the prudent expenditure

for buildings and other improvements. It is encouraging to

notice a tendency to longer terms of commitment of boys, with

release upon recommendation of the superintendent.

It is very evident that in some cities and large towns many of

the truants are not sent to the truant schools, while from a larger

number of small towns no truants are sent to these institutions.

A small expense to the towns and lack of enforcement of

the truancy law by local officials are the causes of this neglect.

The appointment of county or State truant officials to co-

operate with local authorities would prove beneficial to the

cause of education.

TRUANT SCHOOL OF NORFOLK, BRISTOL AND PLYM-
OUTH COUNTIES, WALPOLE.

James H. Ckaig, Su2ierintenclent.

Number of boys in school Dec. 1, 1902, 49

Number of boys committed during 1903 (up to December 1), 36

Number of boys discharged during 1903 (up to December 1), 43

Number of boys in school Dec. 1, 1903, 42

Two teachers are continually employed. The school hours

are the same as in former years. Extensive repairs, including

replastering, painting and paperhanging, etc., have been made,

and a new roof has been put on.

A great improvement in the method of lighting has been in-

troduced, electricity taking the place of kerosene oil.

The coming year will doubtless see the erection and fitting

out of the contemplated hospital building.

Comments by Mr. MacDonald.

Mr. MacDonald makes the following observations upon his

visit to this school :
—
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At Walpole there were 41 boys who appeared to be well fed

and housed. Their schooling was conlined to the common

school branches, and there were two teachers, permitting a

fairly good classification and opportunity for adapting the in-

struction to the individual capacity. Though the teachers put

into their work a good deal of earnest and forceful effort, they

failed to elicit from most of the boys any very noticeable

show of interest, and Avhat little progress was made was at the

cost of much reiteration and prodding. Boys of this class do

not readily assimilate intellectual abstractions, but at Walpole

it is practically this or nothing, unless scrubbing floors and

washing dishes can be counted in the course of studies. To

be sure, in summer the conditions are a little more favorable,

because the boys then find relief in farming. Other than this,

there is as yet no suitable industrial instruction or training

that would give the boy's better self possession of him.

This is one of the truant schools of the State that are man-

aged on the notion that their inmates are wholly to blame for

being as they are, and that no concession, therefore, should be

made to their tastes, capabilities or future welfare. It is, may

we hope, the passing remnant of an earlier opinion, that truant

schools should be made so disagreeable that even devils would

change to angels to keep from being sent to them. Eesults

did not confirm this opinion, and in all intelligent and humane

communities the treatment has been changed so far as food and

other phj^sical wants are concerned, but the people of Bristol,

Norfolk and Plymouth counties have not given to the intel-

lectual, the industrial and hence the moral side of this question

the consideration that it calls for. Let us hope that sooner or

later they will do so.

SUFFOLK COUNTY, PARENTAL SCHOOL, CITY OF
BOSTON.

Dana P. Dame, Superintendent.

Various facts of interest are presented, as follows :
—

Number of boys in school Feb. 1, 1903, 242

Committed during the year, . . . . . . .211
Returned from probation, 2

Disciiarged during the year, . . . , . . . . 189
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Released on probation, 31

235

235

40

7

11 years, 8 months, 18 days

Number in school Jan. 31, 1904,

Average membership.

Number recommitted first time.

Number recommitted second time.

Average age at commitment, .

Average time spent in the school by boys discharged and

released, 13 months, 7 days

Two hundred and forty boys gave the following reasons and

excuses for playmg truant: influenced by older boys, 51;

disliked the teacher, 37; to attend theatres, ball games, etc.,

35 ; fear of punishment at school, 19 ; to ride on teams and

cars, 18 ; disliked school work, 14 ; to gamble, 12 ; to wander

about the streets, 10 ; kept at home by parents, 10 ; to work,

to get money for cigarettes and attending theatres, 7 ; sessions

of school too long, 7 ; unable to keep up with class, 6 ; weather

too hot, 4; to go swimming, 3 ; lived too far from school, 2

;

to visit relatives, 2 ; had no clothes fit to wear, 2 ; to smoke, 1.

Of these 240 boys, 188 attended Sunday School ; 181 used

tobacco ; 80 had attended kindergarten ; 45 had been visited

at their homes by their teachers.

At the present time we have ample accommodations for all

the boys. The three new cottages costing $30,000 each, and

having accommodations for 30 boys each, were opened last

spring. The cottages are six in number, and named in honor

of mayors of Boston : Quinc}^, Hart and Collins, the three new

cottages, for 30 boys each ; O'Brien and Phillips, for 40 boys

each ; Curtis, for 80 boys.

The work of the schools has been substantially the same as

in the previous year, in charge of eight grade teachers and two

sloyd teachers.

There being no vacation school in the summer, much of the

boys' time was occupied in gardening, grading and road build-

ino;. While this work as conducted had not the educative

value of work usually done in vacation schools, nevertheless,

it may be said that the boys' time was profitably employed, and

that in all probabilit}^ their health was better than if they had

been confined several hours a day in hot and poorly ventilated

rooms.

In general, the health of the boys has been good ; we have
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been free from epidemics, and have had very few cases of seri-

ous sickness.

As in previous years, the hoys' teeth have been examined

several times during the year, and treatment given when

needed. Their eyes were tested soon after entering the school,

and spectacles provided when needed.

Comments by Mr. Fletcher.

The school m as visited by Mr. Fletcher, who speaks of it as

follows :
—

Three hundred boys are in attendance. The erection of

three expensive, commodious buildings the past year should

aftbrd accommodations for a larger number of boys.

The two wooden buildings in which are the four schoolrooms

are cheap structures, not well heated or ventilated.

A sloyd room in the basement of one of the new buildings

has no provision for heating, and the temperature on a mild

day was below 60°.

I found efficient, faithful teachers in all of the schoolrooms.

The deportment, disposition, industry and interest of the

pupils were commendable. The relation existing between

teacher and pupils seemed to be very kind and cordial.

There is such a wide range of age, ability and knowledge

among the pupils that much of the work of the teachers is like

that in ungraded schools. This is not, in itself, a disadvan-

tage, provided the real educational needs of every pupil are to

be considered as paramount rather than his past or prospective

standing in some grade of the public schools.

In many instances the courses of study and gradation of the

city schools are a misfit for the truant boy, and any attempt to

keep him up or down to grade will be a waste of time and

energy of teacher and pupil, — an educational mistake. He
should be given individually such instruction as his present

need and future prospects seem to call for. Some boys may
profitably be given grade work. Many boys should l)e sent to

the truant school to finish their education, or to remain during

the compulsory age limit, unless dismissed by recommendation

of the superintendent.

A better school and home life are found here than elsewhere.
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To be clean, well fed, housed and clothed are vital elements

in juvenile education, and the Boston Parental School affords

these conditions. Larger opportunities for industrial training

in shop, garden or field should be utilized. The interest of

the younger boys in "raffia" and of the older ones in sloyd,

and the zest with which the ordinary school lessons were taken

after the manual exercises, show that hand and head should

receive training in connection.

The work done by the boys in the various departments of

housekeeping is valuable.

Under the judicious management of Superintendent Dame,
assisted by the officers and teachers, the school is doing a good

work.

WORCESTER COUNTY TRUANT SCHOOL, OAKDALE.

Frank L. Johnson, Superintendent.

The year 1903 has made many changes of importance in this

school.

The Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board has taken a large

part of the best tillage land, which means much to our boys in

their outdoor labors and pleasures. A new State road is in

construction so near the school as to injure the beauty and use-

fulness of it. A large sewerage plant has been placed in view

of the schoolrooms, and in summer the south wind brings this

fact strongly to our attention.

In early summer a life-long friend of the school, Henry
G. Taft, chairman of the "Worcester County Commissioners,

died, and his vacant place is a reminder of his kindness and

good judgment. He is missed by all who knew him at the

school.

Considerably more time has been spent the past year in

industrial education than in any previous year. The following

list of sloyd models has been accepted for a year's course of

study, and upon its completion a boy is given a certificate that

he has completed this course of stud}^ Elementary sloyd :

1, the pencil sharpener ; 2, the coat and hat rack ; 3, the stand
;

4, the swing board; 5, the teapot stand; 6, the photograph

shelf; 7, the ring toss; 8, the spade; 9, the calendar book;
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10, the picture frame; 11, the handkerchief box ; 12, the toy

cart. This list is the minimum work of the boy.

The summer months, July and August, are spent by the

boys in the fields, gardens and woods. They work in the

morning and plaj^ in the afternoon, and are most interested in

their playgardens and base-ball.

The boys are left to themselves, and are individually held

responsible for the conduct of the school. They are taught

independence and individual actions.

The boys are educated by doing things, making things,

taking care of things, and they take care of themselves, —
successfully or not cannot be known until the school of life

lets out.

CoioiENTS BY Mr. MacDonald.

Mr. MacDonald makes the following report of his official

visitation :
—

At Oakdale there were 47 boys, ranging in age from nine to

fifteen, of whom 31 w^ere from the city of Worcester, — an

evidence that the law is being enforced in that city.

For instruction in the common school branches these boys

are arranged in three divisions, a classification as satisfactory,

perhaps, as the limitation of the teaching force admits, but it

necessitates the putting together of boys of widely diflerent

abilities and attainments. In the forenoon all of these boys

are in charge of one regular teacher, who for two hours each

afternoon for four days in the week has alternately one of the

two upper divisions in sloyd, while the two other divisions

continue their common school work in charge of an apprentice

teacher from the normal school at Worcester. Thus the two

upper divisions have sixteen hours per week in common school

branches and fom' in sloyd ; and the lowest twenty hours per

week in the common school branches. No special provisions,

up to the time of my visit, had been made for this last division

in manual training. The evenings are also utilized to supple-

ment in various and efficient waj^s the education of the boys.

The common school instruction was on the whole fairly satis-

factory ; as much so, perhaps, as conditions permit.

It required, as is to be expected, some effort on the part of

the teachers to keep order ; but it was noticeable that those
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Tequiring most attention in this respect were the boys in the

lowest division, who had been the shortest time in the scliool,

and had, as I have said, no manual training work. The deport-

ment of the rest was excellent.

In the manual training room no effort to keep order was

needed, and one would not have to observe this work long-

before being convinced that for cultivating attention, applica-

tion and industry, it has no equal for this class of boys. I

maj^ say, too, that in connection with this work was some of

the best arithmetic and perhaps language instruction that I saw

in the school.

To conclude, I would say that the school seemed to me to be

in excellent condition and under excellent management.

LYMAN SCHOOL FOR BOYS, WESTBOROUGH.

This school was visited by Mr. Prince, who says :
—

At the time of my visit, December 2, there were but 5 boys

in the school who had been committed as habitual absentees.

Probably their real offence was much more serious. The present

hesitation of judges to commit boys to this institution for simple

truanc}^ is justified, I believe, on the ground of possible con-

tamination. However good the discipline might be, it would

hardly be possible to prevent comparatively young and inno-

cent boys from being injured by association with boys such as

must be taken into the Lyman School. My observations at the

time of my visit confirmed ni}^ previous impressions as to the

excellence of discipline and instruction maintained in the school.

There seems to be found comparatively little need of corporal

punishment, much use being made of a credit system, which

has a restraining influence upon the boys.

The course of study pm^sued in the school is quite good.

There is a fairly liberal amount of time given to manual train-

ing, but the time given to it might possibly be spent to better

advantage than it is at present, if the work were extended

somewhat so as to include a variety of industries with the dkect

purpose of making useful objects. If this were done, the

younger boys could profitably give to industrial work through-
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out the year the tmie that is now given to it but five months

of the year, — viz., twelve and one half hours a week.

The equipment of the school is quite good, including a large

number of good books for reading and objects for nature stud3\

The work of two or three of the teachers was excellent.

Perhaps all of it would have been found, so if I had had more

time for inspection. In some of the rooms I failed to see the

practical language work which should be given in abundance

in such schools as these. I thought I discovered also a ten-

dency in some rooms to formal drill of a profitless kind, — a

tendency which is too common everywhere.

I was glad to hear that great care is to be taken in the future

in the selection of teachers. The personal influence of the

teacher in such schools as these cannot be overestimated.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, LANCASTER.

Mr. MacDonald gives the following result of his visit to this

school :
—

In the Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster there are

nominally but 6 truants, and these are manifestly of a much
lower type, intellectually and morally, than truant school

boys, from which fact it would seem that girls have to be much
worse than boys l)efore the State undertakes to rescue them
from their environments. It also raises the question whether

there are not a good many girls for whom and for societ}^ it

would be better if the State took charge of them at an earlier

stage in their downward career.

It seems evident that the truant girls at Lancaster are in

kind and sympathetic hands, and that everything is being

done for their good that the means of the institution permits.

It is difficult to see, furthermore, how they can be injured by
contact with other inmates who are there for other ofiences, for

the difi'erence between them seems to be largely one of name
;

and it is probable that whatever difierence morally there is

between the inmates here is no greater than would be between

the inmates of a school of the same size where all were held

for truancy.
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The o^irls at Lancaster have instruction fifteen hours a week

in common school branches, four in sloyd, three in drawing,

about twent}^ in sewing, and a varying amount of time in

cooking and housekeeping. Here, as in the boys' schools, the

education that is best liked is the kind that involves the most

muscular activity and training.

The sloyd work, the sewing and the drawing are especially

creditable. At the time of my visit the girls were making

things to send home for Christmas presents, and their zeal in

the work was unmistakable.

The o-h-ls, including all the inmates, are distributed in eio:ht

schools, over which an efEcient superintendent has been ap-

pointed, who, in addition to her work of supervising, gives a

model lesson each day in one of the schools. There is a

special teacher of sloyd.

It seems to me that prejudice against sending truant girls

to this school is not well founded.

Of all the instruction in the common school subjects that I

have seen in the different truant schools, it seems to me that

the most unprofitable is that phase of language known as

o-rammar. It has been evident, as I have listened to recitations

in this, that the instruction would have meant about as much

to the pupils if it had been on the rules of Sanskrit. These

pupils can be trained to express such thoughts as they have

passably well; but when it comes to. teaching them gram-

matical distinctions, it is well nigh a waste of time. It seems

to me that if the time thus spent were used for increasing the

practice in oral reading, for training in good articulation and

pronunciation, and for writing letters and accounts of things the

pupils know about, it would yield better results in language,

and do much more for the general intelligence of the pupils.

In closing, I would reiterate what I have frequently said

before, that the highest efficiency of these schools calls for

o-reater emphasis on the manual and industrial side of educa-

tion, including such branches as drawing, molding, wood carv-

ino' and instrumental music. All officers and teachers in these

schools agree that music is one of the most potent influences

for good among their pupils, who often show surprising ability

in learning to play umsical instruments. More should be made

of this talent.
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EVENING SCHOOLS.
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GRADUATED TABLES.

In order to show the comparative standing of the towns and cities (1) in

the taxes which they imj^ose upon themselves for the support of tlieir jjub-

lic schools, (2) in the ratio which these taxes bear to their respective valu-

ations, and (3) in the ratio of the attendance upon the public schools to the

whole number of children between five and fifteen, three graduated tables

have been prepared.

For the sake of brevity as well as convenience of reference these tables

may be named as follows :
—

I. Graduated taxation table.

II. Graduated valuation table.

III. Graduated attendance table.

Note. — The usual restalemeiits by counties of the facts presented in these

tO/bles have been dropped.

I. Graduated Taxation Table.

In this table the towns and cities are classified or ranked accoi'ding to the

amounts which they severally raise by local taxation for the school support

of each child in the average membership of the public schools. It is the

average membership that more than any other factor determines the ex-

pense of the schools, and it is the expenditure for each child in the average

membership that more than any other factor determines a town's liberality

in matters of school support. In some places large numbers of children

between five and fifteen are in private schools ; the amount raised for the

public schools is correspondingly reduced. Consequently the amounts of

the local tax for each child between five and fifteen in such places are

relatively small. To use such amounts, however, as evidence of the economy
or the parsimon}' of towns would be illogical and unjust.

Advantage is taken of this table to present important data not given in

reports previous to the sixty-sixth. They are the amounts yielded for each

child in the average membership by the local tax jylus the State and other

contributions. In the column next to the last, the amounts measure the

local taxation burden for each child in the average membership. That is to

say, the former column shows what the town unaided is doing for the child,

the latter column what the child gets from all sources.

II. Graduated Valuation Table.

This table exhibits for the several towns and cities the ratios which the

sums raised by taxation and expended for the support of the public schools
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bear to their respective assessed valuations. For convenience of appre-

hension the ratio in each case is expressed as so many dollars of tax on a

thousand dollars of valuation.

III. Graduated Attendance Table.

This table exhibits for the several towns and cities the ratio in each case

of the average attendance upon the public schools to the whole number of

children between five and fifteen reported in the school census. If there

are no private schools, the ratio is likely to be high, If there are no pri-

vate schools and at the same time an unusually large proportion of the

children under five and over fifteen are attending school, the ratio may ex-

ceed even a hundred per cent. On the other hand, if children attend pri-

vate schools in any considerable number, the fact is reflected in a lower

ratio.
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II. Geaduated Valuation Table.

A graduated table in which all the toions in the State are numerically

arraiiged according to the proportion of their taxable property ap-

projoriated for the support ofpublic schools for the year 1902-1 903.
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III. Graduated Attendance Table.

In which all the towns in the State are numerically arranged according

to the AVERAGE ATTENDANCE of the children upon the public schools

for the year 1902-1903,
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North Adams State Normal School, appropriation and expenditures for, . 148, 149

Co-ordination of normal and practice departments, 44, 45

Dormitory, construction of, 45, 46

Instructors in, with branches of study, 43

Changes in, 43

Principal of, 43

Statistics of 43-46

Parochial schools, free elementary, archdiocese of Boston, .... 132-136

Diocese of Springfield 138-140

Diocese of Fall River, 137

Statistics of, 133-140

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, . . . . 128-130

Peterson, Ellis, special inspection of normal schools by, 124

Special report on the normal schools by, 163-190

Physiology, hygiene and temperance, 212-215

Prince, John T., agent of the Board, report of
,

. 193-204

State examination and certification of teachers 193-204

Advanced character of, justified, 198-200

Candidates, number of, 200-202

Names of successful candidates, 201

Certificates : elementary, probationary, permanent, .... 201, 203

Circulars of information, relating to, 194-198

Examiners appointed, 200

Law relating to, possibilities existing under, 204

Results of, 201

Work of, examination and certification of teachers by, 123

Private schools and academies, 68, x-xcii

Public schools, attendance and enrolment data, .... 64, 72, iv-lxxxviii

Length of schooling in, 63, 69, iv-lxxxix

Number of, 63, 68, 69, ii-lxxxviii

Progressive tendencies, 141, 142, 220, 221
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Richmond, Clinton Q., report of, as visitor to the North Adams State Normal
School, 43-46

As visitor to the Westfield State Normal School, 51-53

Russell, E. Harlow, principal, Worcester State Normal School, .... 54

Salem State Normal School, appropriation and expenditures for, . . . 149, 150

Course of study, 48

Gifts and improvements, .49
Graduates and students, 47, 48

Instructors, with branches of study, 48

Changes in, 48

Model schools, 48

Principal of, 47

Semi-centennial arrangements, 49

Statistics of, 49, 50

Visitors' report of, 47-50

Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children, 127, 128

Sargent, Walter, report of 247-262

Agents for promotion of industrial drawing, names of and dates of service, . 249

Appointment of, as agent for the promotion of industrial drawing, . . 11

Art education, demands for, 251,252

Influence on construction of public buildings, etc 258-262

Drawing, course in, methods and aims of, 252-258

Study of, valuable in education of children 250

Work of, oversight of instruction in drawing, 123, 124

School census data, 63, 64, ii-lxxxviii

School committees, directions to, relating to State school fund, . . . 101-103

Schoolhouses. See Buildings.

School returns, summary of, 63-68

Abstract of, statistics, i-cxv

Schools, number of. See Public schools.

Expenditures for. See Expenditures for public schools.

Time of keeping. See Time, length of, schools have been kept.

Secretary of the Board, C. B. Tillinghast, acting, report of, . . . . 61-142

Agents of the Board, work of, . 122-124

Blind, education of, 128-130

Conveyance of school children, 98, 99

Cost of the public schools, 94-99

Deaf, education of, 124-128

Evening schools, 91-93

Feeble-minded, education of, 130-132

High schools, 78-91

State aid to, 80-91

Illiterate minors 71

Kindergartens, public, 75-78

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 124

Massachusetts school fund, new law relating to, 100-103

Parochial schools, 132-134

Prince, John T., preparation of statistical data by, for secretary's report, . 123

Public schools, number of, 63, 68, 69

Enrolment in, 72

Qualifications for position as, 9

School year, length of, 69, 70

Sixty-seventh report of, 61-142

State aid for the support of schools, 99-103

Statistics, summary of, 1902-03, 63-68
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Secretary of the Board, C. B. Tillinghast, acting, report of— Continued. page
Superintendency unions, 106-114

SnperTision by superintendents of schools 115-121

Teachers' salaries 73-75

Table of State reimbursements on account of, 104, 105

Teachers' institutes, 121, 122

Text-books and supplies, 98

Vacation schools, 93

Special schools, 124-132

American School for the Deaf, at Hartford, Conn., 125

Boston School for the Deaf, 126, 127

Clarke School for the Deaf, 124, 125

County Truant Schools, 263-278

Horace Mann School for the Deaf 126

Lyman School for Boys, at Westborough, 278, xciv

Massachusetts School for the Feeble-minded, Waltham, . . . . 130,131

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, . . . 128-130

Sarah Fuller Home for Little Deaf Children, 127, 128

State Industrial School for Girls, at Lancaster, .... 279, 280, xciT

State aid, for high schools, 80-91

For pupils in normal schools, 153

For superintendency unions, 107-114

For support of public schools, . 99-103

For teachers' salaries, 103-105, 207

State examination and certification of teachers, 123, 193-204

Advanced character of, 198-200

Appropriation and expenditures for, 156

Candidates, number of, 200-202

Names of successful candidates, 201

Certificates, elementary, probationary and permanent, .... 201-203

Circulars of information relating to, 194-198

Examiners appointed, 200

Law relating to, possibilities existing under 204

Report of, by John T. Prince, 191-204

Results of, 201

Subjects, groups of, 194-197

State school fund. See Fund, Massachusetts.

Statistics, abstract of school committees' returns for 1902-03, .... i-cxli

Counties and towns alphabetically arranged to show

:

First : (a) population of cities and towns
; (b) valuation of cities and

towns; (c) number of public schools; {d) persons between five and
fifteen years of age

; (e) persons between seven and fourteen years of

age
; (/) membership and attendance data for the school year

; {g)

recapitulation by counties, ii-lxxxviii

Second: (a) different teachers required and employed, number of; (&)

normal pupils and normal graduates employed, number of
;
(c) wages

of teachers, average per month; {d) length of schooling; (e) high

schools, statistics of
; (/) recapitulation by counties, . . . iv-lxxxix

Third : {a) expenditures for the support of schools, including only (1)

teachers' wages, (2) conveyance of pupils, (3) fuel and care of school

premises, (4) supervision by school committees, including clerical aid

and truant service, (5) supervision by superintendents, (6) text books

and school supplies, (7) school sundries; (6) amount derived from

other sources than local taxation and expended for the support of

schools; (c) amount raised by local taxation and expended for the

support of schools
; {d) recapitulation by counties, .... vi-xc
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Fourth : (a) expenditures for new schoolhouses, for alterations and
repairs ; (6) amount derived from other sources than local taxation

and expended for school buildings ; (c) amount raised by local taxa-

tion and expended for school buildings
; {d) amount raised by local

taxation and expended for all school purposes
; (e) local funds whose

income must be appropriated to the public schools
; (

/') dog tax and
other income voluntarily appropriated to public schools ; {g) recapit-

ulation by counties, viii-xci

Fifth: («) town's share of school fund income; (6) amount of voluntary

contributions expended on the public schools; (c) academies and
private schools

;
{d) estimated amount of tuition paid in academies

and private schools; (e) funds whose income must be appropriated to

academies and private schools
; (/) recapitulation by counties, . x-xcii

Evening schools : (a) number of
; (6) attendance

; (c) time ; {d) teachers

;

(e) expense, xciii

Graduated tables, explanation of, xcv, xcvi

I. Graduated taxation table, arranged to show : («) amounts raised

and expended by cities and towns for the support of schools; (J)

amount expended per child between five and fifteen years of age ; (c)

amount expended per child in the average membership ; {d) rank of

cities and towns, xcvii-cvii

II. Graduated valuation table, arranged to show : (a) proportion of tax-

able property appropriated for the support of public schools by cities

and towns of State
;

(b) rank of cities and towns, . . . cviii-cxi

III. Graduated attendance table, arranged to show : (a) average attend-

ance of children upon the public schools
; (6) ratio of attendance to

number of children between five and fifteen, .... cxii-cxv

Summary of, 63-68

Stoddard, Elijah B., member of the State Board of Education, death of, . . 14

Memorial, adopted by the Board, 16, 17

By the students of the Worcester State Normal School, . . . . 54, 55

Superintendency unions, aided by the State, list of, 106-114

New unions formed, 210

Readjustment of, 115

Superintendents of schools, addresses, names, salaries of, ... . 116-121

Supervision of schools, 115, 210

Taxation, amount raised for public schools by, .... 66, 67, 95, vi-xci

Teachers, drawing teachers in the public schools, 249

Minimum of qualifications, suggestions relating to, 204

Normal school graduates employed as, 13, iv-lxxxix

Benefits to public schools derived from 219, 220

Number of, employed and required 73, iv-lxxxix

Ratio of, employed, to number required, 74

Ratio of women to men, 73

State aid towards salaries of, 103-105, 207

Repeal of law relating to, 100

State examination and certification of, ' 123, 193-204

Wages of, 64, 65, 73-75, ii-lxxxix

Relative increase since 1852, 74, 75

Table showing, since 1852, 73

Teachers' institutes, appropriation and expenditures for, 155

Lectures and lessons at, helpful to teachers, . . . . . . 218, 219

Number and location of, 121, 122

Text-books and supplies, 98, vi-xc
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Thompson, John G., principal, Fitchburg State Normal School, .... 26

Tillinghast, C. B., acting secretary of the Board, 5, 14

Circular relating to State school fund prepared by, 101-103

"Massachusetts School System," prepared under supervision of, ... 14

Report of 61-142

Time, length of, schools have been kept, 63, 69, iv-lxxxix

Towns reporting shortage in 69, 70

Transportation of school children. See Conveyance.

Truant schools, county, reports on, 263-280

Attendance 265

Visitation of, by the Board of Education, 11, 12

Tuition reimbursement and high school grants by the State, . . . . . 81-89

Vacation schools, 93

Valuation of the State, percentage expended for the public schools, ... 68

Visitors to State normal schools, reports of. See Normal schools, visitors of.

Voluntary contributions to public schools x-xcii

AVages of teachers. See Teachers, wages of.

Walsh, Rev. Louis S., supervisor of Catholic schools 132

Wells, Kate Gannett, report of, as member of the Board, 9-15

As visitor to the Framingham State Normal School, 29-32

As visitor to the Lowell State Normal School, 39-42

As visitor to the State Normal Art School, ....... 57-60

Westfield State Normal School, appropriation and expenditures, . . . 150, 151

In general, 51

Instructors in, with branches of study, 51

New dormitory, " Dicl^inson Hall," 52

Principal of, .51
Statistics of, 52, 53

Visitors' report of, 51-53

Whittemore, Henry, principal, Framingham State Normal School, ... 29

Williams, Job, principal, American School for the Deaf, 125

Winship, Albert E., report of, as visitor to the North Adams State Normal School, 43-46

As visitor to the State Normal Art School, 57-60

As visitor to the Worcester State Normal School 54-56

Worcester State Normal School, appropriation and expenditures, .... 150

Entering class, 56

Graduates, forty-eighth class of, 56

Instructors in, with branches of study, 54

Changes in, 55

Principal of, 54-56

Statistics of, 56

Stoddard, Elijah B., death of, 54

Memorial adopted by students, 54, 55

Visitors' report of, . 54-56

Yale, Caroline A., principal, Clarke School for the Deaf, 124










